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THRESHOLD — Seventy Years Young And Dying?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY THRESHOLD!
SEVENTY
YEARS YOUNG AND DYING?
Welcome, loyal yearbook supporters, to
what may be your last Hurray. Western Michi
gan University's yearbook the THRESHOLD
(formerly the BROWN AND GOLD) this year
celebrates its seventieth year of publication,
(1906 to 1975). Unfortunately, it may be our
last.
Western's THRESHOLD appears at this
point to be the victim of a severe case of year
book euthanasia. We are being put out of our
misery with what amounts to a pocket veto by
the administration. We have been advised not
\
to make any arrangements for any future
books until a final decision has been reached
upon whether or not the university will allow
us to continue at our present level of student
support. Meanwhile, the staff has been left in
disarray, and plans for next year's book are left
out in the cold, which is fatal for a yearbook.
When a yearbook staff cannot keep the ball
rolling by making plans and preparing for the
next edition as soon as one is finished, the
rhythm is interrupted, staffers depart for lack
of activity and insecurity about the book's fu
ture. Soon we will be finished with this book,
and when we are gone there will be no one left
behind appointed to carry on our task. The
administration need do nothing but leave us in
limbo, and it will be too late for THRESHOLD
1976, and much easier to forget us all together.
And what a year for Western to try being
without a yearbook. The one year in a century
that history is one of the paramount concerns
of the nation, when everyone will be experienc
ing their lives and country in the special light
of its bicentennial celebration. And Western
will lose it. Oh, they'll experience it. It'll be a
wonderful year for all involved, with memora
ble events filling every calendar. And when its
over, it will be just that; over, and we won't be
here to bring it back for you. I can't think of a
better year to go; except maybe last year. Our
book was prettier in 1974. Looking like a deck
of cards, with the joker on the cover, it would
have been immensely appropriate for a final
book, but not very funny.
But, in a way, I suppose we brought all this
on ourselves. The THRESHOLD has been
caught up for several years now in the crunch
of opposing forces: decreasing financial back
ing on the one hand, and an upward careening
spiral of production costs on the other. This
year it all caught up with us. Our accumulated
deficit was indeed phenomenal, amounting to
nearly forty thousand dollars at one point, and
that, as any good businessman knows, is bad
business.
And if our administration here at Western is
full of anything, it is full of good businessmen.
They know a bottomless pit when they see one,
and, in a way, that's what we are. One year
book covers only that, one year. Each year is a
wholly new production, with new beginnings,
new endings, and a year to capture all to itself.
Each year means expenses of between thirty-
five and forty thousand dollars, and that's with
a cut down version of the book from its hey
days in the late sixties. Yet, after all the hours
of work, meeting deadlines, hounding staffers,
and chasing down as many groups and indivi
duals around the campus as possible, we still
aren't doing well enough. We don't make en
ough money to support ourselves, and herein
lies the problem.
Put simply, we don't sell enough books to
make ours a money making operation. Never
mind that the University of Michigan sells
fewer books than we do, to a student populat
ion nearly twice our own. Never mind that we
sell the second largest number of college year
books in the state of Michigan, second only to
the sprawling campus of Michigan State Uni
versity. Never mind that WMU's THRE
SHOLD has been a consistent award winner in
yearbook annual competition. Never mind
that in the last five years we have cut produc
tion costs from a high of nearly fifty thousand
dollars in 1971, to thirty-five thousand this
year, and this in the face of ever rising paper
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and publication costs. Never mind that in
1975, the year of tight money all across Amer
ica, the THRESHOLD made more actual dol
lars from sales than in any previous year.
Never mind that the Greeks and organizations
on campus are making a comeback from the
same slump we were in, and that their partici
pation in this year's book increased signifi
cantly over last year. Never mind that our
sales were up forty percent over 1974, and that
the number of seniors getting their picture ta
ken for the book was up nearly thirty-five
percent over last year; the highest number
since 1968. Never mind that for the last four
years the Western Herald, WIDR, and the
THRESHOLD have been the recipients of a
three way split of the university's General
Fund, and that out of its one hundred and five
thousand dollar budget, the highest amount
paid out to THRESHOLD for any one year,
was slightly above six thousand dollars. Never
mind that though Western's administration
complains that we do not serve enough of the
campus community to warrant further fund
ing, that the THRESHOLD sells to a higher
percentage of its student population than any
other state supported university in Michigan,
and that with a paid business staff of two sup
plemented by three secretaries!
But never mind all these never minds. Mon
ey's tight; and when the purse strings are shor
tened funny things happen, belts are tight
ened, people are laid off, and luxuries are
trimmed. Apparently we're considered a lux
ury, a frill, something kind of cute, and nice to
keep around in order to humor those few peo
ple that are dedicated, interested, and con
cerned with leaving a living record of Western
Michigan University for any who care to relive
it in the future. But that's just so long as the
bucks are floating easy. When the going gets
tough, the tough get going, and, brother, if you
don't make a profit, at least return enough to
balance the budget, you're not tough, you're
not even worth the paper you're written on, nor
the effort that hundreds of people have put
into carving a book out of the bricks and stone,
flesh and blood, that make up this university.
I wonder when the last time was that the
Board of Trustees made a profit. But, then,
perhaps they do. If they can charge ten bucks
for a one page diploma that is supposed to
symbolize at least four years of a student's life,
that's not too bad. In the last four years any
student could have purchased four yearbooks,
totalling thirteen hundred and ninety-two
pages, for less than twenty dollars. Somewhere
we missed the boat, we haven't been ripping
people off enough. We tried to give each stu
dent as much of their university experience
back to them as we could, for as little as we
could. Obviously, a silly idea.
We, as a staff, realize that we have been
taking from the university more than we have
been paying back, and we also realize that we
it.
Granted, our product has limited commer
cial appeal in a market that experiences a
tighter money situation than many of the un
employed citizens of this country; students.
But grant us in return that ours is a unique
product, a unique media; one designed for the
future, not today; one that retains better pic
ture quality than a television and sifts down
and summarizes the events that takes three
hundred and sixty-five newspapers a year; one
that gains worth steadily as the years go by
instead of depreciating into nothingness; one
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have been giving out more to students than
they have been paying back. We agree that
both situations should be corrected. We as an
organization must do everything in our power
to increase the financial sufficiency of Wes
tern's yearbook. We feel our sales increases
and an upsurge in group participation in the
book have more than started us in that direc
tion. We do not feel that the THRESHOLD
deserves to die an early death because sudden
ly money is tight elsewhere, nor have to lose its
hard earned momentum because people want
to see if it will come back to life once they kill
that captures something that no one can ever
hope to regain, one that no person can ever
hope to reproduce once a single experience has
occurred and faded into the past unrecorded.
A yearbook is indeed a strange commodity.
It defies economic realities, and, therefore, of
ten creates financial confusion and distortions.
But it does provide a service, one both unique
and denied of second chances, and one that
over two thousand people on this campus this
year alone felt necessary, lasting, and worth
while enough to invest in. It is for these people,
and any others that may come to appreciate
A Unique Media Denied Of Second Chances
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WMU's yearbooks in the future, that we of the
THRESHOLD staff express the belief that
Western should NOT now abandon the in
strument that has so effectively preserved its
past out of temporary and correctable financial
concerns. Nor do we feel Western can afford to
forget, and therefore relegate to instant extinc
tion, the future of a Western Michigan Univer
sity that is still becoming.
We only hope that by the time this book is
printed and released on Western's campus that
future THRESHOLDS are not part of the irre
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Trees And Warm Grass








I love it. I love being here in the
summer. I always thought that going
to school in the summer would be a
drag, but its not. If you've never gone
to summer term at W.M.U., you're
probably thinking "she's a fool" and
maybe you're right.
There are a few things, however,
that you should know in order to
have the best time possible. First of
all, take a light class load. There's
nothing worse than being cooped up
inside Sangren Hall on a terrific
summer day. It's pretty hard to keep
your mind on your class when you
really want to be on the tennis courts
or at Lake Michigan, or on your ten
speed. Secondly, if you are allowed
to, live off campus. It's a great way to
try out new roommates for the fall
and to meet a group of people that
are sure to become your close friends.
Believe it or not, you can meet a
whole lot of new people during sum
mer term. Admittedly, there aren't
too many people on campus, but
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those who are here are friendly and
looking for parties and things to do.
There is not much to do on campus
since only one dorm is open, but the
campus isn't really as dead as it
seems. True, there's only two to
three thousand people here, but
there is a lot of activity going on that
you may not notice. The dorms are
getting face lifts with new paint jobs
and carpeting. The ever changing
streets on campus are filled with
road blocks and construction crews
are busy trying to get the new by
pass behind Sangren complete before
twenty thousand students descend
on the campus to tie everything up.
It's always fun to see the new
freshmen here for orientation. It
seems like it was just last year when I
went through the same ordeal, but it
was three and a half years ago. The
feeling of being lost or wondering if
you'll ever find your place in this
madhouse they call Western Michi
gan University keeps running
through your mind.
The greatest part of summer term
is the relaxed atmosphere that is
seen everywhere. The profs leave
their ties at home, cut-offs are the
prevalent student attire, and outside
parties are the norm. But most im




Freshman Orientation — I Didn't Know The
Difference Between The Health Center...
13
And The Administration Building
I am one of the 2,886 people who all
seemed to be in the same position.
Freshmen. Only I fooled them. Today
was the first day of orientation. I feel
like a big kid now! I made everybody
think I was older than I really am.
My sister's ID card from last year
was all I needed. After all, she kind of
looks like me. My group all thought I
was their student leader. I thought
about it for awhile and I couldn't fig
ure out how I could give a tour of
WMU when I didn't know the differ
ence between the health center and
the administration building. Finally,
I had to tell them that I really wasn't
their leader. I didn't want to get my
fellow freshmen anymore mixed up
than we already were.
Tonight we're supposed to go see a
set of slide shows and skits put on by
the student leaders. After that who
knows. We have free time to do what
ever we want. No time limit!! NO
PARENTS!!
I feel sorry for all those people
heading for a hard night because
they'll also have a hard time tomor
row. Placement tests, financial inter
views, and minority student meet
ings are planned. Furthermore, cata
logs and schedules are to be handed
out. This is what everyone is waiting
for. What a pain! After that, a gener
al education meeting is planned to
help us newcomers to check out some
of the many classes Western has to
offer. As if we really cared. Right!? I
think school is the farthest thing
from our minds. What else are we
gonna do? Oh yes. A tour beginning
with the academic department dis
plays comes next. Then, come some
of the main buildings on campus.
How I'll ever, ever find my way
around I'll never know.
The last day we're suppose to sign
up for classes. YUK! The good part
of it is we're going to get our mug
shots taken for ID's, so I'll have my
very own. I won't have to pretend






If Only The Millions $ Were Spectators
The silence is deafening at soccer
games, as the only sounds heard by
the players is the noise they made
themselves, as it echoes off the emp
ty seats in Waldo Stadium. No one is
there to cheer on the weary runners of
the cross country team, nor are there
very many urging the girl's field
hockey or volleyball teams on. Only
basketball in Read Fieldhouse, foot
ball in Waldo Stadium, and ice hock
ey in the new Recreation Building
draw close to a full house.
WMU has eleven different facili
ties for varsity and intramural
sports, all of which are in excellent
condition for participants and spec
tators alike. Two new ones were add
ed this year alone. The Recreation
i Building encompasses the Harry W.
I Lawson Ice Arena and the Edward A.
Gabel Natatorium and Kanley
Track, a nine lane, quarter mile, all
weather, outdoor track and site of
the 1975 MAC track championships.
Kanley Track, completed this fall,
replacing the old track torn out at
Waldo Stadium, during the addition
of more seating there, brings outdoor
track meets back to Western after a
one year absence. Besides the run
ning surface it has rings for shot put,
discus, and hammer throw, and pits
for high jumping and pole vaulting.
Upon completion it will seat twenty-
five hundred fans to send Western I
through its home season.
The ice arena named after WMU's
first hockey coach has a two hundred
foot by eighty-five foot plexi-glassed
enclosed ice surface and room for for
ty-five hundred screaming hockey
fans.
The Natatorium named for
WMU's first swimming coach, has a
one hundred twenty foot pool with a
movable bulkhead for separating the
diving from the swimmers. It has two
one-meter boards and one three-me
ter board and seven hundred fifty
aluminum backed seats for the plea
sure of the hardy fans. The pool is
built to university standards and is a
high class pool, capable of holding
any type of swimming event whether
intramural meets or championship
meets for league.
The other facilities at WMU are in
good condition and have room for
good sized crowds, yet are not used to
their fullest extent. Read Fieldhouse
with seating for eighty-nine hundred
is the only building that comes close
to filling for basketball games and
nothing else. Oakland Gym, where
many of the women's athletic sports
events are held has never seen
enough people to create more noise
than the team itself as they go on to
victory.
It is questioned why, with such
limited spectator interest, the ath
letic department gets new facilities
before the hard pressed College of
Fine Arts for example, which is the
fastest growing yet, least equipped
on campus. One answer is that the
three athletic improvements (Recre
ation Building, Kanley Track, im
provements on Waldo Stadium) were
for the three strongest sports on
campus, track, football, and hockey.
Because of the basicly unused seat
ing added to Waldo Stadium the old
track was torn out and then of course
needed replacing. The hockey team
supposedly needed a closer and bet-
ter place to play than the Kalamazoo
Ice Arena. Another answer was that
these additions were planned before
the College of Fine Arts was even
started (1972) and therefore had been
planned and financed before its es
tablishment. The last reason given
was that the athletic department is
self-supporting and basketball, foot
ball and hockey draw enough to keep
it that way and one way to do it is to
give them facilities in order to keep
the money rolling in.
All in all Western's athletic facili
ties are in fine shape. Only the sports
themselves in most instances are
lacking in support from the students
and if enough publicity is given to
these sports possibly they too will
generate most interest and garner
more of the headlines. The other fa
cilities are used as follows: Gary Cen
ter, men's physical education, intra-
murals; Oakland Field, women's
field hockey, women's physical edu
cation; Haymes Field, baseball;
Goldsworth Field, soccer; and the
I.M. Fields. All outdoor intramural
sports are frequently used by West
ern's Athletic Department, both var
sity and intramural level and all of
them deserve the support of West
ern's students.
Brown Versus Gold
The annual spring football pair-off
between the first and second string
varsity teams ended spring training
on the normal optimistic note. The
scrimmage left most spectators with
a favorable outlook for the coming
season as both the first string offense
and defense consistently, if not spec
tacularly, picked their counterparts
into managable mouthfuls. As in the
past rushing plays formed the vast
majority of the team's repertoire,
with passing relegated to a secondary
(no pun intended) role. Predictably
the starters looked good against a
group of primarily sophomores and
freshmen, but the questions in every
fan's mind dealt with how they
would fare against some of the pow






The state of our nation's econ
omy worsens each week. Inflation
and recession have effected ever
yone and everything: Money is in
greater supply than ever, but spir-
aling costs daily reduce the value
of each dollar. Western Michigan
University is no exception when it
comes to feeling this financial
crunch. Revenues from the state,
students, and other sources, are
higher than ever, yet the money is
buying less and paying fewer salar
ies as rising expenses outdistance
plateauing revenues. All of this
places Western in the position of
needing to raise more money from
the state and other sources even as
these funds are dwindling and
making it nearly impossible to
maintain its hard earned and con
sistently above average services to
its students, staff, and community
during these hard pressed times.
The university receives revenues
from the state, students, and a few
other miscellaneous sources
amounting to close to sixty million
dollars a year. The state contri
butes over half of this sum but has
been forced into budgetary cut
backs due to the loss of the state's
sales tax on food and drugs and
unexpected drops in the state in
come tax because of the country's
economic slump. Since Michigan's
constitution does not allow deficit
spending the state has had to cut
back on money previously ex
pected to be appropriated to the
state schools, as well as withdraw
ing funds appropriated for expan
sion or new facilities but not yet
spent. This automatically sets
Western's proposed Fine Arts
buildings and new College of Busi
ness out in the cold. About a
quarter of WMU's revenues come
from the students in the form of
tuition and dorm fees, and this
percentage is considered nearly
optimum. Asking for more money
from an already inflation riddled
and employment hungry student
body would put such a hardship on
many students that it would force
more out of school, therefore caus
ing the opposite of its desired ef
fect. The University's few other
sources of revenue, such as athletic
gate receipts, parking meters, and
the student unions are considered
fairly static.
Western spends over sixty per
cent of its budget on faculty salar
ies. The operaton and mainten-
ence of the campus, including the
upkeep of buildings and the pay
ment of staff salaries eat up an
other twenty percent. Expenses in
the category of Auxiliary Activi
ties cover the maintenance of the
dorms and athletic facilities, sup
port of the Athletic Department,
and financial backing for the Uni
versity Police Department. Stu
dent aid annually amounts to over
three million dollars in the form of
scholarships, loans and employ
ment for students qualified for
such funds. The Student Services
area of the university has a yearly
budget in excess of two million
dollars to support the different
campus organizations as well as
instituting many of its own ser
vices, programs and activities. The
General Fund feeds money into the
three campus media organizations
WIDR, Herald and Threshold. All
the other organizations request
funds through the Student Budget
and Allocations Committee that
distributes the monies collected
through student assessments. All
of these various drains on Wes-
tern's finances are experiencing
daily rises in expenses, but with
out a similar rise in their corre
sponding revenue categories.
WMU's administration is faced
with a need to either cutback in
expenses, and thus services, or to
make up additional revenue. Mak
ing additional revenue can not be
easily accomplished in today's
tight money market, so the univer
sity is forced to reappraise their
priorities and determine where
cutbacks can occur without hin
dering Western's ability to teach
its students; obviously its primary
purpose.
Western is already rated as one
of the lowest salaried schools in
the state when it comes to faculty.
Even so the outlook for significant
raises is at best doubtful since the
university cannot afford salary in
creases at a time when its own
budget is being curtailed. This di
lemma alone may force some fa
culty members to migrate to
higher paying institutions. Cuts in
the Auxilliary Activities budget
are next to impossible with main
tenance costs rising and the Uni
versity commited to improving its
athletic facilities and police de
partment. Student Aid will be
more needed than ever. Student
Services will, however, suffer some
cuts in the General Fund. But such
cuts will not be of the magnitude
expected in the academic areas of
the university where President
Bernhard has already ordered a
hiring freeze for the university,
precluding replacing anyone who
decides to leave the employment
of Western. The number and var
iety of classes will be the most no-
ticable cutback as larger more
crowded classes become the norm.
This will help to both cut the cost
per capita of classes and also make
up for any instructors who fail to
be replaced due the freeze.
The only making up of revenue
will be a small raise in dorm rates
and an increase in out of state tui
tion. The rise in tuition is neces
sary because the state now de
mands that state supported
schools pay for seventy-five per
cent of the cost of a non-residents
education, and the increased dorm
rates will to a great extent reflect
rising food costs.
Everyone is caught up in the
same double edged problem. First
it was simply a problem of rising
costs, now the added burden of
stringent revenues has served to
multiply the difficulties. Faculty
members are living with rising
prices and little hope of early, sig
nificant raises. Students are find
ing themselves caught between
paying more for their education
while enjoying less opportunity to
find employment in order to gain
an income. The administration too
is caught in the middle of trying to
maintain an acceptable level of
services while suffering a substan-
cial loss in net revenues.
The combined effects of reces
sion and inflation have forced
Western into decisive action. The
result will be cutbacks in nearly all
fields of service that the university
offers and increased efforts to raise
revenues merely to offset inflation
ary losses. These changes will un
doubtedly detract from Western's
ability to serve both its students
and the society it trains them for,
but if it continues to display the
fiscal awareness and sensible man
agement that it has in the past,
WMU should survive relatively
unscathed its worst financial diffi
culties since becoming a Univer
sity.
Applied Sciences —What Do You Think Of?
Damn car! I knew I should've never
bought a foreign car. Maybe it's only
a loose distributor wire. Hmmm... I
wonder where the distributor wires
are. Maybe the battery's dry. No,
that's not it. I know! It's probably
out of gas. Hell, I can't even get it to
turn over. It sure is dark out here. I
wish I was on a main road. I'm going
to get the hell out of here. Maybe I
should register for an auto tech.
class.
When someone says College of
Applied Sciences to you, what do you
think of? These and many more areas
of study should come to mind: Agri
culture, Military Science, Food Dis
tribution, Aviation, Engineering and
Technology, Home Economics and
many more.
Students in the College of Applied
Sciences learn more than just theory.
They get actual training that pre
pares them to step out of the class
room into a job. Almost every stu
dent graduating from the College of
Applied Sciences finds a position
immediately. Even teachers coming
out of the College have relative ease
in finding jobs; much easier than in
structors in other areas.
The College of Applied Sciences
does work on a strict University
budget but outside help from con
cerned businesses is accepted by the
College. Through a trade of informa
tion with businesses, the College can
learn what new ideas or techniques
should be emphasized.
The Agricultural programs offer
challenging involvement to students
who want to study about the produc
tion of agriculture products, how our
economy is affected by agriculture,
and the teaching of agriculture in
secondary schools.
The courses of Engineering and
Technology provide laboratory expe
rience requiring the application of
engineering principles.
Distributive Education takes into
account more than just food distribu
tion. There is also a program of Pe
troleum Distribution.
The Paper Science and Engineer
ing Department is considered as one
of the best and most prestigious in
the entire United States.
The programs of Transportation
Technology provide students with
appropriate training to assume posi
tions in industries related to
A Helping Hand
The Occupational Therapy depart
ment here, at Western, claims the
third oldest curriculum in existence.
Currently, there are two hundred
and five students seeking an under
graduate degree and thirty-six more
students who are engaged in the
master's program. As part of the
course requirements, occupational
therapy students have to take part in
two, three-month affiliations.
The occupational therapy depart
ment's major role is to treat chronic
and acute disabilities and they ac
complish this by engaging the person
in his own treatment. Screening the
patient, working with the parents,
providing remediation activities, and
teaching day-to-day survival skills,
fosters independence in the person
and helps minimize the pain for the
family.
The health related professions are
becoming more pertinent today as
society finds a way to include all its
members. The O.T. department at
Western is making a meaningful con
tribution by alleviating the affects of
illness and making a disadvantaged
individual a more productive mem
ber of our society.
transportation.
The Industrial Education Depart
ment offers students a background in
Industrial orientated subjects. The
Department prepares teachers and
supervisors of general industrial
arts and teachers of vocational sub
jects in high school and community
colleges.
Manufacturing, product develop
ment, energy conversion and con
struction are fields emphasized in
the Mechanical Engineering Tech
nology Department.
The College of Applied Sciences
encompasses many areas of study.
Some of its departments are consid
ered to be among the best in the
United States. The College of Ap
plied Sciences here at Western Mich
igan University is preparing gradu
ates for the future; not only their
personal future, but also the world's
future.
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What The Hell Have I Gotten Myself Into?!
Chemistry! What in the hell have I
gotten myself into? Here I am a
Communications major and I'm up
to my butt in test tubes. I was
tricked. The catalog said I had to
take "one of the following" or "any
two from this group" and/or "any
combination of the preceeding two
groups." I'm confused. Let's see
what the lab manual says. Hmm.
Potassium chloride. Sulfuric Acid.
Iron filings? I'll never make it. Even
my own lab partner won't work with
me. I knew I should have taken Geog
raphy. I know about rocks and moun
tains. I've got it! I'll drop the class.
Oh, I forgot. The last day of drops
was Friday. Hmm. Where is that lab
manual?
The largest of all the colleges at
Western Michigan University is the
College of Arts and Sciences. The




Located on a farm just north of
Bangor is the School of Homestead-
ing. Dr. Maynard Kaufman, Asso
ciate Professor of Religion at WMU,
and his wife, Sally, supervise the
school which Dr. Kaufman started
nearly two years ago as an alterna
tive to urban life and the strains it
imposes on the economic system.
In the past few years, Dr. Kauf
man, his family, and students have
lived, worked, and learned the art of
subsistence farming. By designing
and constructing their own methane
generator, preserving their own food,
and making cheese and bread, the
School of Homesteading has proven
to be self-sufficient.
The farm is envisioned as a start
ing point for learning the skills of a
lifestyle deemed necessary if man
hopes to avert an ecological disaster.
college consists of twenty separate
departments, the two largest being
English and Communications Arts
and Sciences. It covers many differ
ent areas of study; all the way from
Speech Pathology to Economics.
The College of Arts and Sciences
seeks to introduce their students to
specializations in the various discip
lines. Another of their main goals is
to provide graduates who contribute
to the professional training of other
colleges.
There are many students who are
not in the college proper but take
classes that come under the Arts and
Sciences Departments. Many Teach
ers Education majors take courses
that are controlled by the college;
usually in the English or Communi
cations departments. Many other
curriculums require credit hours
from the Biology, Geography, or one
of the other Science Departments.
Also all foreign languages come un
der the College of Arts and Sciences.
The Dean of the college, Dr. Corne
lius Loew, is aware that many stu
dents come out of the college not ful
ly aware of what they want. They
haven't decided what career to pur
sue or how to go about getting start
ed in their chosen career. In the past
the responsibility for career planning
and placement was left up to West
em's Placement Office.
First of all, the college is geared
toward providing the students with a
wide variety of courses so they can
branch off into many different areas
after graduation. With this type pro
gram the student is not trained for a
specific skill. They're more prepared
for an area of work instead of a cer
tain job.
The college, led by Al Furbay, a
faculty member is now in the prog
ress of accumulating materials rele
vant to career planning. Furbay has
contact with professional placement





obtain information that can help the
student decide on a career. Hopefully
the materials will be condensed onto
taped cassette cartridges. The pro
gram is expected to be ready for the
Fall Semester 1975. The College of
Arts and Science hopes that the Ca
reer Planning assistance will instill
faith in the college and its overall
programs with their students. Career
Planning is an addition to the college
that should be an improvement and
will help the students.
It's the largest and probably the
most diversified of all the colleges at
Western Michigan University. Look
into it sometime. You might be sur
prised.
Business — One Of The Best
Study, study, study. Who would have
thought there was so much to do to be
come a retailer. Classes are okay and
partying isn't bad either, but I sure would
like to get out into the business world with
a job, my own apartment and a chance to
put all this studying to work. Just think —
I could be a business executive one day
soon and enjoy all the freedom of someone
who knows what they are doing and get
ting that job done well. Just one more
semester .. . Good-bye studying, hello
world!
The College of Business, offering one of
the best business programs in the state, is
the eighteenth largest business school in
the United States and is held in high na
tional regard. The undergraduate program
is accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business and the
attainment of graduate accreditation is
forseeable in the near future.
There are five academic departments in
the college: Accountancy, Business Edu
cation and Administrative Services, Gen
eral Business, Management and Market
ing. There are seventy-two full-time facul
ty members teaching in these depart-
ments of which forty-three posess earned
doctorates. Although the faculty- student
ratio is high, the faculty does an efficient
job in teaching by effectively communicat
ing the material across to the students as
well as counseling their students about
courses and future jobs.
Society has gravitated to business-re
lated careers and the local Kalamazoo
businessmen have helped the College of
Business in placing their students in in
ternship programs. The students are given
responsible positions in which they are an
active participant in the running of the
business. The positions are temporary, yet
often, the internships become permanent
positions because the company is pleased
with the work done by the student, so
upon graduation, the student has a full-
time job. Being in such a program has
helped students get "real-life" experience
in business, another one of the College of
Business' highly advanced programs.
A student can earn a Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Busi
ness Administration in the College of
Business. Two graduate degrees are also
offered: The Degree of Master of Science in
Business Administration, which allows
heavy specialization in a functional discip
line and the Master of Science in Accoun
tancy which gives a broad preparation for
Business. There is also the Specialist of
Arts in Business Education which is de
signed to educate teachers for community
colleges.
The college is headed by a new dean, Dr.
Darrell G. Jones, who succeeded the retir
ing Dr. Arnold Schneider. Since becoming
dean, Dr. Jones has helped establish an
active Alumni Association, Business Advi
sory Councils, the Black Business Stu-
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On The On Move
Dr. Jay Lindquist, presently a
member of the marketing staff in the
College of Business, has become an
important part of the staff since join
ing it in the fall of 1973. A Graduate
of the United States Naval Academy
with a Masters in Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and from the Universi
ty of Michigan with a Masters in
Business Adminstration, plus a PhD
in Business Administration, he has
involved himself in various activities
ranging from the Air National Guard
and American Marketing Associa
tion, to publishing his own materials.
In his short tenure at WMU, Dr.
Lindquist has become involved with
re-doing the Marketing Research
courses, working as chairman of the
Metric Committee within the Col
lege of Business, as well as aiding in
the updating of the Masters in Mar
keting Program and teaching a full
load of classes. These activities and
others all contributed to Dr. Lindqu
ist's remarkable ascent to the fore
front of the Business faculty when he
received the Teaching Excellence
Award for 1974.
dents and the Women in Business
organizations. The major concerns of
these organizations as well as the col
lege is student selection, placement
and success in society; other than
supplementing the present organiza
tion of the College of Business and
updating the programs already of
fered. There are no new needs at this
time, except for a new facility, which
has been talked about for four years.
A West Campus site will be chosen
for the building, but at the rate infla
tion is going, the cost will triple the
original cost discussed when the
building was first proposed.
One of the most impressive facts
about the college is the high quality
of the students who graduate from it.
Those who take the Certified Public
Accountancy test score among the
highest of all participants and gradu
ates of WMU's College of Business
are recruited by all the largest com
panies in the area. Over six thousand
WMU business alumnae are em
ployed within a fifty mile radius of
Kalamazoo which illustrates how
well the College of Business has suc
ceeded in providing a sound, profes
sional education for its students.
\ %:\\i
A Serious Handicap?
Blindness has always been considered a serious hand
icap in the past, but programs such as the one here at
Western Michigan University are beginning to destroy
that stereotype.
There are two basic curriculums in this field offered
at WMU. The first deals with orientation and mobility,
the second concerns teaching blind rehabilitation.
Recent activities relate to experimenting and field
testing the use of binaural ultrasonic sensors as travel
aids for blind persons.
The Western graduate program for rehabilitation
teachers is unique in that it continues to be the only one
of its kind in the world. At the present time there are 10
universities offering orientation and mobility programs,
eight of which are under the leadership of WMU gradu
ates. The significant research and training Ibeing done
at Western may some day find a way to totally over
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a B.A. teaching degree, discover that
•y have landed in a stiff, competi-
buyer's market, where in some
ds jobs may be practically non
existent. Nevertheless, there are
many jobs open to those who are will
ing to explore new fields and new
places. Education fields such as
Wind rehabilitation, counseling, and
special education can use well-
trained teachers. Underprivileged
areas such as Appalachia and the
Southwest have many openings. And
there is always the e>;
ty of teaching abroad under such
programs as Action and the Peace
Corps. As long as there are children
to teach, teachers will be needed to
share their knowledge.
estern's College of Education's
is to produce qualified, responsi-
teachers. Through certain classes
such as 250 Human Development
and Learning and 322 Teaching of
Reading, the apprentice undergradu
ate learns fundamental basics which
will help him no matter what field of
specialization he's in. And, in the all-
important senior year, comes the
semester of directed teaching, where
a student can have a foretaste of
what lies in store for him. Western
a very active directed teaching
tern which enables the student to
ave a wide variety of places to
choose from when he does his direct
ed teaching.
Education is a series of one learn
ing experience after another. WMU's
College of Education tries to keep the
thirst for knowledge insatiable,
molding a teacher into a responsible
student of life.
All The Materials I'll
Need To Create A Great Work Of Art
I sit in front of a piece of blank,
white canvas, and all the materials
I'll need to create a great work ot art.
I've spent the last of my small for
tune on the supposedly inexpensive
supplies. Ideas are supposed to be
rushing into my head, since I'm an
art major, but I have to think about
my grade, which is what really deter
mines weather I am a success or fail
ure. My artistic inclinations really
don't matter as yet. I'm not sup
posed to know enough about what
I'm doing to know what I'm doing.
For now I have to reflect someone
else's ideas. That's the tough part.
But, with any luck, if I sit here long
enough something will pop up, it
always does.
In 1972 the Fine Arts College was
the first of its kind developed in
Michigan, and continues to be one of
the fastest growing colleges at West
ern Michigan University. In the fall
A Way Of Harmonizing
' "Dance is a way of harmonizing professional life
with the Spiritual life," says Miss Loretta Mc-
Cray, recipient of the Teaching Excellance Award.
Miss McCray's objective in teaching her dance
classes is to help the student discover joy in mo
tion. She believes this is best achieved as each in
dividual developes confidence in one's own move
ments. The department itself encourages non-
dancers to find some appreciation in the art.
Miss McCray received her initial education at
Western though during the summer she was in
volved in dance programs not affiliated with the
University. She has few opportunities to perform,
but has on occassion for "New Structures in
Sound."
Throughout her experience as student and
teacher at Western, Miss McCray has seen the
rapid development of the dance department and
anticipates a promising future.
of 1974, for example over one-
hundred applicants were turned
away from the music department,
not because of their lack of talent,
but a shortage of facilities and facul
ty members. The visual arts are more
fortunate, in that all the students
who enrolled were accepted. All three
departments offer many of the best
faculty members in the state.
The original concept of the plaza
containing Miller Auditorium, Shaw
Theatre and Brown Hall had envi
sioned facilities for the visual and
performing arts to complete the spa-
cial concept. New facilities are be
coming increasingly critical, as the
department now works out of 28
buildings, located on or near campus.
The widespread location creates a
communication problem between
department heads, faculty, and
students.
The College also plays an impor
tant role in developing the cultural
enjoyment of students, and other
various members of the community.
The quality of dance programs, art
exhibits, and concerts have noticably
improved in the past few years. The
trend appears certain to continue as
the College's fine faculty and facili
ties remain as one of the strongest
drawing cards for new and talented
students.
Society is becoming more sensitive
to the strength, quality, and sophis
tication the arts have to offer! The
Fine Arts College is unique in that it
gives the student a chance to pro
duce, in a work of art, a feeling or
emotion as an individual. The varia
tions of creativity are apparant to
each student as he or she works to
discover both themselves and their
fellow students.
College Of General Studies — Interrelating
General Studies! What a dilemma!
I never knew there was this much in
volved in going to college. I don't
even know what my major requires —
this catalog is a bitch to understand.
Then there's all this general required
something or other. How do I know
what I want to take? Videotapes on
this, lectures on that. Damn! I wish I
had gone through all this before! Col
lege used to be so easy.
The College of General Studies,
one of the newest Colleges on cam
pus, was established in i970. The
purpose of the College is to help stu
dents fulfill the general education re
quirement necessary for graduation.
It is a non-degree granting college
which provides interdisciplinary sub
ject matter; introductory as well as
advanced courses in every subject.
Few universities in the country
synthesize knowledge in the way
Western does with a College of Gen
eral Studies. The College relates all
aspects of knowledge to the sociologi
cal area to help interrelate the
courses with today's society as well as
attempting to relate different
courses. This synthesis was underta
ken to help students interpret the
world around them and many if not
all of the pertinent problems it may
present to them. All the knowledge is
based on subject matters that are vir
tually unknown to students before
entering the College of General Stu
dies and such introduction often
World Explorations — An Abandoned Alternative
... .. ..
After a two year trial period WMU
no longer sponsors the World Explor
ations Program. Born in the fall of
1973 in cooperation with the Ameri
can Institute for Exploration, it was
designed to acquaint students with *k»
the drama of discovery occuring at
todays frontiers of knowledge. But it
did more than that. Not only did it
acquaint many students with explor
ing through field trips and expedi- k
tions such as the one program coor
dinator, Dr. Ted Bank led to Alaska's JT
Bering Sea each summer, but it also
gave them opportunities to learn by
doing and to experience not only the
outside world of experience but about
themselves as well.
Yet, the program is no more. Shor
tages of funds and low enrollments
proved to be fatal' for Western's
World Exploration Program, and
once again a worthwhile form of al
ternative education had to be aban
doned here at WMU.
Synthesizing Diverse Requirements
helps an undecided student develop
interest in new areas. The College is
often attacked, however, by under
graduates because of its methods of
synthesization. Undergraduates to
day desire vocational training in
order to obtain a job in the future.
The College serves all students re
gardless of their majors or minors.
Seventy- three percent of the seventy
faculty members hold doctoral de
grees in more than one subject, so the
college is able to provide an extensive
enough program that it incorporates
many major and minor courses
within it.
The faculty is constantly trying to
improve the interrelation of subject
matter. The College is thus able to
provide students with a depth of spe
cific knowledge, while providing each
individual with material broad en
ough to cover any subject matter
area.
It is generally agreed that upon
graduation, student of W.M.U.
should hold knowledge in a specific
area and at the same time be able to
relate their knowledge with the world
around them, based on their own va
lue structure. The College of General
Studies is trying to provide such a
chance for individuals at W.M.U.,
thus enabling each student a better
chance at handling life in the future.
A College Without Courses, Students, Or Faculty?
Where can you find a college with
out courses, students, or faculty?
Right here on the campus of Western
Michigan University. The name it
goes by is the Graduate College. The
college hires no faculty — that is left
up to the individual departments. It
offers no courses, just seminars.
Once a person is admitted into the
grad college, he enters into the
department of his choice and be
comes a student of that college until
he has completed his graduate
requirements.
The grad college came into exist
ence in 1939. Its programs were first
offered in cooperation with the Uni
versity of Michigan. These co-op
programs continued until 1952, when
WMU was able to break away and
grant its own Masters degree in Edu
cation. In 1960, WMU became au
thorized to have programs leading to
Specialist degrees and in 1966 to
Doctor degrees in the fields of liberal
arts and education. During this time,
the programs weren't the only part of
the graduate college that was grow
ing — its size was too. In 1952, it
boasted three hundred students and
today, it has approximately forty-
two hundred people enrolled.
The main purpose of the Grad Col
lege is to admit students into gradu
ate work to obtain their Masters,
Specialists, or Doctorate degrees. It
also makes and keeps relationships
with federal and professional agen
cies. These relationships are impor
tant because they enable WMU to
place students into companies for
research and experience needs much
easier. It also allows the University
to keep up with the ever new develop
ments that are occurring across the
nation.
Masters, Specialist and Doctorate
degrees are important because they
train their students for speciality,
while a Bachelors degree only trains
its students for discipline. So what
good are these other degrees for you?
The answer is basically easy: better
chance for advancement and better
pay. And who's ever been known to
turn down an offer for more money?
Times Sure Are
Changin'
Times sure are changin', and
WMU is moving right along with
them. One of the more recent devel
opments at Western has been the
option in many graduate programs
for the students not to write a thesis
paper. The most recent entrant into
this option is for a masters degree in
Biology. For now, the thesis paper is
optional, but for the future, the biol
ogy department is planning an unu
sual twist that no other optional pro
gram offers. This twist would be to
get the student to have published a
manuscript in an accepted journal. A
student would still have to go
through conducting and presenting
research results but it would prove
more beneficial to the student than a
thesis paper. This method would also
get more information published that
should be and help build up WMU's
reputation. Though this concept is
still in its planning stages, its future
looks bright and would definitely
take away much the grad student
must now go through in order to ob
tain his degree.
An Alternative
The Honors College makes it possi
ble for exceptional students to en
gage in all the resources W.M.U. has
to offer. It allows the student to have
a better working relationship with
the faculty, and opens up opportuni
ties that would otherwise be out of
reach. It also offers an alternate,
more flexible way of completing the
requirements set by the University.
There are several programs to choose
from, including Independent Study,
Honors Seminar, and as an alterna
tive to the General Studies required
for all W.M.U. students is the Gener
al Education Honors Program.
Alternatives is the name of the
game for the Honors College as it ful
fills its role as a catalyst in W.M.U.'s
academic endeavors.
A Second Profession ...
The Department of Military Sci
ence offers an entire academic curric
ulum to all students at Western. It
has grown from processing just over
fifty cadets last year to seventy-six.
The Department has also changed its
credit system from one hour per two
hours of class and field exercises to
an hour's credit for an hour's work.
The department has now begun to
offer a minor in Military Science for
non-cadet students. All of the cours
es of the department are open to all
students of Western.
Scholarships offered by the depart
ment have a two or four year plan of
fering complete payment of tuition,
room and board and books for the
two or four years in school with junior
and senior years paying a hundred
dollars a month with a second lieu
tenant ranking in the U.S. Army and
only two years commit nent with the
Army. There are no obligations until
the junior year with the option of
leaving anytime before.
The department is on the rise be
cause it offers a second profession
once out of school that a student can
always come back to once the two
years of obligation are up. Under
standably, since the end of America's
direct involvement in any direct mili
tary engagements, the department of
Military Science has been on the rise
at Western Michigan University.
Libraries And
Student Unions
Need a book, supplies, or just a
meeting place? If so, the union is the
direction to head because it offers a
wide variety of services to fill stu
dents individual needs. The main
lounge serves as a study area that
usually proves to be quite active.
There's a candy store in the base
ment for filling your sweet tooth and
a bookstore above stuffed with every
thing from sweat-shirts to ten cent
pencil sharpeners. There are two oth
er unions, besides the one at the
Student Center, which serve the
same purpose, but on a much smaller
scale. The oldest of these is Waiwood
Union located on East Campus and
the other is the Valley I snack bar,
the newest union to be serving stu
dents needs.
Maybe you desire an atmosphere
of solitude. This may be found in a
library where all the information you
want is at your fingerips. There are
a number of libraries on campus to
choose from. Waldo is the largest and
most frequented. However there are
four smaller libraries specializing in
the areas of music, science, business
and education in case your informa
tional needs are more specific.
Depending on your needs, and
sometimes just your moods, WMU
has the materials and locations for
your favorite style of study, be it
reading anatomy over a balony sand
wich in the lounge of the Student
Center or watching the librarians
strain to put someone else's reference
300k on a top shelf in Waldo. Take
your choice.
Administration
President Bernhard — New Look At Old Problems
Dr. John T. Bernhard has com
pleted his first academic year as
Western Michigan University's
fourth president. During this year,
President Bernhard and his family
have become familiar and welcome
faces in the Kalamazoo community,
especially as Dr. Bernhard says,
when the community is as friendly
and well receiving as Kalamazoo has
been.
In his first year, Dr. Bernhard has
also become keenly aware of the de
mands of the university and he is
dedicating himself on a fulltime basis
to meet these demands. He is fully
aware of the economic problems
which beset universities everywhere,
and particularily those problems
which are unique to Western. And,
although the problems are complex,
such as the administration's conten
tion that we do not receive an equita
ble share of state appropriations and
include efforts being made to project
a new and modern image for Western
Michigan University throughout the
entire state; they are hardly insur
mountable. And, while these prob
lems are extremely difficult, John
Bernhard nonetheless sees them as a
fascinating challenge, which he plans
to tackle in his future years with
Western Michigan.
Let us look closer now at the dilem
mas, which rest exclusively on the
shoulders of John Bernhard as presi
dent of one of Michigan's largest un
iversities. First and foremost, has to
be the economy, which has taken a
dynamic grasp upon every facet of
our university. To meet these prob
lems, President Bernhard proposes
that we must expand our energies in
order to expose the university to a
greater amount of people than we
have in the past years. Most impor
tantly, there must be new efforts to
awaken the legislature to the merits
of Western Michigan so that we may
receive a more equitable share from
the appropriations.
Also, in the works is a plan to
create a "Western Foundation"
which will centralize and coordinate
the growing amount of contributions
given to the university by alumni and
friends. President Bernhard has gi
ven instructions for the creation of a
new university magazine which will
not only give us much more public
exposure, but add to a new and ever-
changing image of our university in
the 1970's.
Dr. Bernhard is still optimistic
that Western can obtain a law school
on our campus. This again, would re
flect very much upon concerted ef
forts to influence the legislature more
favorably towards Western.
President Bernhard's optimism
does not stop with academics, while
being very enthusiastic towards the
fine arts that surround the university
and the entire community, Dr. Bern-
hard thought a good athletic program
can only benefit this university. This
comes internally through the univer
sity family rallying behind a success
ful sporting team. It can also behoove
the university on a national level as
the sporting programs become more
attractive.
Indeed, this has been a unique year
for both John Bernhard and Western
Michigan University. Under his con
tinued leadership and guidance,
Western should proceed to advance
through the trying years of the next
decade.
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V.P. Coulter — A Healthy
Attitude
Dr. Myron L. Coulter, Vice Presi
dent of Administration, is a strong
and dedicated executive as well as an
approachable and likeable indivi
dual. In his duties as Vice President
of Administration, Dr. Coulter super
vises every employee of the univer
sity. Dr. Coulter, with other adminis
trators, conducts the business of
WMU, making sure the people he
employs are of the highest possible
standards in regard to either scholas
tic quality or administrative excel
lence.
Dr. Coulter sees Western as a
leader in the field of higher educa
tion, but in light of present economic
troubles, Dr. Coulter asserts that we
must preserve a "margin of excel
lence" throughout the entire acade
mic community. This might mean
more discreet hiring practices as well
as a readjustment of departmental
priorities.
Dr. Coulter speculates that the
student could benefit from the pre
sent economic conditions in the long
run. The trend is developing among
many faculty members to remain sta
ble within the university structure
and to initiate more research in their
particular fields.
The question Dr. Coulter asks is
"How do we keep our own programs
high and still fund them?" There
must be a deliberate effort to accen
tuate the continued importance of
other university programs, such as
the arts and athletics that can pro
mote a superior image upon the uni
versity environment. The years
ahead will definitely be a period of
change for all people in the univer
sity, but considering the dedication
and healthy attitude of Dr. Coulter it
shall also be a period of growth.
Facing A Serious Challenge
— V.P. Mitchell
Dr. Stephen R. Mitchell is Vice-
President of Academic Affairs. His
responsibilities lie directly in the
educational process and the alloca
tion of funds to differing depart
ments. Now in his second year in this
position, Dr. Mitchell has seen many
of his programs come into being at
Western. For instance, classroom in
struction periods are now Mondays
through Thursdays, while Friday
classes and activities are almost non-
existant campus wide. This affords
the university staff and students the
opportunity of a three-day weekend,
and the program so far has been
greeted with enthusiastic praise.
One serious challenge Dr. Mitchell
must face is his continued effort to
promote the educational excellence
of Western Michigan University; a
job made increasingly difficult in
light of the university's failure to
keep pace with inflation.
Like other administrators, Dr. Mit
chell sees change and growth in the
future for the academic community.
One area in which the university may
expand is in its efforts to cater more
to part-time students. With the out
side job market being quite scarce,
many former students are now re
turning to school while still holding
temporary jobs. To Dr. Mitchell, this
should be one of the projects WMU
should pursue with great zeal as full-
time student enrollments decline in
an era of economic depression.
V.P. Coyne — Involved On A Personal Level
Mr. Thomas Coyne is unique in his
position as Vice President of Student
Services. A Western graduate, Mr.
Coyne has served as Director of
Alumni Relations as well as minis-
trative Assistant to Western's former
President James W. Miller. Since
1970, Mr. Coyne has been fully in
volved and dedicated to his position
with Student Services.
To Tom Coyne, Student Services is
closely equated with "student con
cern." He is involved on a personal
level with all students, aware of their
goals, responsive to their needs.
The Student Services Office en
compasses many areas of life in the
university. Mr. Coyne's office is re
sponsible for such areas as Dormitor
ies, Health Center, Placement, Coun
seling and Dean of Students to name
a few.
The Future holds many ideas for
Student Services. With changing
trends in academic interest, so too
will Student Services change with
the times. Mr. Coyne forsees many
more students attending college on a
part time basis in the years ahead,
some attending only weekends. For
these students, Mr. Coyne suggests
that his office may set up a day-care
center for children. Another area of
concern will be programs that cater
to the interest of the growing ranks of
graduate students.
Still, Mr. Coyne reflects that we
maintain our interest and flexibility
with the traditional student, those
eighteen to twenty years olds who
make up the solid core of the Univer
sity enrollment.
According to Mr. Coyne, the con
tinued success of Student Services
depends largely upon departmental
appropriations, student interest and
"student concern."
V.P. Wetnight — Remaining
Cautious
Mr. Robert Wetnight maintains a
powerful position within the adminis
tration of W.M.U. As Vice-President
of Finance, Mr. Wetnight oversees
the vast financial and economic
commitments for the entire univer
sity.
The great challenge Mr. Wetnight
must meet rests in the competing
economic demands from each univer
sity department. With other admin
istrators, Mr. Wetnight co-ordinates
the fiscal priorities for our university
in light of present inflationary condi
tions.
One of the major issues presented
to Mr. Wetnight this year is the chal
lenge of the parietal rule for freshmen
and sophomores, compelling them to
live in university dormitories. In a
controversial issue such as this, Mr.
Wetnight contends that the univer
sity has an ethical responsibility to
complete the financial obligations
the university committed itself to
when there was a tremendous de
mand for dormitory housing.
In light the present economic con
ditions, Mr. Wetnight is cautious
rather than pessimistic toward the
continued growth of the university as
a whole. "There must be change to
grow in academics," as Mr. Wetnight
sees it. While accelerated expansion
is not forseen in the near future for
the university, there may be a reor
dering of priorities of existing depart
ments as the demands change in the
upcoming years. However, the 1960's
are behind us, says Mr. Wetnight,
and Western must grow from within
to maintain the high standards of the
past.
A Wide Range Of Concerns
OFTRU
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The eight members of Western's
Board of Trustees represent, as a
group, a wide range of concerns. To
gether they form the unified govern
ing body of the institution. The eight
members of the board, with the ap
proval of the State Legislature, are
appointed by the Governor and serve
an eight year term, with a new trus
tee appointed every two years.
Since the Board has control of ev
ery activity and issue on campus,
they have a full agenda for each of
their monthly meetings. They affirm
policies made by the faculty senate,
and also handle changes of titles,
salaries, retirements and resigna
tions. They also give approval of new
buildings and any other improve
ments made on campus, approve fi
nancial expenditures and receipts by
the university and set tuition and
dorm rates to be paid by the stu
dents. The major thrust of most
Board activities is to either give the
go ahead or to thwart many of the
proposals presented by the various
administrative departments of the
University and to oversee the imple
mentation of any and all activity
that affects Western.
Kramen Succeeds Brawer As
Ombudsman
Many people are often confused
about the pronounciation of Om
budsman and in their attempt to do
so, usually don't realize who or what
the University Ombudsman is or the
function of that office.
Dr. Phillip Kramer has succeeded
Dr. Milton J. Brawer this fall as Om
budsman. Dr. Kramer was in the So
cial Work Department before being
appointed to the office. Having been
in a departmental situation, he rea
lizes what a narrow view people in
individual departments have con
cerning how the University functions.
Because of his background, he also
finds himself gaining perspective in
which to work more aggressively. Dr.
Kramer finds his work extremely sa
tisfying because of his field exper
ience in Social Work and the applica
tion of this experience in an acade
mic area which the job of Ombuds
man provides.
Dr. Kramer has four major con
cerns for his two years in office. One
of the most necessary to complete is
the attempt to better publicize the
office. Most students seem to read
the signs which can be found all over
campus, but they either do not fully
understand the office's purpose or
don't make use of the office. Another
of Dr. Kramer's purposes is to help
implement policies more carefully.
For example; students seem unable
to clearly interpret the new legisla
tion for students and Dr. Kramer is
working on a program to help bring
them in contact with and to under
stand the new policies. Legal aid for
students especially in the way of ad
vice is another of Dr. Kramer's con
cerns. Many students are unable to
afford legal advice and the Ombuds
man would like to help provide these
services by lawyers found through his
office.
The University Ombudsman, as an
office, assists individuals who have
conflicts facing the Administration
and feel that they have no alterna
tives. Both the faculty members and
students use the services of the Om
budsman, but the students have the
largest percentage of grievances.
These individuals are advised by the
Ombudsman or referred to someone
who would be better able to help
them in specialized areas. The office
acts impartially, it does not advocate
either the students or the Adminis
tration.
Many different cases are handled
each year. Approximately one-third
of all the cases are grade grievances,
but other examples are financial aid,
housing, non-academic, procedural
and general problems, as well as se
veral others.
Having no formal attachment to
any administrative structure but the
President, the Ombudsman is unique
in his independence and powers.
Though powerful, the Ombudsman is
unable to reverse or waive decisions
and actions made by others, but uses
the methods of persuasion and re
commendation to gain satisfactory
results. The Ombudsman has access
to all records but medical and coun
selling records and use their power to
cut red-tape which individuals are of
ten required to go through to reach a
result.
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From Councils To Committees To Policies
Faculty Senate is a representative
organization through which the fac
ulty may have a voice in the develop
ment of university policies. There are
eighty elected representatives from
each of the forty-eight departments.
Most of the Senate's basic research is
done by its Councils and Commit
tees. They deal with such problems
as campus planning, budget and fi
nance, teacher's salary and insur
ance. Policies are voted on by the
representatives and then passed on
to the Board of Trustees where they
are affirmed or rejected.
President of Faculty Senate —
Dr. Laurel Grotzinger
Today In The News
The News Office serves as inform
ant between University and off cam
pus population. Daily News Releases
are published and sent to various
newspapers in the state. In the inter
est of Alumni members, a University
magazine containing special features
is circulated. The staff is also respon
sible for keeping the campus map up
to date. These people have the
boundless task of keeping people
aware of the every day news and
events happening at Western, and
they never cease to handle this vast
task with admirable aplomb.
J.B. Freeman —
Assoc. Dir. of News Office
R. Rubon —
Director at News Office
Student Services — Everything
From Money To Paper Clips
"The guy told me it looked like a
rocket ship. This has got to be it. Hey
wow, I really like that winding stair
case. My God, where do I go from
here? I think I'll start on top. The
Housing Office? Well, first things
first; I suppose everyone needs a
place to stay."
The Housing Office here at Wes
tern consists of two separate divi
sions: Residence Hall Programming
and Residence Hall Facilities. Resi
dence Hall Programming is run by
Sally Pippen and is responsible for
the hiring of all Staffs and A.D.'s in
the university's dormitories. These
people are also trained by the Pro
gramming office in areas such as
counseling, organizing of activities,
and discipline. During summer orien
tation, Programming provides ser
vices to the incoming freshmen, in
cluding a presentation of slides show
ing what can be expected from dor
mitory living.
Residence Hall Facilities is the of
fice that controls all the physical
aspects of campus housing. Should
Davis Hall's lounge be remodeled?
New Security doors in Britton-
Hadley? Peep holes in all the doors?
How about new furniture for Married
Housing, or a new contract for all the
vending machines in the dormitories.
All these decisions and more are the
daily headaches faced by the Director
of Housing Facilities, Robert Peter
son. Any student, whether married or
otherwise living in university housing
is contracted through Mr. Peterson's
office and subject to many of the
changes that arise through his deci
sions. One change that will go into
affect next year for this office is the
dropping of the university's parietal
rule which required all freshmen and
sophomores to live in the dormitories.
All university housing complaints or
suggestions are also handled by Mr.
Peterson's office. While the Pro-
MR. ROBERT PETERSEN
gramming Office tries to make uni
versity housing a good mental atmos
phere, the Facilities Office tries to
make it a convenient and inviting
physical environment.
The Office of Financial Aid and
Scholarships, directly across from the
Housing Office, helps the Western
student with his monetary problems.
Through scholarships, grants, and
loans the office provides aid that
FINANCIATAID OFFICE
helps the student pay for his educa
tion. It's not hard to apply for the
many scholarships available but each
year many go unused because of a
lack of qualified applicants.
Also located in the Financial Aid
Office is the office for Student Em
ployment. Student Employment is a
service provided for all students that
compiles information on part time
jobs available in the Kalamazoo area
and make it available to interested
students. In reality this office is an
employment agency but it costs Wes
tern students nothing to use their ser
vices.
The University Judiciaries, located
on the Student Services Building's
first floor, is the body that governs
the actions of all University students,
on or off campus. The conduct rules
of Western's students are outlined in
the Student Code of Life and any ac
tions considered to be in violation of
this Code are reported to the Univer
sity Judiciaries. The student is in
formed in writing of his violation and
he has the choice of having his case
heard by his peers, the University Ju
diciaries which is a body of nine stu
dents, or by Charles Donnelly, Assis
tant Dean of Students. Ninety-nine
percent of the time, the student will
choose to go before Dean Donnelly.
Suggestions for future policy making
can be fed through the University Ju
diciaries by Donnelly. This office is
also responsible for recommendations
of students. Another college or poten
tial employer can get in touch with
this office and receive a recommen
dation on the student's record. In this
way the University Judiciaries can
affect all students in one way or an
other.
The orientation program at Wes
tern Michigan University is set up to
benefit both the incoming student
and the university and has its office
next to Judiciaries. Each summer,
approximately four thousand fresh
men and transfer students visit the
campus during orientation. At this
time, the university can learn what
areas of studies the new students are
CHARLES DONNELLY
most interested in and they can ad
just the university class schedules as
necessary. This is also a time for the
freshman student to acquaint himself
with the university. The students are
on campus for about forty-four hours
and in this time they learn everyth
ing from degree requirements to
which bar to go to. During the orien
tation program, forty student leaders
conduct tours of the campus and
answer any and all questions they
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
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can. The new students have meetings
with their academic advisors and try
to decide which path to follow. They
have their pictures taken for I.D.'s
and meal cards and they get an idea
of dorm life by living in the Draper-
Siedschlag complex. Through the
orientation program, a student
comes to Western socially and men
tally prepared for college life.
The Foreign Students Office is also
located on the first floor of the Stu
dent Services Building and is specifi
cally designed to serve those foreign
students attending Western. This
year the foreign student population
at Western increased dramatically.
To make living in a foreign country
(the U.S.) more comfortable, the Of
fice of Foreign Students coordinates
all activities on campus relating to
foreign students, one of the largest
being their International Night.
Pegasus is the office which coordin
ates many worthy volunteer groups
and programs on campus, and it too
is situated on the first floor, easily
accessible to all students interested
in volunteering their varied talents
I '"-n
COUNSELING CENTER
and energies to a wide variety of
needed activities, from tutoring to
baby-sitting.
On the bottom floor of the Student
Services Building you will find the
office of many of the campus organi
zations. First there is the media,
WIDR, Threshold, and Western Her
ald, followed closely by Associated
Student Government, Sky Broncos,
Men's Union Board, and many,
many more. Also located on the bot
tom floor is the Kiva room where
many meetings, classes and special
seminars are held.
The counseling center in the Stu
dent Services Building is divided into
two categories, personal and acade
mic counseling. Academic counseling
handles students who are still unde
cided on their curriculum. When they
finally decide on a curriculum they
are sent to their specific college of
study for counseling. Personal coun
seling has increased dramatically in
the last year. The Counseling Center
has increased its advertising and they
are sending representatives into the
Health Center, dormitories, and
classes trying to reach the students in
need. The Counseling Center also
trains residence hall assistants to
give advice to their residents and this
is channeling more students to the
NMENT
required. The Office of Student Acti
vities stands only as an advising and
coordinating body and has no con
trols over the organizations. Next
year, Student Activities would like to
initiate a few new programs. They
would like to set up a twenty-four
hour information center for all cam
pus activities. It would include infor
mation on all campus activities and
their times or when there has been an
event cancelled. At this time the of
fice publishes a semesterly calendar
of events. Next year it is hoped that
it will be expanded to twice a month.
Students can always contact the Of
fice of Student Activities for anyth
ing or any information about campus
center.
Also within the Student Services
building we find the Office of Stu
dent Activities. This office, headed
by its Director Charles Stroup, pro
vides information for all students on
campus. It coordinates and advises
all campus organizations and activi
ties. Whether it's A.S.G., the Greeks,
W.I.D.R., dormitories, or the Wes
tern Herald, they are all coordinated
by the Office of Student Activities.
The office handles the reserving of
rooms for meetings, activities, mo
vies, etc. and also the use of all out
door facilities on the campus. If an
organization wants, the office will
also provide advisors, but this is not
organizations.
"Now that was a tour dripping
with redeeming social value. This of
fice here, that one over there. How in
the hell do they expect a lowly stu
dent like myself to keep all this stuff
straight. It may house everything
from yearbook offices to judiciaries,
but what it really needs is someone to
show me a way out of this bird cage."
HERALD OFFICE
Lacking A Needed Ingredient
Western's shift away from a Safety
and Security division to a University
Police Department has failed to curb
the rising rate of campus crimes in
the forms of larceny and vandalism.
Vandalism alone has doubled in the
past year becoming the largest single
problem for the still relatively new
department. Since July 1, 1973 when
the University Department of Police
was established, it has made large
strides in organizing a well trained
staff that is continually in a process
of expanding their qualifications as
law enforcement officers. But law en
forcement is not always simply a
matter of training, and the depart
ment feels it lacks the respect and
cooperation of the student body; al
ways a necessary ingredient for effec
tive police work. Hopefully, Western
students will come to realize that the




Like everyone else in this country
WMU's Maintenance Department
has felt the crunch of the energy shor
tage. University emphasis on cutting
down energy consumption has put
everyone from engineers to custo
dians working at turning down the
heat and unscrewing light bulbs. But
even the crunch has not put a halt to
such projects as air conditioning in
Sangren and the renovation of the
administration building which are
still proceeding even as the growing
recession forces a freeze on university
employment and the postponement





Fall Candids . ...
Homecoming

















Feature: WMU Varsity Vagabonds
Associated Student Government
Student Alumni Service Board
Associated Women Students
University Student Center Board
Men's Union Board . .




















Every year a myriad of experiences
befall all of us here at Western, and
the Fall 1974 semester was no excep
tion. Each moment held its own live
ly magic and occasionally our photo
graphers were there to record some of
the most important, several least im
portant, and even a few routine ones.
For some, as former head football
coach Bill Doolittle found out, it was
a season of declining fortunes. Others
enjoyed a variety of shows and activi
ties ranging from Henry Mancini's
concert and Western's first black mu
sical "Purlie", in Miller Auditorium,
to a host of other individual and
group activities too numerous to
mention.
In these next thirty odd pages con
stituting our Fall Features section we
have hopefully captured enough of
Fall '74 to make it come alive once
again to all those who lived it with
us, and to accurately represent it for
those that didn't.
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The Air Burned Again With The Smell Of



















The air burned again with the
smell of flaming cardboard, and bits
and pieces of yesterday floated back
to earth like ashes from a bygone
past. Parades, fritters, soapbox der
bies, reunions, pep rallies, and old fa
shioned carnivals reminded the old of
homecomings gone by and gave the
young an experience they will long
remember.
This year's Homecoming Commit
tee brought back the entertainment
of ages gone by; periods in American
history that are remembered as times
when life was freer and easier. The
twenties came to life with the flapper
and gigolo contest; the forties were
heard again when the Big Band Ca
valcade was at Miller; our own high
school days of the sixties came back
with a pep rally, bonfire, and parade.
Of course the Western traditions of
soapbox derbies, fritter fests, and a
football game brought back memories
for recent alumni. The 1974 WMU
Homecoming certainly fit its defini





University — Deluged With Cultural Delicacies
Every year there is a veritable procession of
student and faculty productions that almost dai
ly fill the news releases and nightly occupy Oak
land Recital Hall, or some other area large en
ough to hold both performers and audience. The
variety is nearly endless. From the Faculty
String Quartet, Bass Quintet, Wind Ensemble
and the University Jazz Band, to New Struc
tures in Sound, University Singers, and Black
Dance, WMU is regularly deluged with cultural
delicacies. Fall '74 was no exception, and on this
two page spread are some examples of what





Fall semester 1974 proved to be a
banner season for University Theater
productions. Ossie Davis' black mu
sical comedy "Purlie" starring Von
Washington and Cynthia Johnson,
and directed by the able team of Ro
bert Smith, William Appel and Lur-
etta McCray, became the largest and
most successful black play ever to be
staged on the WMU campus.
T. S. Eliot's play "Family Reun
ion" directed by Zach York made up
an early season selection performed
at Shaw Theatre and was followed by
productions of "Playboy of the Wes
tern World," with guest director Vin
cent Dowling, Noel Coward's "Pri
vate Lives" directed by E.E. Cumm-













Let The Music Take Over
71
Concerts — Excellent Variety — But Only Three?
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The hassle of getting the tickets,
waiting in line for two hours to find a
decent seat and now sitting on the
hard floor is getting to me. The lights
are still on so no lighting up yet.
Hurry up, dammit. Here comes so
meone, he's going to announce the
start of the music. First the speech
about not smoking. What a joke. Now
comes the speel about the band.
Hurry up, let's get this show on the
road. Here they come, sit back and let
the music take over.
Western's concert variety was ex
cellent again this semester; all three
of them. The rainbow of talent ranged
from the rock and roll of J. Geils and
the excellent showmanship of Jr.
Walker and the All- Stars, to the mel
low sounds of Seals and Crofts, to the
jazz of Herbie Mann and Jose Feli-
ciano. But it was far and few between
these masters. Quality can be appre
ciated, and was greatly, but concerts
were still so infrequent that almost





Concert selection is one cf the most
talked about and complained about
processes at Western. Almost ever
yone has an opinion about who was
coming, why we weren't getting
bigger groups, why we don't have
more concerts, and why so few people
are allowed to play at Miller. No one
can figure out why we have such a
poor concert schedule and close-by
smaller schools such as Grand Valley
State, have such a large and wide var
iety of performers.
Many people have complained
about some of the performers that
come to Miller, saying that they
aren't coming for the benefit of the
students but for the Kalamazoo com
munity. Gordon Smith, the director
of Miller Auditorium, explained the
general university procedure for pick
ing performers was divided between '
three separate committees depending
on the type of performer. The College
of Fine Arts decides what cultural
events are to appear at Western
which includes the International Ser
ies, guest symphonies and touring
dance companies. The auditorium
staff decides what popular attractions
will appear. Concerts such as Robert
Goulet, plays such as "Pippen," and
comedians like Lily Tomlin are all
decided upon by Mr. Smith and his
staff. Selections are based on pro
posed performance fees contrasted to
projected attendance. They are not
chosen to only satisfy the students
and university community, but to
serve the entire Kalamazoo area.
The Student Concert Committee
functions a little differently than the
other controlling committees. The
concert committee chooses its
members from the student body.
Each committee hopeful must submit
an application to the committee
which then chooses its members. Mr.
Smith is the only non-student on the
committee, but his role is almost en
tirely advisory. The concert commit
tee receives notices from professional
agents as to what groups are available
when and how much they charge.
Since the Concert Committee works
out of its own independent budget,
the committee decides if the univer
sity population'would;pay to see the
group, if they can break even, and
how many tickets have to be sold.
The committee is dedicated to bring
ing inexpensive entertainment to
Western. That's whyWesternstudents
will probably never see groups or in
dividual talents, the likes of Jethro
Tull or Led Zeppelin at Read. They
simply cost to much.
If the committee can break even by
only selling three thousand to thirty-
five hundred seats, they check into
having the concert at Miller. But a
persistent and irritating problem
about having concerts in Miller Audi
torium besides money are the da
mages incurred at student concerts.
The auditorium is a beautiful place
to see, has perhaps the best acoustics
of any auditorium in Michigan, and
seats thirty-five hundred people com
fortably. Unfortunately, numerous
Concert Selection
burns on the carpets and seats force
the ushers to patrol during concerts
for people who insist on illegally and
irresponsibly smoking their cigarettes
or joints during the concert. Such
carelessness has forced the Auditor
ium management to warn the concert
committee and students in general
that if such damage persists, stu
dents will not be allowed to have con
certs at Miller.
As to why we have so few concerts
there seems no simple answer. For one
thing, investigating the different
groups, their audience potential, and
the complicated finances involved in
putting on a concert, take up a great
deal of time for each concert per
formed. Western's conservative
stance in financing is another hin
drance. The concert committee how
ever, is always open to suggestions as
to what groups students would like to
see. They have even tried surveys,
but due to Western students' typical
lack of response they were almost use
less. Obviously what is needed on all










Fall 1974 Goulet, Mancini, Warwick And Ailey
Here I sit in this nice comfortable
chair waiting for the lights to go out
and the play to start. As I wait, I look
around and take in the "sights." Be
low me the Grand Tier and the Or
chestra level are filled with people,
the curtain hides the stage, and the
ushers are patrolling the aisles mak
ing sure no eating, drinking, smoking
or picture taking is going on.
This is Miller Auditorium, the
heart of various cultural (and not so
cultural) programs. It is here where
talented people like Alvin Ailey
Dancers and Robert Goulet came
during Fall semester 1974 to entertain
both WMU students and the people
of Kalamazoo. Broadway and student
plays, singers like Dionne Warwick
and John Mayall are some of the pro
grams that have been offered at
Miller this past year. These however
aren't the only types of programs that
Miller has hosted. Speakers frequent
ly use the auditorium and various or












there was something and on these
pages you can see a few more of the
events, demonstrations, and perfor
mances that touched Western's cam
pus over the Fall 1974 semester. Ho
liday on Ice made their first in what
is hoped to be a long string of perfor
mances at Lawson Ice Arena, and
along with it this past semester there
were magic shows, karate demonstra
tions, and regular performances of
the WMU Marching Band provided
most of the excitement and enter
tainment during halftime at WMU




You can see it everywhere: in small
private groups, in dorms, in all cam
pus charity drives — people are help
ing people by giving their time and
energy to worthwhile causes. This fall
certainly was no exception, with
more charity activities then we could
cover.
Beta Alpha Psi, an accounting fra
ternity gave their time by helping the
greater Kalamazoo United Fund
Drive with their bookkeeping.
Smith and Ernest Burnham Halls
sponsored their second party for one
hundred and fifty married housing
and Kalamazoo Headstart children.
Sigma Pi sponsored their second
annual see-saw marathon this Sep
tember to raise money for ALSAC.
AWS sponsored again this fall an
all campus ALSAC drive. There were
Halloween parties, swim marathons,
and pie throwing contests.
Draper-Siedschlag sponsored an all
campus "Pie-in-the-Face" contest.
The bi-annual blood drive spon
sored by Alpha Phi Omega came up
two hundred and fifty pints short of
their eleven hundred unit goal, but it
was still a large contribution to the
Red Cross.
All in all, many of Western's stu
dents volunteered to help their neigh
bors, and often mere strangers. Peo
ple helping people is the name of the
game, and a game that we here at
Western always play on both sides;
both giving and receiving, and a
game that is often refreshing for any
that are willing to get involved.
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USCB Week — No
Ordinary Week
Jean Batey and Sue Moore sang
songs and looked pretty in front of
the Student Center on a beautiful
late summer day; Abbott and Cos-
tello and the Keystone Cops provid
ed free Tuesday night entertainment
in the Valley One Snack Bar; a gal
lery of art prints cluttered the Stu
dent Center all week; Barbara Streis
and and George Segal sent guffaws
through cheap movie crowds in San-
gren Hall on Thursday night as they
starred in Owl and the Pussycat; and
the week capped itself off with a Fif
ties Dance approved by USCB and
Threshold (yours truly) in the East
Ballroom starring the live band
Moose and Da Sharks. And just to
prove that this was no ordinary week,
Stanton Friedman, a nuclear physi
cist no less, lectured on Flying Sau
cers, and got paid for it!
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Self Photo — Gee, I'm Beautiful .
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Each year the THRESHOLD staff
attempts to capture a photographic
and written history of the people and
activities going on in and around the
WMU campus. But no history is
complete without showing at least a
few of the faces that belong to the
friends or strangers that we all see
everyday, and to that we have dedi
cated these and other pages of Self-
Photo. It's the one place that you





Women's Athletics — They Have Arrived
Women's athletics have arrived as
of this year. Never before in the his
tory of the school or the Athletic De
partment have women been in any
kind of light at Western. In prior
years they have been ignored, re
jected, and shoved off into a corner
where only upon careful inspection
could they be seen at all.
To get a clearer picture of the si
tuation, we go back to 1961. Until
then the only organized sports for
WMU Women consisted of trips to
the local YWCA, or involvement in
summer leagues. In 1962, Western
Michigan University began competi
tion on the interrcollegiate level, with
basketball and field hockey. At that
time these sports were governed by
various committees who set stan
dards and governed regulations and
who in 1974 gave way to the National
Division of Girls and Women's Sports
(NDGWS) which now controls wo
men's intercollegiate sports. Since
1962 the program has expanded from
just Field Hockey and Basketball to
include Track/Field, Tennis, Volley
ball, Bowling, Swimming/Diving,
Aqua Sprites, Synchronized Swimm
ing, Golf, and Gymnastics. All of
these sports started as clubs and later
matured to the varsity division. A
club cannot play more than four
matches to stay on the club level and
not be recognized by the NDGWS













Western staff and individual parti
cipants have incorporated their ideas
into a philosophy of emphasizing the
learning aspect of women's sports as
well as making use of their skilled
physical qualities, without monetary
compensation, contrary to men's ath
letics on this campus. Involvement is
only compensated with pride and is
not reimbursed in "letter" or finan
cial rewards such as scholarships.
There is no money making aspect of
the women's sports and much care is
taken in avoiding this outlook. The
sports are there strictly for those par-
e ticipants who have a desire to play
and are uninfluenced by policies or
money. Success in the material sense
isn't the main objective of women's
athletics. They prefer to work toward
a goal of teamwork and effort, buildr
ing pride without the push and de
mand for winning teams, keeping
sports at a level of simplicity that
was intended and not the big busi
ness level of the today's men's sports.
It is a world of little pressure to do
well for the university, only to per
form at the highest level obtainable
with the material at hand. The wo
men aren't there to entertain anyone
or bring in money for the university,
or fame and glory to any specified
group or person, only to provide ath
letic opportunities for those who seek
it-
Western's athletic program for wo
men is one of the best of its kind in
the country and their schedule is
made to test the skills and abilities of
the individuals and teams. They play
only teams equal to their caliber of
play and in a sense play much
tougher schedules than the men do in
the taking on of the "big" name
schools. Opponents include Ohio
State, Michigan, Michigan State,
Central Michigan, Eastern Michi
gan, and Northern Illinois.
Inside a world of constant pressure,
to excell is a sphere of enjoyment
where the pressure is less and the real
joy of playing a sport is prevalant in
stead of maintaining a good won-lost
record because the light is on the fun
that there is in playing in the world
of sport.
And significantly women teams
have turned out more "winners" late
ly than the men. The light is shining
bright on women's athletics and will
continue to do so as more recognition
is given through the different sources
of the media and throughout the
campus and the community.
Good-Bye Doo
After a dismal 1974 season, that
failed to produce one Mid-American
Conference victory in five outings,
Bill Doolittle announced his resigna
tion as head football coach at West
ern Michigan University. Citing rea
sons that were "for the best interests
of both myself and the University,"
Doolittle stepped down after guiding
the Broncos to an eleven year 58-49-2
overall record and 24-34-2 Mid
American Conference mark.
Doolittle enjoyed several winning
seasons at WMU, including four in a
row before the 1974 team finished
with three wins against eight losses.
His top season was 1966 when the
Broncos won a share of the MAC
Championship with a 5-1- league rec
ord, and a 7-3 overall mark. The feat
earned.him the 1966 MAC "Coach of
the Year" title.
Before coming to Western, Doolit
tle enjoyed a highly successful high
school coaching career, as well as
holding a coaching position at Brown
University and the offensive coordi
nator job at West Point.
Doolittle's resignation seems to
have awakened the University ad
ministrators to improving the work
ing conditions of the head coaching
position. The new head coach will be
given a three-year contract and not
be required to teach classes, as Dool
ittle was. Hopefully, this move will
give the new coach added time to
spend recruiting and along with a
second change to increase the budget
for on-campus visits for potential
recruits (currently eighth among the
ten MAC schools), would improve
Western's abilities for attracting new
athletes. These are just two of the
moves necessary to make Western
competitive in MAC football again.
And if that is the sole purpose of Var
sity sports, then so be it.
"I regret Bill Doolittle's decision
at this time," remarked Athletic
Director Dr. Joseph T. Hoy. "The
Athletic Department would like to
express its sincere appreciation for
the eleven years of professional
and dedicated service he has given
to the University.
During that time, the stature
of our football program improved
tremendously. Although he has
asked to be relieved of his coach
ing duties, I do hope that Bill will
want to continue as a staff mem
ber in our Athletic Department."
No MAC Victories —
No Doolittle
Football at Western Michigan
University suffered through its worst
season in six years. After winning
only three times in eleven games
(none of those victories coming in
MAC competition), head coach Bill
Doolittle resigned, capping an eleven
year career as head of the football
program at WMU.
In spite of the presence of Paul
Jorgenson, one of the top quarter
backs in the Midwest, and a group of
veteran offensive and defensive line
men, Western's success hinged on
inexperienced talent and the avoid
ance of injuries. As more and more
injuries cropped up, Coach Doolittle
was forced to go with even more
freshmen and sophomore starters.
Western opened the season the
first weekend of September, a month
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that proved to contain its ups and
downs for the Broncos. After the ini
tial victory over Texas (Arlington), a
team that had soundly beaten WMU
in the final game of last year, West
ern dropped the next game to East
ern Michigan 20-19. Following the
pattern of a loss for every win, WMU
dropped their second home game of
the year to Bowling Green 21-13, off
setting their win over Northern Illi
nois a week earlier. Entering Octo
ber, and the tough mid-schedule
duels with three MAC opponents,
Western stood 2-2.
October proved disasterous for Bill
Doolittle's ill-fated Broncos, their
only win of the month (and final vic
tory of the season) coming against a
weak Marshall team. Kent State,
Toledo, and Ohio University all im-
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proved their own conference records,
recording victories over a hapless
Western team. November didn't
prove to be any better, as Western
suffered losses to nationally ranked
Miami (Ohio), a Central Michigan
team that went on to beat number 1
ranked (small college) Lousiana
Tech, and closed out the season with
a heart breaking 34-33 loss to Long
Beach State, in California.
The Long Beach game and Coach
Doolittle's eventual resignation
capped a year of frustration for West
ern football. Hopefully our new coach
will bring with him a new attitude, a
new desire, and a new beginning for
WMU football. Until then, the excla
mations of "Wait 'till next year,"
still linger on ...
Up Down Up Down Up
Down Down Down
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After A While The
Scores All Looked Same
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Front Row: Dave Evans, Mike Wheeler, Dan Matthews, Bruce Ben-
dix, Bernie Beechum, Pepper Powers, Wally Novikoff, Denny Mellon,
Dave Gapinski, Napoleon Demps, Joe Wade, Ed Stewart, Wesley
Cates, Mike Sitko, Jim White and Mike Yambrick. Middle Row:
Mike Ribecky, Co-Capt. Paul Jorgensen, Jay Mumford, Mark Dickin
son, Mark Nesbit, Mike Hubbard, Ted Lintjer, Frank Mumford, Ler-
oy Love, Mike McPhilamy, Co-Capt. Greg Cowser, Ted Forrest, Rick
Smith, Jeff Kelley, Dwight Walton, Greg Posey, Mike Canfield, Jim
Reeves, Bob Sellers and Dennis Dilley. Back Row: Mike Metzger,
Mike Fenbert, Bill Ingraham, Rand Hogarth, Mark Harrison, John
Van Dyken, Jim Gualdoni, Al Ryan, Tom Baetens, Mark Lundell,
Roger Ulmer, Rocco Moore, Jack Reinelt, Chuck Whitfield, Marvin
Downs, Roger Hunt, Duncan McKerracher, John Smith, Steve Cronk-
ite and Dan Grundy.
Top Row: Asst. Coach Mike Culp, Mike Kosmides, Tony Egbe, Paul
Saam, Dan Carlin, Walter NeBedum, Stan Britton, Sam Sakorafis,
Scott Ferris, Kristo Aleksov, Don Schwartz, Coach Pete Glon. Bot
tom: John Taddonio, Steve Larson, Jeff Neubert, Mark Price, Dale
Hetherington, Klaus Wheeler, Mike Cotter, Jim Abbott, Brent Sle-
zak, Bob Cole.
A Kind Of Football We Could Play
..- MS
The mass of humanity swarmed
around the goal, the black and white
spotted ball disappearing beneath
flying feet as players struggled to
move it. Suddenly out of no where
the ball shot toward the goal, flashed
by the goalie and wizzed into the net
for a score.
Western Michigan University's
soccer team finished with its best
record since becoming a varsity
sport. Coach Pete Glon urged the
booters to a seven, five, and one rec
ord with victories over Central Mich
igan and Kent State included and a
tie with a very tough Michigan State
team. The team has come a long way
in just four years of varsity competi
tion as it compiled a winning record
in its third year.
The booters are a very young ag
gressive team that never gave up as
its record shows. Goalie Dale Herth-
erington continued his fine perform
ances of last year, as he had three
shutouts and saved numerous games
with clutch saves all season long.
Newcomer Kristl Aleksov, a transfer
from Jackson Community College set
a school season scoring record in his
first season at Western with eleven
goals and twelve total points. Senior
halfback Mike Kosmides was elected
Most Valuable Player for the season
with his fine effort and leadership.
Most Improved Player went to an
other halfback, freshman Paul Saam.
Other outstanding performances
came from Scott Ferris, a sophomore
who was hurt much of the year but
upon his return, boostered the scor
ing attack and Tony Egbe who
rounded out the scoring.
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The Kids Came Out Smelling Like Roses
Western's cross country team went
into the season youthful and inexpe
rienced and came out smelling like
roses. The team with just one senior
and primarily consisting of sopho
mores and freshmen, finished its
dual meet season with a 6-4 record as
Tom Duits, a freshman, set the
course record in the team's last dual
meet victory over Loyola.
The team showed a lot of poise
and were paced in all their meets by
the freshman sensation, Duits. The
strength in this year's team was its
ability to run as a pack but Coach
Jack Shaw said, ". . (we) need to
come up with some stronger help up
front...to be a contender for the
league title." However, his team's
consistency was pleasing as it
Front Row: Don Jaeger, Bob Lewis, Harold
Cody, Ted Farmer, Rick Bontrager, Tom
Duits, Pete Maxwell, Greg Savicke, Brad
Courtney, Pat Brasher, Chris Cudlip. Middle
Row: Asst. Coach Orin Richburg, Martin
Boyd, Mike Pompey, Gary Long, Dan Land-
man, Bob Norman, Capt. Jim LoBianco, Bob
Brown, Bill Fries, Jim DeYoung, Dennis Bell,
Coach Jack Shaw. Top Row: Manager Daryl
Rush, Steve Brown, Lee Pawlik, Rod Staeb,
Jack Lizza, Dale Carruthers, Rich Karow, Bob
Johnson.
showed just over a minute between
the first Bronco finisher and the fifth
in many of the meets.
Western grabbed a sixth place fin
ish at the Tom E. Jones Invitational
Meet at the University of Wisconsin
and finished fifth at the Mid-Ameri
can Conference Championships at
Mt. Pleasant, and Tom Duits fin
ished 12th to qualify as an All-Con
ference selection. Others who spar
kled this year were junior Jim Lo
Bianco, sophomore Dan Landman,
freshman Ted Farmer, and freshman
Greg Savicke, all of who ran well all
season long.
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The Most Popular Games
The most popular games on West-
era's campus, where everyone either
plays or knows and supports some
one or a team that does, are intra-
mural sports. Whether football or
badmitton, it is the most popular
way to get exercise and have fun. An
example of the popularity: one
hundred teams competed in I.M.
football in three divisions for tro
phies and fun this fall. Football is the
most popular of all the fall sports but
still leaves seven others to be cov
ered. In the singles tennis tourna
ment over one hundred entries
played in the intermediate and
championship divisions and better
than forty teams for the doubles
title.
There isn't another more popular
event on campus than the intramural
program and because of it, more peo
ple are getting to see other students
that they otherwise would never have
any contact with.
The competition of the games is
keen as many a fine high school play
er gets a chance to pursue his sport
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Whether Football.. .
on a much lesser pressure scale than
a varsity team. There is no pressure
to win even though everyone wants
to, and if you don't it's okay because
there is next week to go out and try
again. If it was any different there
wouldn't be any intramural activities
at all. If anyone takes the game too
seriously it's only on the point that
they thought they could have done
better.
In the end, the competition at the
championships is perhaps as fine as
could be found anywhere on any
campus and in anything that could
be found short of varsity competition
and in some cases is better.
The excitement of just going out
and releasing some energy and let
ting all hell loose, makes everyone
feel better and sure beats yelling at
your roommate for little things that




Girls Field Hockey — Dares To Be Different
The ball rolled down the field to
ward the goal, girls chasing it as it
rolled along, just keeping ahead of
the swinging sticks. Each swipe
changes its direction and that of the
crowd coming up behind, turning
them around to take up the chase at
the other end of the field.
Western's Field Hockey team had
an exceptionally good year with a
record of twelve wins, five losses, and
six ties. The success of this winning
season can be credited to the unique
method of coaching and the spirit of
teamwork.
"Field Hockey dares to be differ
ent," is a quote taken from Coach
Jean Friedel, which best describes
this sport and the quality of its play
ers. There are no real wins or losses,
only the satisfaction of a well played
game.
Field Hockey is becoming more
important in the girl's athletic de
partment, as in 1975 it brought com
petition in intercollegiate state, re
gional and national tournaments. We






Front Row — Diane Morea, Laurie Kitzmann, Gwyneth Evans, Doris
Izykowski, Janet Holland, Susan Bullard. Second Row — Jean Frie-
del, Coach; Nancy Drake, Karel McCulloch, Carol Sheldon, Susan
Hindle, Marcia Karwas, Joan Browning.
Standing — Irene D. Rice, Jean Steinbacher, Lenora Lee, Mary
Bramble, Michele James, Kari Miller, Alicia McNees, Laurelle Ben
nett, Marilyn Berens, Beth Boar, Mary Jo Hayes, Coach Ruth Ann
Meyer, Pam Otto. Kneeling — Polly McPike, Barbara Sirotek, Char-
lene Wiele, Edie Wirtslafter. Not pictured, Michelle Pieper.
i
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No. 2 Tries Harder
The pop of the white-patched ball
hitting tightened flesh and sent soar
ing, reached ears accostomed to judg
ing distances from its intensity. As it
comes down, an arm connects, rock
eting the ball over and downward.
Bodies sprawl, diving to keep it alive,
straining fingers, and hands failing
as the ball falls to the floor beyond
them.
Western's girl's volleyball team
went through a season with some
successes and more failures on the
first team, but the second team
showed that all was not lost as it
went through the season in fine fash
ion. The first team finished with an
eleven and fifteen record but did host
the Michigan Intercollegiate Volley
ball Tournament that brought the
excitement and thrills of big time
volleyball to the campus. The season
wasn't considered a loss as the com
petition was heavy and the prospects
for the future bright considering the
success of the second team.
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Service Organizations
Vagabonds — WMU At Its Best
To hundreds of thousands of peo
ple around the world their memories
of a Varsity Vagabond performance
are all they know of Western Michi
gan University. Since 1959 the Vaga
bonds, under the steady guidance of
Dr. Elwyn Carter — Western's first
Dept. of Music chairman, have
grown from a few choir members
doing extra duty as instrumentalists
to a veteran group of performers.
They have participated in six USO
tours covering all four corners of the
world and countless other concerts in
their home state of Michigan to show
everyone much of the best in both
music and WMU.
Through the 1940's and 50's Dr.
Elwyn Carter managed to direct the
College Choir as well as being head of
the Music department. At that time,
there was inside the choir another,
smaller, group. It had no official
name but the group sustained itself
year after year and maintained a
separate program including instru
mental music that became a regular
part of any concert the College Choir
performed as a whole. In 1959, Dr.
Carter realized that he could no long
er head the department and still give
the Choir the attention it needed,
and so turned the Choir over to an
other member of the faculty but kept
the smaller group under his own
guidance.
The United Services Organization
(USO) soon gave him unexpected
assistance when in 1962 they sent a
representative to the National Asso
ciation of Schools of Music Conven
tion.
The representative told all those
assembled about a new type of enter
tainment tour that the USO was ini
tiating to complement its Celebrity
Series and professional groups. He
made an appeal to the administra
tors to have their various groups ap
ply for such a tour.
The Varsity Choir had picked up a
nickname soon after its becoming a
separate organization, and in 1963
the Varsity Vagabonds auditioned
for a member of the Music commit
tee while doing a high school show in
Dexter, Michigan and submitted a
tape of the show for consideration.
Their audition resulted in the
group being selected and soon there
after fourteen students along with
Dr. Carter departed for a tour of the
Carribean military bases. Two years
later in 1965 the group went on a sec
ond tour covering Greenland, Ice
land, Newfoundland, and Labrado,
and every other year for the next six,
the Varsity Vagabonds alternately
traveled to the European Theater,
the Pacific Command and again
Europe. They traveled extensively on
all such tours covering such varied
terrain as Germany, Italy; Korea,
Japan, Panama, and once even spent
four days on the beaches of Hawaii
courtesy of the U.S. Armed Forces.
In 1973 they missed a turn but were
once again selected in 1974 and set
off for their second tour of the Carri
bean.
Made up of individuals from a
wide varity of curriculums, music
being only one; the group has become
one of the few on campus that allows
a student to display his or her own
musical creativity in the form -of
musical arrangements and original
compositions.
Traditionally, the Varsity Choir
had been a financially self-sustain
ing group and changing the group's
name failed to change this. The main
reasons for maintaining this finan
cial independence were primarily the
nature of the group's singing engage
ments and the fact that as head of
the music department Dr. Carter
was especially cautious about using
University funds to support a group
that not all the music faculty were
enthusiastic about.
Fortunately, the nature of the
Vagabonds singing dates lent itself
to a self-supporting system. Groups
and organizations that asked the
Vagabonds to perform were asked for
donations. A performance was never
dependent on such a donation nor its
size, but on the whole organizations
proved to be very generous in the
past.
And well be it, for keeping the
group in costumes, music, instru
ments, and other equipment costs a
bundle each year. For their last tour
alone the group spent over two thou
sand dollars for a sound system cap
able of broadcasting their outdoor1
concerts. Purchasing insurance for
such tours and paying normal trans
portation costs were also regular
drains on the Vagabonds financial
reserves
Before an engagement is confirmed
"Doc" checks with all the members
of the group and gets their approval.
The group regularly handles between
twenty and twenty-five concerts
per semester and because of this Dr.
Carter also maintains a few stand
ards for members as a sideline. Every
member of the group must have a
"B" average or better. The numerous
concerts and long hours of rehearsal
keep the members busy and take
away a good deal of their study time.
Anyone interested in the group
can audition for Dr. Carter almost
anytime they can catch him, and Doc
is always on the lookout for new tal
ent.
Dr. Carter sees his group as a pub
lic relations unit for WMU in many
ways. At any given performance the
members show a great diversity of
talent and a good deal of enthusi-
asim besides; and rather than use
these aspects for maintaining inter
est in just the Vagabonds, it is chan
neled into interest of WMU as a
place to look into for possibilities in
many areas.
Since 1959 when "Doc" Carter
separated the small more entertain
ment minded group called the Var
sity Choir from the University Choir
and kept it under his own personal
guidance, the Varsity Vagabonds, as
they came to be known, have come a
long way. The group has established
its own distinctive identity, main
tained its financial independence,
proved a valuable training ground for
many students with varied musical
talents and given many of them a
chance to see their own work per
formed by a first class group. One
particularly good piece of evidence
supporting a case for the groups con
tinual improvement is the fact that
since 1963 when the Vagabonds were
sent on their first USO tour along
with over one hundred other such col
lege groups, the USO has curtailed
its tours to a miserly fifteen in 1974;
the last year the group applied and
was accepted. And that time only ten
people instead of the normal fifteen
were allowed to go.
These impressive statistics only
highlight the excellence of the Var
sity Vagabonds as a university or
ganization that Western Michigan
University can be duly proud of. Dr.
Carter's long years of service to
WMU will be well remembered not
only for his many accomplishments
in establishing an excellent school of
music and curriculum, but also for
the happiness he has brought to the
thousands around the world through
his direction of the Varsity Vaga
bonds. Dr. Elwyn Carter and'the Var
sity Vagabonds-WMU at it best.
ASG — A Most Active School Year
(L-R) Pete Steffen — Vice-President of Hous
ing; Lee Hobrla — Vice-President of Student
Affairs; Steve Fox — President; Judy Layne —
Vice-President of Academics; Brian McKay —
Public Relations Director.
Associated Student Government
had a most active school year.
Among its many accomplishments
were the establishment of a Book Co
op, ground work and research for the
Food Co-op, preparation for food
stamp application on campus, and
foundations for student access to
their personal files, which falls under
the Family Rights and Privacy Act.
Through an exhaustive amount of
work and meetings, A.S.G. managed
to have the mandatory housing policy
abolished here at W.M.U. In addi
tion, special emphasis was given to
the re-evaluation of the grading sys
tem.
It should be pointed out that the
newly elected officers this year con
sist of four previous members. Steve
Fox, President elect, served as Vice-
President of Student Affairs, Judy
Layne won re-election to the office of
Vice-President of Academics, Lee
Hobrla won the office of Vice-
President of Student Affairs, with a
past background as ASG senator, se
cretary, and recording secretary, and
Pete Steffen, who was an active sen
ator stepped into the office of Vice-
President of Housing.
Based upon their experience in the
operations of ASG, the entire staff
feels that the ensuing year will bring
about completion of many projects
initiated last year.
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S.A.S.B. — Communication Link
And Participator
The Student Alumni Service
Board serves as the communication
link between the students and
Alumni Association at Western.
S.A.S.B. participates in alumni func
tions, informing western graduates of
the many changes occurring on cam
pus, and also supplies student input
for alumni decisions by serving on
the Alumni Board of Directors, plus
the Teacher Excellence and Distin
guished Alumni Selection commit
tees.
This past year S.A.S.B. partici
pated in homecoming by sponsoring
the Fritter Fest, reviving the home
coming parade, and serving as host at
the Alumni Homecoming Party.
Other events coordinated by
S.A.S.B. also included Strikes for
Scholarships and bringing the MAC
Homecoming queens here for a fun
filled weekend during this year's
Spring Fling.
1. Brian Spiece; 2. Brenda Badger; 3. Julie
Willoughby; 4. Helen Sillers; 5. Tim Stoepker;
6. Dick LoPresti; 7. Kirk Gerou; 8. Pat Sager;
9. Diane Mirageas; 10. Judy Kent; 11. Tom
Byrum; 12. Margie Licht; 13. Jamie Sefert; 14.
Betsy Hill; 15. Leslee Laytiock; 16. Beth Wap-
shall; 17. Jan Johnston. Absent: John Berka.
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A.W.S. — All Women Students Are Automatic
Members
WMU Women need only to call or
stop by the A.W.S. office in the Stu
dent Services building to become ac
tive or involved.
They sponser activities such as:
Dad's Day, Mom's Weekend, Spring
Luncheon, Flapper-Gigelo contest,
and Little Brother and Sister Week
end.
Service projects include Awareness
Week, Sex and Sexuality/Rape Crisis
series, ALSAC drive, Commission on
the Status of Women and our newest
addition — the Auto Repair Work
shop. You learn basic skills like
changing fan belts, coolant, and oil,
to tuning up your car in the last les
son.
In addition to providing leadership
and service opportunities, A.W.S. re
cognizes and honors high scholastic
achievement by offering scholarships
to involved women, and by maintain
ing a loan fund for any qualified stu
dents.
Top Row: Virginia E. Norton; Deb Howard; Debbe Subatch; Cindy Williams; Bottom Row:
Debbie Williams; Julie Baxter; Ann Barnes; Carol Horner.
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Univ. Student Center Board—Serving Students
lib
Variety is the word that best de
scribes the University Center Board.
This student organization is responsi
ble for the programming of all stu
dent activities in the Student Center.
USCB offers classes in photography,
Zen, Yoga, and crafts. Other activi
ties are: two weekly movie series,
canoe trips, reduced billiard rates,
bowling leagues, Coffee Houses, and







Men's Union Board — Concerned Student Group
Front Row: (L-R) Tom Deverman; Joe Caserio;
Jim Nolan; Mike Frey; Dave Troutman; Mid
dle Row: (L-R) John Hungerford (Advisor);
Steve Henes; Mary Magin; Dave Girson; Jan
ice Taber; Greg McGowan; Ray Passkiewicz;
Back Row: (L-R) Jim Saracino; Rick Simony;
Ralph King; Walt Pattinson.
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S.B.A.C. — We're In The Money
Standing: Blaine Denning; Alexander Plair (Co-Chairman); Dan Doescher (Chairman); Charles Stroup; Larry Weil; Sitting: Jerry Schwem-
min; Terry Wolf (Allocation Finance Officer); Robert Vollink; Robert Scibor; Cheryl Howarth; Bradford Morrell.
The purpose of the Student Budget Review and Al
location Committee is to allocate the funds received
from the student tax. The Committee is comprised of
twelve members; eight students, two administrators,
one faculty, and the non-voting Allocation Finance Of
ficer. The funds are allocated to registered student
organizations on the basis that they will be used for
programs contributing to the cultural, educational, re
creational, and physical well-being of the University
community.
The funds allocated during the 1974-75 school year
areas follows:
Associated Student Government $ 14, 179.87
Association for Women Students 9,638.74
University Student Center Board 7,623.96
Men's Union Board 4,135.35
Alpha Kappa Psi 3,461.30
W.M.U. Veteran's Association 3,119.52
Black Action Movement 2,421.20
Ski Team 1,845.00
Chicano Student Movement 1,789.54
Sky Broncos 1,568.00
Bold Venture Films 1,445.38
Student Alumni Service Board 1,068.75
Sailing Club of W.M.U. 1,038.54
Matchmaking '75 1,002.25
Women In Business 931.75
Currents 600.00
Black Business Students Association 531.50
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 500.00




Anthropology Student Union 351.93
Association of Black Social Work Students 345.00
Beta Alpha Psi 296.82
Inter Fraternity Council 270.00
Mortar Board 267.93
Alpha Phi Omega 252.00
Pakistan Student Association 210.00
Debate Team 200.00
Reach Out 199.41
Native American Indian Student Association 198.17
American Marketing Association 187.50
Social Work Student Union 181.00
Ethiopian Student Association 178.00
Indian Students Association 146.00
Black Engineering Society 93.39




Student Concert Committee — Struggling
Back Row: Scott Carr, Ross Hilden, Marti Lambert, Steve Corbet, Dave Turley; Sitting: Ty Kollag, Barb Nickels.
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Marketing Club — Touring The Marketplaces
American Foundrymen's Society — Active
Top: Robert Akans; Kevin Janowsky; Martin
Miller; Arden Pridgeon; Istvan Kutny; Beli-
sario Chavee; Michael Tichansky; Gary
Luther; Iradj Aslani; Bill Bauer; Bottom:
Robert Day; Arden Pridgeon; Roger Urich; Ro
bert Akans; John Eridon; Randy Beister; Ke
vin Janowsky.
The American Foundrymen's So
ciety at Western Michigan University
is an active student organization.
The student project this year was the
second annual Community College
Seminar. During this day students
and faculty from community colleges
are introduced to Western's Engin
eering programs and facilities. Guest
speakers were from both industry and
engineering departments. Through
this type of communication the
American Foundrymen's Society
hopes to interest students to get into




1. Mario Gonzalez 2. Adrian Lopez 3. Angie
Barrajas 4. Enedelia Cantu 5. Juan Aleman 6.
Vicki Kapp 7. Gail Zype 8. Rogelio Casanova
9. Rosalinda Cisneros 10. Alex Rangel 11. Mike
Ramirez 12. Eleazar Sepulveda 13. Rey Mata
14. Sylvia Cantu 15. Noelia Rodriguez 16. Ro
lando Salinas 17. Jauier Rodriguez 18. Juanita
Cavazos 19. Gina Zapinski 20. Juan Diaz 21.
Roberto Aguirre 22. Rogelio Garzo 23. Gauino
Aguilar 24. Javier Mendex 25. Rosa Domin-
guez 26. Edelmiro Dominguez 27. Jesus Lara
28. Jesus Gonzalez 29. Eloy Uela 30. Gil Mon-
tez 31. Aizan Moho Yusos 32. Isabel Seelbinder
Debate Program — Diversified Interests
The Western Michigan debate pro
gram operates under the Humanities
Area of the College of General Stu
dies. The program was under the dir
ection of Dr. Chester Hunt of Socio
logy and was coached by Jim Mar-
kan, a graduate assistant.
The program is noted for its diver
sified interests, which include in ad
dition to staging this International
Debate Program: participation in in
tercollegiate debate competition, and
involvement in campus and civic for
ensic events.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information concerning the de
bate program can contact the new
debate supervisor, Howard Dooley of
the Humanities Department.
(L-R) Jim Markan, Piotr Malecki, Nancy Diehl, Dave Bvennan, Andrej
Czyz, Dr. Chester Hunt.
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Panhel Council — Striving To Create Unity
Panhellenic Council is the govern
ing and coordinating body of the sor
orities on Western's campus. The
Council strives to create unity among
the sororities through campus and
community activities. This year's ac
tivities have included a special re
ception for President and Mrs. Bern-
hard, leadership training workshops,
Soap Box Derby for Homecoming,
rush functions, progressive dinners,
Thanksgiving baskets, singing for lo
cal nursing homes, and selling roses
for Valentine's Day.
Top Row: Sandi Brown, Laurie Kemner, Drew Page, Christy Gildner, Karen Hroba, Lu Paletta,
Ruth Johnson, Amy Hempstead, Barb Thompson, Jill Phillips, Becky Sutherland. Middle Row:
Sharon Krebs, Mary Lee, Holly Argue, Mary Wade, Mary George, Front Row: Dennis Hague,
Vicki White, Julie Willoughby, Marcy Mueller, Ann Dimitroff.
St. Thomas More — Friendly Neighbors
v **.
Right: Gloria Rzadkowolski, John Auringer, Paul
Koleda, Debbie Dembeck, Father James R. Sullivan,
unknown, unknown, Ron Cron.
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Aqua Sprites — Synchronized Spectaculars
Top Row: Jan Alderson; Kathy Kent; Char Wiehe; Debbie Kilgore; Cindy Volk; Mildred James; Mary Ambrose; Pat Pfeifer; Bottom Row:
Debbie Aarup; Lyn Jasin; Carmel Schwarz; Robin Patterson; Ann Rogers; Sue Matthews; Annemaria Kirchoff; Missing: P. Andux; R. Glass;
G. Gnade; S. Knappen; T. Mardirosian; P. McPike; J. Murphy; C. Niewiadomski; M. Niewiadomski; P. Otto; L. Rogers.
Aqua Sprites is the synchronized
swimming group of Western Michigan Un
iversity. This club has been active since
1946, and its purpose is to promote the
skills of synchronized swimming, the un
derstanding of aquatic art, and the exper
iencing of new friendships.
The main activity is the annual water
show presented in the spring. This water
spectacular culminates a year's work on
costumes, scenery, script, and swimming
routines. All the work of choreography,
costumes, scenery, and production is done
by the members of the organization.
Tryouts are held each September and
January to add members to the organiza
tion. Many different areas of study are re
presented within our membership. This
gives us a nice blend of people with many
ideas.
Our success this year is due in part to
our advisor, Ms. Norma Stafford, and the
assistance of Doug Estry. This year's of
ficers are Debbie Aarup, president; Sue
Matthews, vice-president; Kathy Kent, se
cretary; and Annemarie Kirchhoff, trea
surer.
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WIB Is Meeting The Future Now!
Front Row (L-R) Cheryl Howarth; Marilyn Thompson; Rita Pendergrass; Lynn Emmons; Pam Broders; Karin Playford; Lynn Batterman; Dr.
Barbara Pletcher. Back Row: (L-R) Jullie Nelsen; Nancy TenBosch; Sandy Gilde; Sue Williams; Jill VanStaveren; Dee Boyers; Linda DeRight.
The business world offers many ex
citing opportunities — as the
members of Women In Business are
discovering.
WIB was founded to provide
professional contacts, experiences,
guidance and support for female stu
dents in business and related acade
mic programs. Though only one year
old, this organization already has
sixty-five members, ranging from
freshmen to graduate students.
This action-packed year included
visiting firms in Chicago, appearing
on television, hearing speakers from a
wide variety of business areas, and
sponsoring many programs and acti
vities.
1975-76 promises to be even more
exciting because WOMEN IN BUSI
NESS is MEETING THE FUTURE
NOW!
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Usher Corps — To Serve The Public
All two hundred and fifty members
of the Miller Auditorium Usher
Corps had the same goal in mind: to
serve the public. This was accom
plished through greeting, seating,
and passing out programs. Running a
coatcheck served to earn money for
several scholarships given to ushers.
Being one of the largest organizations
on campus, the usher corps also
served as a place to meet people,
especially at the annual Christmas
party. This year the ushers extended
their services from Miller Auditorium
to the Lawson Ice Arena and to Read
Fieldhouse to help the Student Con
cert Committee with rock concerts.
Officers
Advisor-Richard Hoffert
Staff Assistant — Jan Trombley, Rob Larson
President — Linda Chown
Vice-President — Bill Mehl












WIDR — A Year Of Remarkable Growth
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WIDR — the student radio organi
zation, experienced a year of remar
kable growth with establishment of
the long awaited FM progressive sta
tion. The organization, in its twenty-
third year of operation, increased its
potential audience ten fold.
WIDR-AM now serves the dormi
tories with top-fourty programming
during the afternoons and evenings.
The stereo FM brings progressive
rock, jazz, and student oriented pub
lic affairs programming to the greater
Kalamazoo area twenty-four-hours a
day.
Back Row: Dean Rocheleau; Terry Dleehanty; Cathie Engardio; Dave Hampton; Bill Foster; Dana Jury; John McNeill; James Peace; Front
Row: Dave Gorski; Sam Avellone; Al Marsh; Jeff Maszel; Larkin Plato.
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Clockwise (Starting Above): Leslie Griffen
(Campus Editor), Dave Dempsey (State Edi
tor), Mary Fair (Entertainment Editor), Rob
Falls (Fall Production Editor), Terry Dele-
hanty (Managing Editor), Dirk Richardson
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Top Left: Glenn Paiva (Business Manager),
Middle Left: Rick Mervine (Advertising Man
ager), Above: Larry Potter (Ass't. Business
Manager).
Upper Right: Advertising Staff (From L.
To R.): Derwin Rushing, Cheryl Howarth,
Pam Broders, Bernie Mills, Jan Jewell,
Tom Allen, Rick Mervine, Geoff Simonds.
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Clock Wise: Dirk Richardson (Twang Editor);
Paul Morgan (Fall Sports Editor); Bob Wiet
(Production Editor); Dave Shane (Sports Edi
tor); Tom Chmielewski (Fall Editor-in-Chief).
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Who, What, Where, When, . . . Why?
Clockwise From Lower Left: Tony Gandy (Photographer); Tom
"Jet" Burns (Chief Photographer); Paul Bushouse (Photographer);
Sue Hutchings (City Editor).
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Threshold 1975-Western's Last Yearbook?
Clockwise: Deb Engel (Secretary); Joe Freeman (Advisor); Sue Maria
(Copy Writer); John Berka (Editor-in-Chief); Deb Cuozzo (Features




1- Tom Durner; 2. Ted Townsend; 3. Tom Belanger; 4. John Berka;
5. Dave Kidd; 6. Mr. Joe Freeman; 7. Sue Morri; 8. Tony Gandy;
9. Greg Potter; 10. Bill Coon; 11. Deb Sue Apel; 12. Debbie Engel;
13. Debbie Cuzzo; 14. Diane Connelly; 15. Vince Licata; 16. Ron
Kosters; 17. Bill Audette.
Upper Left: Tom "Jet" Burns (Photo Editor); Upper Right: Staff
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Aboue: Joe Freeman (Advisor); Tom Belanger (Groups Editor);
Right: Diane Connelly (Copy Staff); Pg. 137 Far Right: John
Conzett (Sports Editor); Bottom Left: Kirk Handren (Layouts
Editor).
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But Occasional Bright Moments
Of Accomplishment
Last year we were strangers who
quickly became friends, this year we
were friends who occasionally be
came strangers. Tensions and irrita
tions that were turned easily into
light moments of mirth and laughter
a year ago oftentimes twisted them
selves into grinding moments of spite
this year. We were hardly at each
other throats, and always completed
our work eventually under the cir
cumstances, but much of the fresh
ly-*^. v'4 ness was g°ne> enthusiasm waned for
many, and some few of us merely
trudged on. Occasionally we could
enjoy bright moments of accomplish
ment, feel proud of a job well done, a
story well written, or a problem
solved. But too often we disappointed
ourselves. After a year's experience
there was little excuse for mistakes,
and we were still making them.
Sometimes even worse ones .Deadlines
were speeding by, things always piled
up in last minute spurts, and our
never-ending battle with disorganiza
tion became increasingly frustrating,
almost senseless. Our task was not
made easier by having to carry the
burden of daily wondering if we
would be producing Western's last
^_ yearbook. A deficit that had been
building for years, even before the
present crop of editors arrived on the
Hi scene, hung over us like a ball of sick
ness. There seemed no way to break
the buying barrier with the student
body which year after year kept us
from being not only self-supporting,
but self-sustaining as well. We be
came disheartened after consuming
our energies trying to communicate
with the majority of Western's stu
dents that a yearbook, if not a neces
sity, was at least a valuable and
worthwhile commodity. We would
have been content merely to have felt
§*J| needed for the future, if not desired
for the present. But such feelings
were far and few between and we
were left to flounder in our own self-
doubt and self-recriminations. Per
haps we just hadn't tried hard en
ough, or perhaps we were succeeding
without knowing it. A book never
looks like a book until it is completed
and in your own hands. Until then it
simply looks like so many disoriented
pages. And by the time this book is
in that condition it will be too late to
write this story. So we can only feel
and imagine what the future will be.
The book will be completed, and it
will be a good one, and many good
people will donate their time, energy
and talents to it, and we will have
good times with it, and its construc
tion will be well remembered by most
if not all of us. But what is important
is that our readers enjoy the book, get
a sense of the 1974-75 school year
from it, and are proud of what
THRESHOLD 1975 said about them
and their university. Because we will
be proud of it, we will be glad we did
it, and we will miss it when it is
finished. And next year about this
time we will wish we were creating a
new one. We will.
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Who's Who — Recognition For Superior
Involvement
Front Row: Kandy Kobar; Barb Peterson; Leslee Laycock; Julie Walton; Mary LaFave; Julie Whelam; Carol Mock; Nancy Diehl; Ted
Townsend. Back Row: Connie Coovert; Mark Clevey; Deborah Howard; Lucinda Blough; Larry Kavisney; Becky Sutherland; James Dickie;
Susie Watts; Tim Busch; Debbie Williams; Burt Garavaglia; Steve Pulley; John Berka; Dan Doescher; Thomas Bierman; Deborah Subatch;
Larry Cain; Mike Hatty; Larry Weil. Missing: Tom Allen; Jarjorie Batey, Laurell Bennett; John Borsos; William Coon; Dan Dawidowski;
Kathryn Drean; Tim Griffin; Patsy Hartzell; Pamela Henry; Robert Lenhart; Susan Moore; Jane Naffziger; James Wolfston.
*
Each year Western Michigan Uni
versity selects from its ranks approx
imately fifty students who for various
reasons are deemed worthy of extra
recognition for their superior involve
ment with a variety of university
functions and organizations. These
students are chosen in conjuction
with the national publication of
"Who's Who Among America's Uni
versities and Colleges", and pre
sented with plaques commorating
this distinction at a banquet put on
in their honor.
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Ski Club—Flying Snow While The Sun Shines
Immediate Left: In memory of Fred
who broke his leg and we had to
"shoot" him! Above Right: The Ga
tor laying back after a tiring day with
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Enjoyment Is The Key At Miller Auditorium
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95L
And The Shows — Both
Ours And Theirs — Go On,
And On, And On ...
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Speakers — Some Spoke To And Some Spoke For
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Honors College Tours China
TO CHINA WITH EXCITEMENT
In the fall of 1974 there was consi
derable speculation that Western Mi
chigan University's Honors College
might be allowed to embark on a tour
of the People's Republic of China be
fore the academic year's end. Rumors
were confirmed that at least an at
tempt was being made, when the
Honors College sent out a notice ask
ing all persons interested in making
such a tour to apply with the college,
and shortly thereafter another notice
followed stating that permission had
indeed been received.
The tour was scheduled to leave
Kalamazoo on March 31 and return
on May 4, with twenty actual days,
April 5 to 24, to be spent in the Re
public of China itself.
Twenty students accompanied by
Dr. Alfred K. Ho, a WMU professor
of economics born in Peking, Dr.
John R. Lindbeck, professor of indus
trial education, and Dr. Samuel I.
Clark, professor of political science
and director of the Honors College,
soon left classes and work behind as
the Honor's College Seminar to the
People's Republic of China got un
derway. En route stops included
Hawaii, Tokyo, and Hong Kong, with
the seminar finally entering China it
self on April 5, 1975.
The Honor's College group carried
their baggage and cameras over the
now famous covered bridge at Shum-
chun, Kwangtung Province, to be
welcomed by smiling Chinese and
provided a sumptuous Chinese
dinner. Hours later the party rode a
comfortable train to Kwangchow
(Canton), sipping tea while traveling
through reforested hills, green rice
paddies, small villages—all picture-
familiar Chinese scenes, now in
leaf and rock and brick. Before the
day ended the group enjoyed another
delicious Chinese meal, a visit to
Kwangchow parks, and a tour of The
National Institute of Peasant Move
ment, established by Mao Tse Tung
in 1926, a shrine to the history of the
Communist movement in China. The
WMU party was housed in The Eas
tern Guest House across the street
from the new Kwangchow Trade Fair
Building.
The next morning came a visit to
the Ping Chou Commune, lush in
LONG LIVE THE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC OF CHINA!
spring, with its Revolutionary Com
mittee leadership proud of accom
plishments: population 68,000; area
approximately eleven thousand
acres. China was crowded with peo
ple. Rice was Ping Chou's principal
crop (90%), vegetables next. But
Communes also had small industries,
schools, hospitals and recreational fa
cilities. They were communized
agrarian communities, substantially
Self-sufficient, self-managed, and
they were where most Chinese live.
A two hour flight by China's CCAC
Airline lands the group in Shanghai..
The plane was packed, the cabin mu
sic loud and joyful—songs praising
work, the Revolution and service to
the people. Shanghai, the largest in
dustrial city in China, was where the
Honors Seminar toured China's per
manent Industrial Exhibition Hall, a
vast complex of buildings containing
everything from industrial stamping
presses to musical instruments.
The Shanghai Docks were visited.
A wandering eye found a Michigan
Equipment machine in use—Hurrah!
The WMU group met with the Revo
lutionary Committee managing Work
Zone No. Five of the docks, and
talked with workers. A common
theme was often heard: before Liber
ation (1949) employment was uncer
tain, wages low, conditions deplora
ble. Now things were stable, work for
everyone, conditions of employment
much better. True, wages were still
low, but there was medical care, pen
sions, no inflation work saving ma
chines and worker participation in
management.
These same themes were repeated
again at Shanghai Truck Factory No.
Two, and at Tientsin Carpet Factory
No. One. The trucks made were
sturdy with no frills; they look like
American military vehicles. They
were part of the now industrializing
China, to be used in China for the
development of China. The carpets
were gorgeous—handmade works of
art. Largely they were sold abroad to
earn foreign currency. The Chinese
couldn't afford such luxuries but
were proud of the skill required to
make them.
Nanking was the former capital of
China, was a beautiful city and full
of leafing trees and flowers. There,
for the first time, birds were seen—s-
wallows in the old imperial part. And 16<)
A Land Of Immense Contradictions
in Nanking rose the impressive mau
soleum of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, first pre
sident of China. Both Kuomintang
and Communist China revered this
American educated leader of Twen
tieth Century China.
The WMU group next visited a pe
trochemical plant and, of course, the
great Nanking Bridge over the
Yangtze River, a two level span,
highway above—railroad below, nine
years a'building by five thousand
builders.
Tientsin was reached from Nank
ing by overnight train and was an
other industrial city, like Shanghai,
held for years in divided plots by for
eign "imperialists"—the British sec
tion, the French, the Japanese, the
Italians, etc. Happily there was never
an American section, as such, but
American soldiers were posted in
China During the imperialist period
and Americans like others claimed
exemption from Chinese governance.
The WMU group settled down to
China—the hospitality, the wonder
ful food. Students went out in the
city with young Chinese guides. They
could go where they wished but the
language barrier was always formida
ble.
Nankai University was visited—a
spacious place with an unbelievable
student—faculty ratio of one to
three. University students must all
work for two years in a factory or on
a commune before being accepted
into universities. There was no tui
tion and no charge for board or room,
but reciprocal services to the univer
sity were expected. Later the group
visited Peking University, a preti-
gious place, and the University for
Minorities.
It was a short train ride to Peking,
gest organized population on earth.
Peking proved to be vast and open.
Like elsewhere in China it was
planted with thousands of young
trees. Reforestation was a major pro
gram of the new China. Also like el
sewhere, billboards or banners pro
fess the words of Chairman Mao:
"Serve the People", "Be Self-
Reliant", "Remember the Masses", rampart; faculty retraced the path of
Friends All Over the World". China
looked to foreign eyes to be a land of
slogans, urging people to respect
work, study Marx and Mao, continue
the Revolution, increase production,
and see the errors of Confucius and
Lin Piao.
The Great Wall was a must. Hear
tier students climbed to the highest
in the United States it would stretch
from Maine to Montana.
The group stayed longest in Peking
and were most at ease there. Spring
followed the Honors Seminar. The
Summer Palace was in blossom. Fin
ally there was the packing for home
and farewells. Baggage weight in
creased. China International Travel
arranged a delicious meal of Peking
duck, at the Peking Duck Restaurant
with much Mao Thai (Chinese whis
key) and beer. The Chinese guides
had been wonderful, the weeks eight
days long; the days, twenty-five
hours. A direct flight took the group
back to Kwangchow, a short train
ride led to the border, and the co
vered bridge stretched again over the
River Shumchun, back to Hong Kong
and eventually home.
All in all the participants in
WMU's Honors College Seminar to
China found the tour an extraordin
ary experience. Cameras clicked at
every concievable object that seemed
to shout China and the Orient to un
familiar American eyes. The group
witnessed a strong and resilient
country, peopled by seemingly count
less millions of tough, hard working
people, and saw it at its very best,
during the most beautiful time of the
year, spring.
Many came away with an image of
a land filled with paradoxes, a
country teeming with millions of pea
sants tilling the soil to raise rice and
other crops with the same methods
they had used for centuries, yet hous
ing cities where industrialization had
top priority, with huge industrial and
chemical plants manufacturing mo
dern and technical produce. The
drab architecture and clothing stark
ly contrasted with the magnificent
flower gardens and the beautiful and
artistic Chinese rugs for sale to for
eigners. Also there seemed somewhat
of a personality mobilization that
seemed contradictory. The Seminar
group found the Chinese to be mas
ters of "kindergarten diplomacy", us
ing groups of smiling children every
where to accent the happy, almost
carefree attitude that quickly brings
smiles and pleasant impressions to
visitors; while the adult generation
remained more reserved, quietly, di
ligently, and patiently going about
their work.
China: a land of immense propor
tions and contradictions, as a
country, a people, and a meeting
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Winter Sports
Skaters Capture CCHA Division II Championship
^ 4.
Come on world, we'll take ya on,
right now. Western Michigan's
hockey team looked like world
beaters for much of the season, tak
ing all comers and mauling them,
without mercy. Scoring records fell
like dominoes all season long. The
red scoring lamp burned constantly
game after game. They roared
through Division II undefeated in
eight games leaving no light unlit in
their conquest. Venturing out of the
Division, they convincingly beat
Bowling Green at home and away, at
a time when the BG's were ranked in
the top ten in the nation. However,
the high flying Broncos were shot
down by Lake Superior State and St.
Louis University later in the season
as both teams defeated the ice men
twice before they advanced to the
CCHA Division II playoffs in St.
Louis where again the Billikens of St.
Louis ended the Bronco's season on
the lower side of the Scoreboard, but
with a fine nineteen and eight record.
With only two seniors on the team,
freshmen and sophomores nearly do
minated every aspect of the season.
Tim Dunlop and Neal Smith (both
freshmen), set scoring records in their
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First Row: Weldon Good, Randy Moy, Mike Shafer, Capt. Rob
Hodge, Coach Bill Neal, Capt. Bob Hutchins, Phil Eve, Jeff Lindsay
and Steve Roth. Second Row: Graduate Assistant Al Bevill, Al
Hamernick, Dave Woonton, Murray Pickel, Tim Dunlop, Bob Gar
diner, Neil Smith, Lee Weitzman, Steve Smith, Brad Blake, Man
agers Greg Rogers and Scott Mclntosh. Third Row: Equipment
Mgr. Jerry Victoria, Brad Schmidt, Mike Burrelle, Skip Howey,
Jacques Guske, Tim Pavek, Larry Howe, Greg Kranda and Student
Trainer Mike Willets. MISSING: Mike Smark.
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first year in college hockey; Dunlop
for single season records for points
and goals, while Smith set marks in
scoring for defensemen. Rob Hodge,
Murray Pickle (yet another fresh
man), Phil Eve, Bob Gardiner, Steve
Smith, Jeff Linsay, Randy Moy, and
others too numerous to mention fired
ihots at rapid paces leaving the goal
ies shell shocked from the onslaught.
Goalies Weldon Good and Steve Roth
turned back shots of opponents with
ease and allowed for the intense of
fensive attack unleashed at the other
end of the ice. Dunlop was named
most valuable player while Eve was
the most improved despite missing
five games with injuries.
Playing in the new Lawson Ice
Arena, the Broncos were able to play
in one of the finest arenas in the
country and took full advantage of it.
Next season they will host the Divi
sion I playoffs here. Packed to capa
city nearly every game, there was no
lack of support all season long.
Only the mere formalities are left
to lift Western Michigan's hockey
team into Division I next season. It
involves playing Bowling Green, Ohio
State, Lake Superior State, and St.
Louis numerous times and being suc
cessful enough times to reach the
tournaments again. The youthfulness
of the team will carry them far next
year, as each year this team gets bet
ter and better. Next year it will be
tougher but look for the Bronco ice
men to go far.
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Bronco Basketball Team Comes Within Second
*
Woe, for a few seconds less. Not
once or twice but three times West
ern's basketball team lost in the last
few seconds of the game due to shots
taken at the buzzer, swishing through
the net, and leaving the Broncos
standing defeated, victory whisked
from their clutching hands. The dif
ference meant at least a tie for the
conference championship for Wes
tern, their first shot at the title since
1951-52 when they went all the way.
Western started the season with all
underclassmen save one on the floor
and proved that they were indeed
something to contend with. Records
fell and stars shone as they put to
gether their finest season since 1962-
63 season. Finishing with a sixteen
and ten mark, it included victories
over Oral Roberts, University of De
troit, Miami, and Ohio University
twice. Late in the season the Broncos
broke a streak of seventeen consecu
tive MAC road losses with victories
over Ohio University, Kent State,
and Toledo.
During the second half of the sea
son every game played was a big
game as the MAC race for the crown
was the tightest race anywhere in the
nation. The Broncos fought with
Central Michigan (the eventual
champs), Bowling Green, Toledo,
and Miami of Ohio neck and neck for
the right to be number one. Crushing
defeats by Central and Bowling
Green sent the hopes of Western
down the drain, leaving them in the
spoiler role, finally sending Toledo to
the graveyard of fallen contenders in
the last game of the season.
Western played its typical tough
defense all season along with a well
balanced scoring attack. Jeff Tyson
led the team in scoring with Tom
Cutter, Jimmie Harvey, Jim Kurzen,
and Paul Griffen supplementing the
offensive thrust. Griffen led the team
in rebounding and was named the
most valuable player and most im
proved player of the season, the first
time one person has won both awards
in the same year. Cutter, the only
sophomore in the starting line up, set
single season and career shooting per
centage records in his second year on
the varsity. Jim Kurzen, a junior,
broke his own record for assists set
last year in his role as play maker.
Bench strength made the team
hard to beat as S.L. Sales, Dale De-
Bruin, and the team's only senior,
Mike Bivens came off the bench to
give the boost when it was needed.
Coach Eldon Miller made good use of
them to keep his team in the running
all season long.
In out of conference play, Western
entertained the likes of Michigan,
Michigan State, and Notre Dame,
losing all three games, but giving
Michigan State and Notre Dame a
real run for their money before bow
ing out in the last few seconds of both
games.
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)f The 1975 MAC Crown
A young experienced club began
the season and gave the campus more
to talk about and more excitement
than it has had in numerous past
years. Playing every game to the hilt,
they went farther than anyone would
have expected, leaving in their trails,
dazed and startled opponents. It was
a good season for this team and
promises more of them in the future.
■••3
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Front Row: Bob Bird, Manager, Mike Reardon, Kevin McSkimm-
ing, Bob Pyykkonen, Mike Bivins, Kevin Scott, Jimmie Harvey, Jim
Kurzen, Jeff Tyson, Dale Nolf, Manager. Back Row: Dick Shilts,
Assistant Coach, Rich Walker, Assist Coach, Boyd Breece, Dave
Carnegie, Mark Rayner, Tom Cutter, Marc Throop, Paul Griffin,
S.L. Sales, Dale DeBruin, Eldon Miller, Head Coach.
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Gymnastics — Record Breaking Season
Going into the season as the de
fending Lake Erie League gymnastic
champions puts a lot of pressure on a
team and the Broncos dropped just a
little in the league meet dispite a dis
appointing four and eight dual meet
showing on the season. Led by fresh
man sensation Rich Heil and co-
captains Mark O'Malley and Bill
Waddell they finished second in the
showdown for top spot.
O'Malley repeated as league
champ in overall at the finals but it
was Heil who went to the NCAA re-
gionals for the Broncos.
Numerous team records fell this
season as O'Malley, Heil and Wad
dell broke most of them, each upping
their own career records to rank in
the top three in the history of the
school.
Youngsters galore dominated this
year's team and promise better and




Front Row: Bill Waddell, Rock Tolinski, Rich Heil, Jim Bleeker and
Mark O'Malley. Back Row: Coach Fred Orlofsky, Matt Pendergrass,
Mike King, Jerry Tobias, and Student Assist. Dan Carlsen.
Front Row: Chris Keister, Bart Braden, Bill Witek, Gary Hoffman.
Second Row: Co-Capt. Dan McLean, Terry Breest, Brad Fuhman,
Ken Dove, Dave Lempke, Kevin Kelly, Diving Assistant Ron Bram
ble. Third Row: Skip Wilcox, Steve Dueball, Brad Kenny, Co-Capt.
Kevin McCully, Randy Hice, Neil Stinson, Alan Burkholder, and
Coach Dave Diget.
Tankers Shatter 13 School Records — 5th In MAC
The waterbound version of the
Western Michigan University Bron
cos broke in a new pool this year as
well as most of the school records.
Finishing with an eight and five re
cord, they went to the league meet
and broke thirteen of the seventeen
existing school records while finish
ing fifth in the MAC.
Led by senior co-captains, Kevin
McCulley and Dan McLean, the
Broncos paddled through the season
with a crew of mostly freshmen and
sophomores.
The record breakers included
McCulley, McLean, Terry Breest,
Gary Hoffman, and in the relays,
Bart Branden and Ken Dove. Others
who perforrned well were Neil Stin-
son and Greg Brannick. With most of
these, and in fact all but the co-
captains coming back next year, it
looks to be a most interesting season
with experience on Western's side.
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Bronco Grapplers Finish Eighth In MAC: Martin
Goes To NCAA Tourney
Ready, wrestle. In the case of Wes
tern's Bill Cox, chances were better
than fifty-fifty that he would pin his
man. Such was not the case for the
rest of the team. The matmen fin
ished the season with a six and six
record and three and four in the
MAC. In the league meet they fin
ished eighth with one shining star.
Gary Martin at 150 lbs. won his
weight division and went to the
NCAA meet only to lose his second
match there.
Cox at 190 lbs. finished the year
with a fourteen, three and one record
including ten pins, a school record.
His career total of eighteen ranks
second among Western matmen.
Mark Sands had an excellent sea
son for the Broncos finishing with a
fifteen and six record, the most vic
tories on the squad. Martin ended his
quest for a national championship
with a fourteen, five and one record.
,-
Front Row: Paul Amell, Ed Hedgecock, Mark Sands, Jim Holmes,
Rick Sherry, Ric Wade, Bob Berman, Terry Nicholson, Pat Weede,
and Scott Ferros. Middle Row: Gary Martin, Don Daniel, Joe Per-
rone, Jim Schreiner, Warren Watson, Felix Ambris, Glenn Morgan,
Bill Fisk, Bob Read, John Barthel, and Manager Jim Piegols. Back
Row: Student Asst. Coach Doug Wyn, Wade Merriman, Gary Mer
edith, Bill Cox, Tom Dobberteen, Paul Matthews, Tim Simpson,





FLASH! I.M. sports continue to be
the most popular game on campus.
Every winter sports activity has
shown an increase in participation
from last year. At last, something
good has risen from the halocaust of
terror and financial destruction
waged upon us by something out of
our control.
Who plays intramural sports?
Everyone from Greeks to dorm rats,
freaks to jocks, and students to profs.
It's the only event or activity on cam
pus that doesn't suffer from that hor
rible disease student apathy. Basket
ball, volleyball, hockey, swimming,
all kinds of paddleball and racquet -
uall, bowling, wrestling, and the
newest sport, inner tube co-ed water
polo have risen in the number of
teams and individuals participating
for awards and fun. It involves all
sports from team activities to indivi
dual ones, showing all kinds of talent
from those that just dabble in them
to those who really show a real profi
ciency in their chosen sport.
I.M. sports give a break, from the
rat-race-run-around that all students
are stuck in, to blow off some steam
and let themselves go for just a fev7
minutes before going back to that too
real world of studies and exams. It's
a world where no one cares if you can
do it or not, where there's no grade on
what you do. Just the fact that you
do it is enough to keep anyone from
183
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IM's — For
Everybody
caring. It's where all students can get
together and have fun at something
where the results aren't really impor
tant, only that you went and tried,
perhaps to remove some of that spare
tire that tends to appear during the






The girls from Western Michigan
University, ranked number one all
season long, took the state title this
winter ending a very successful sea
son on the hardwood. While running
up a sixteen and five record on the
year, they beat University of Michi
gan, Michigan State, Eastern Michi
gan, Ferris State, and Calvin College
in their climb to the top of the pack.
Coach Fran Ebert led her girls from
the state title to the quarter- finals of
the regionals before bowing to In
diana University after defeating Ball
State in a previous regional game.
In addition to their fine record the
Broncos scored better than sixty-nine
points per game while holding their
opponents to just fifty a game.
Led by Phyliss Cupp's rebounding
and shooting with help from Ann
Kasdorf, Terri Beattie, Alicia
McNees, Mary Bramble, and Kris
Metzmaker, they roared through the
season leaving the opposition bewil
dered and dazed, sprawling in their
trail. They showed the most success
ful season of all the winter sports at
Western Michigan, both Men's and
Women's, certainly something to be
proud of.
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Front Row: Vanessel Rancifer, Mary Bramble, Ann Kasdorf, Maria Plew, Deb Crawford, Nancy Wedell. Back Row: Coach Fran Ebert, Terri
Beattie, Kay Scott, Phyllis Cupp, Alicia McNees, Sue Dost, Kris Metzmakes.
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Front Row: Dena Daloisio, Diana Michael, Char Wiehe, Christie Lee. Bac/e /tow: Katie Kovalcik, Augusta Lipsey, Rhonda Attles, Kelly
McCabe, Thomasina Seaborn, Coach Diane Dorgan.
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Beauty And Grace
Spinning, twirling, bodies twisting
through the air and balancing on
beams, as though suspended by invi
sible wires from the sky. The feats
seem almost mystifying as if they
couldn't possibly be done.
The women's gymnastics team ty
pifies the attitude of and philosophy
of the women's athletic department.
They stress hard work and satisfac
tion from being able to accomplish
what they have attempted, and are
able to be proud that they were able
to do it and do it well. This is the
only reward of gymnastics, not the
prestige of glory and honor, mixed in
with various honors and scholarships.
The beauty and grace of gymnas
tics comes out in the gymnastics divi
sion of the women's athletic depart




Greeks Versus Non-Greeks—A Profile
GREEKS PART I
To be a Greek or not to be a Greek
was a question faced by many during
their attendance at colleges across
the country. For a time both the fra
ternities and sororities seemed to be
headed toward extinction. Each year
brought a drop in membership, and
corresponding losses in activities,
participation, and influence on the
campus scene. The war was still on
and suddenly those who had been
high - school - kids - sent - to - col
lege, turned into political activists, or
at least politically aware students,
with more "relevant" things to do
than go through some silly initiation
rites.
But, with the pullout of American
troups from the battlefields of South
east Asia, and the power demise of
Richard Nixon, things quieted down
on the campuses. Without the rally
ing points of the Vietnam war and
Watergate to draw all the hearts and
minds together long enough to gener
ate student protest, classmates laid
down their signs, lowered their
voices, forgot their chants, and set
tled down to the less encumbered life
of carefree college kids. Almost like
the old days.
With the return to "normalcy" on
the campuses, the Greeks began their
slow, but steady comeback. Gradual
ly, chapters that had been losing
1 1_ _ 1 1_ TYI-J
began to rise in numbers, and once
again the Greek ranks began to swell
with both pride and numbers. Some
how being Greek wasn't passe' any
more. Greeks as a segment of the
campus community proved to have a
surprising resilency. The static image
of Greeks as babbling groups of rich
kid's cliques, and drunkards staging
egocentric stag parties, began to
crumble under the weight of new em
phasis by both the Greeks, and their
critics, on actual accomplishments.
Perhaps the community involvement
with blood drives, dance marathons,
muscular dystrophy, charities, and
hauling floats in the Gilmore's
Thanksgiving Day parade, had all
been part of the past too, but they
took on new significance as students
came back from inauguration pro
tests, and greeting parties for return
ing soldiers and POW's, with a new
awareness of the world around them.
That was the difference for many.
They had experienced a brief flirta
tion with student politics, tasted
both the power and frustration. Sud
denly there was a new relationship
formed with the world, outside the
normal confines of a college educa
tion. Rather than merely waiting an
other four years to enter into the
mainstream of society, many stu
dents found themselves caught up
with changing its direction directly
from the campus. These were the
people who often deserted the frater
nities and sororities as symbols of the
old order. To many the Greeks of the
early 1960's were the establishment.
They were not only to be abandoned,
but despised.
But as stereotyped as Greeks have
been in the past, they were always
more than that. Just because so
meone was Greek didn't mean he or
she automatically stood up and sa
luted every time the American flag,
big business, or Ronald Reagan came
up in a conversation. Many Greeks
became as concerned and involved
with the world as anyone. They too
lived and reacted to the mind bog
gling turmoil and changes going on
daily around them. They did not
close it out. They did not ignore it in
their haste for a good time. They did
not hide within the confines of their
own little groups, and support them
selves with feeling of superiority to
the situations around them. Greeks
were being drafted too. They were
young men and women living in a
great country angry at itself for not
being greater. And Greeks, too, as
Americans, experienced that anger.
So the Greeks survived because
they were Americans too. Their ways,
with its traditions, rites, initiations, •!
taboos, and fraternity; which may
have seemed special to some and to
tally irrelevant to others; kept alive
because of a basic vitality greater
than any one element present in their
own closed society.
And these, same elements put to
gether in each fraternity or sorority,
provided the basis of cohesion that is
making the Greeks once again a suc
cess on the campuses. Being a Greek
has become akin to gaining an extra
society to live in, one that offers spe
cial fellowship and experiences,
rather than excluding a society that
seems too huge and impersonal to be
of any interest to a group of people
who have themselves.
NON-GREEKS—Part II
So why isn't everyone a Greek? A
good question coming off the above
optimistic assessment of the Greeks
in the mid 70's, but one that still has
several good answers. Obviously, not
everyone is cut out to be a Greek,
though there may be several reasons
why.
Perhaps the most important rea
son is that not everyone desires a
great deal of fraternity with any one
group of people, or, for that matter,
any people at all. There will always
be loners in any context of the world
community, the campus community
(and there are millions more who go
through a "phase" or "phases" of en
forced individualism) either simply
prefer their own company, the pri
vacy of their own thoughts and ac
tions, or they are afraid to share them
with others. There are both kinds,
with most people in today's world
Friendship For Friendship's Sake
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being one or the other, or both, at
some time in their lives.
Others avoid what some consider
the "Greek syndrome" simply be
cause of a different system of priori
ties in their lives. For many the one
and only thing important to them
when they come to college is to get a
formal education that provides mere
ly the next step up the ladder of their
career ambitions. Their work be
comes the motivating factor in their
life, leaving to little time or interest
for involvement with others. Or, per
haps, other committments keep them
out of the Greek folds. Family life is
not unheard of in and around the
campus community. Many students
have or gain their own families to
raise and take care of while they are
still attending school. Having a job to
support themselves, and/or a family,
can take away any time that may
well have been devoted to a fraternity
or sorority association. Still others,
who have the time and energy to
commit themselves to an activity or
organization, decide against joining
the Greek community. For them
there are more important things to
do. For some this takes the shape of
volunteering their time and talents
to special service organizations that
need their help. Tutoring, working
with handicapped, or spending time
with drug or alcohol rehabilitation
centers; are just a few of the possibi
lities for those who feel that their
time is better spent serving the com
munity and their fellow humans in
this manner. Finally, there are those
that devote themselves to their reli
gion, and/or its own special exper
iences and services. Today their are
many religious organizations on the
college and university campuses.
Some are simply Christian, Jewish,
or Iskimic, etc. oriented, others cater
to individual Christian Sects. Each,
however, seek to serve both its
members and humankind through
the elements of its own particular be
lief systems, with the hope of better
ing the world as each sees fit to aim
towards.
Another reason is strictly one of
economics, or practicality. Being a
Greek, and a member of a social sys
tem that must both support itself in
order to perpetuate itself, and occa-
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sionally contribute to other elements
of their encompassing society, costs
money. Being a member in certain
fraternities or sororities (usually
those primarily based on social or
professional association functions, as
opposed to strictly service fraterni
ties) can easily cost into the
hundreds of dollars, strickly within
four years of the usual college stay, a
time that is often full of financial dif
ficulty if not down right instability
for many students.
Finally, there are many people who
simply prefer to have their friends for
friendship's sake, who don't need or
simply don't care to have their
friendships within the often artificial
surroundings of the Greek commun
ity. How and why people can and do
become and remain friends is one of
the delightful mysteries of life. Rela
tionships between two or more people
build out of a variety of things, be it
so trivial as appearance, or as basic
as an indefinable attration between
ideas, beliefs, and experiences be
they contradictory, complementary,
or mutually confusing. What attracts
or repels certain people from each
other is not a mere chemical ingre
dient in their bodily or mental sys
tems that can be isolated and ana
lyzed. Let it suffice to say that is so
mething within everyone, affected by
their society, with its predjudices,
preconceptions, politics, and pres
sures, by their environments, includ
ing its location, population, and inte
gration, and by their personalties,
which is both a product of the above
two factors, and an element in itself,
to be developed from within.
Number One In Efficiency Points
Alpha Kappa Psi is a national
professional business fraternity of
over one hundred and eighty chapters
throughout the nation. For the last
two years, GAMMA TAU chapter of
Western Michigan University, was
rated Number One in efficiency
points. The largest professional acti
vity sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi is
Career Day, put on each Fall and
Winter semester. New this year is the
bi-monthly publication of Speaking
Business, which gives information
concerning the College of Business
and the general business world. Al
pha Kappa Psi also sponsors a Coffee
Hour, where students can meet fa
culty on an informal basis. Located
at 604 Douglas, Alpha Kappa Psi
provides many professional events,







1. Bob Rozycki; 2. Terry Donnelly; 3. David
Holmes; 4. David Teska; 5. Lance Peterson; 6.
Zewdie Bekele; 7. Hagos Kafil; 8. Tim Powers;
9. David Wilcox; 10. Bruce Melzow; 11. John
Wells; 12. Bill Coon; 13. Bill Shearer; 14. Terry
Wolf; 15. Robert Scibor; 16. Rick Mervine; 17.






Career Day — Alpha Kappa Psi's Baby
Career Day, sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Psi, is an attempt to bring
students and prospective employers
together on an informal basis. For un
derclassmen, it gives an excellent op
portunity to research different career
possibilities. For upperclassmen, it
provides information on current job
openings and requirements. Career
Day is a major function of Alpha
Kappa Psi Fraternity, giving all stu
dents more information concerning
their desired career.
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Phi Mu: People — Parties — Promises
1. Ruth Johnson; 2. Cindy Stellini; 3. Diane
Dyla; 4. Melody Schaffer; 5. Dian Mahaney; 6.
Michele Topol; 7. Merrilee Gaines; 8. Julie Ri
chardson; 9. Denise Fleckenstein; 10. Debbie
Clark; 11. Barb Clark; 12. Nancy Seelye; 13.
Ingrid Berglin; 14. Nancy Van-Eman; 15. Lynn
Phillips; 16. Karen Asmus; 17. Jill Phillips; 18.
Cindy Webb; 19. B.J. Haire; 20. Jo Anne Min-
gee.
Phi Mu is: people, parties and pro
mises; happiness, hope and humor;
individuality, inspiration and initia
tion; member, mystery and meaning;
upright, useful and unified. Together
we make up the bond of Phi Mu!
«.
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The Phi Sigs have emerged as one
of the strongest fraternities on the
campus as they continue to promote
brotherhood and outstanding quality.
In the past year, the chapter has
grown quite a bit and with the sup
port of the Little Sisters, has been
able to make a good showing at all
Greek events, usually being involved
in the production of them. The econ
omic situation of the country hasn't
stopped any of the activities that Phi
Sigma Kappa does including the fol
lowing of Western's basketball team
to places like Michigan State and
Eastern Michigan University. If
someone is going somewhere, chances
are good that a brother will be going
along. Spreading brotherhood and
outstanding character around has
been and will continue to be the pri











1. Sam Kessler; 2. Tom Hughes; 3. Dan Doescher; 4. Tim Bowman; 5. Rex
Swinehart; 6. Dale Hanson; 7. Joe Fleck; 8. Mike Salvano; 9. Chris Warren;
10. John Conzett; 11. Mike Kuehn; 12. Kim Rhoades; 13. Terry Keyes; 14.
Greg Stevens; 15. Tom Stautz; 16. Den Thomet; 17. Dan Pierce; 18. Mike
Evans; 19. Jeff Pierce; 20. Tom Belanger. Missing: Lex Dutch; Gary Luther;
Don Scribner; Tim Atherton; Dan Tursi; Bill Welter; Dan Barch.
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Phi Sigs — One Of The Strongest
1. Sandy Goeddeke 2. Jan Doescher 3. Debbie Engle 4. Marcy Chrisman
5. Deb Vecchio 6. Sue McHugh 7. Debbie Sue Apel 8. Julie Elias 9. Dee
Dee Danneels 10. Patti Rudnick 11. Sue Roberts 12. Cindy Lochman 13.
Pat Guminski 14. Kathy Rogge 15. Debbie Nevill 16. Kathy Palmer.
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
is a national Greek-letter society,
having more than six hundred
chapters located in fifty states. It was
founded at Howard University in
Washington D.C. on January 13,
1913 by a group of twenty-two under
graduate women. Even today, ten of
these women continue to play a signi
ficant role in the activities of our or
ganization. In 1953, our undergra
duate chapter, Delta Epsilon, was
founded on Western's Campus. Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. with a
majority of members who are Black,
has a vital interest in the welfare of
minority groups and in human rights.
In the fall of 1972, a Loan Fund was
established on Western's Campus,
and just recently a scholarship Fund
has been established especially for
freshmen which encompases book
fees for their first year at the Univer
sity.
Throughout the year, we partici
pate with a Teen Lift Program at
Para Learning Center. During ses
sions we share our college experiences
and provide various crafts activities,
such as needle point, sewing and de-
coupage. In addition to our service
projects, a Thanksgiving Benefit
Dance is held annually with proceeds
given to families in need in the Kala-
mazoo area.
Although primarily a service or
ganization, we have traditionally
sponsored two major social activities;
an "Ice Breaker" dance in Sep-
Back Row: Marsha Bowman; Stephanie O'Neal; Bonita Smith; Judy Norris; Nora Hudson;
Susie Binion; Loretta Moor; Pam Phillips; Regina Geans; Mamie; Marcetta Kimbrough;
Middle Row: TaVanna Hill; Vickie McLaurin; Karen Spiller; Joyce Jackson; Melody Arm
strong; Gloria Postell; Pam Dilworth; Rosemary Robinson; Yolanda Solomon; Peggy Mitchell;
Front Row: Nancy Walker; Alberta Fountain; Francine Moore; Cheryl Hampton (Advisor);
Mollie Kirkindall; Deborah Paden; Altheria Thomas.
tember, where freshmen have their
first real opportunity to observe
Black Greek Organizations, and a
"Final Fling" dance in April.
Usually one week in the Fall semes
ter, Rush activities are planned to ac
quaint interested women with the
current members, ideals, and pur
poses of Delta. Each year, we wel
come qualified women to join the
ranks of our sisterhood.
We would like to dedicate this page
to our graduating Seniors: Marsha
Bowman, Pamela Dilworth, Alberta
Fountain, Joyce Jackson, Mollie Kir-
kendall, Francine Moore, Gloria Pos
tell, Karen Spiller, Altheria Thomas,
Nancy Walker, Mamie White.
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Fijis — Sticking To Tradition
1. Burt Garavaglia; 2. Stave Prawdzik; 3. Randy Gowen; 4. Jim Po-
plawski; 5. Tom Robinson; 6. Dan Kozak; 7. Kevin Murphy; 8. Jeff
Lamirand; 9. Corky Babcock; 10. John Segreti; 11. Rob Akans; 12. Glen
Rahn; 13. Pete Hetu; 14. Rich Kunkel; 15. Chris Baker; 16. John Bissig;
17. Gary Arnson; 18. Tom Biermann; 19. Steve Buchanan; 20. Larry
Cain; 21. Ray Passkiewicz.
The Kappa Mu Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta has be
come one of the most active fraternities on campus in its
short three one hundredth year history. Since becoming
the one hundredth Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta in 1972,
the Fijis have won the National Red Cross Blood Drive six
semesters in a row and last year were named the most
involved fraternity on campus. Sticking to this tradition,
the Fijis this year have collected for the March of Dimes
and Muscular Dystrophy, while supporting such campus
wide activities as "Matchmaking 75" and Homecoming.
With thirty active brothers returning next year, the Fijis of




Back Row: Dick Redmond; Paul Jankowski; Jim Saracino; Doug Jackson; Howie Wooden; Bob
Kaiser; Jim MacConnachie; Pete Redebaugh; Greg Young; Steve Cahill; Jame Miller; Gary Hool;
Paul Dodds; Bob Porter; Tim Calcagno; Middle Row: Tom Fuller; John Barnett; Jack Moran; Steve
Goodrich; Dana Smith; Doug Schaurer; Lou Hyde; Pete Steffen; Kneeling: Steve Henes; Keith
Armstrong; Chris Cotzias; Rick Basse; Bob Witoszynski; Jeff Hurst; John Wathins; Maril Barton.
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Back Row: Jim Saracino (Social Chairman); Rick Basse (House Manager); Jim MacConna-
chie (Rush Chairman); Pete Steffen (Pledge Trainer); Greg Young (Treasurer); John Barnett
(Little Sister Liason); Front Row: Gary Hool (Corresponding Secretary); Maril Barton (Pre
sident); Steve Heves (Vice President); Pete Redebaugh (Secretary).
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was founded
March 9, 1956 at the University of
Alabama. SAE is the largest national
fraternity with a great heritage and
many strong alumni associations all
over the United States. SAE is
known nationally as a singing frater
nity and at Western the brothers
keep up the tradition. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon has been on Western's cam
pus since 1961. SAE is proud of the
fact that it's brothers have served on
many campus organizations in it's
fourteen years, many times as execu
tives of the organizations. The 1974-
75 school year was a great one for
SAE. It doubled in both spirit and
size and was again a pacesetter for
fraternities on Western's campus.
SAE won the golf and swimming
competition for fraternities as well as
doing well in other sports. It is also
proud of it's tradition of being one of
the top fraternities at Western for
academic excellence.
1st Row: Karen Crowel; Nancy Rex; Judy McNitt; 2nd Row: Patty Cole;
Katie Engel; 3rd Row: Elaine Hendrickson; Connie Coffield; Cheryl
Wanston; 4th Row: Carmen Montegano; Mary Ewert; Ruthan
Schmaltzer; 5th Row: Karen Fodroczi; Jinny Crossley; 6th Row: Pam
Fratzke; Lori Rybarz.
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Sigma Pi, a group of concerned in
dividuals, has put together another
fantastic year on Western's campus.
And full of such events as raising
eight hundred dollars for ALSAC
with the fifty-four hour Seesaw Mar
athon, Toboggan parties, and spon
soring a trip to Daytona Beach, Flor
ida. We are having another great sea
son in Intramurals. Taking First
place in: Soccer (sixth year running),
Tennis and Badminton. This is just a
mere sample of our prowess that has
vaulted us into the position of varia
ble shoe-in for the All-Sports Trophy
(the third time in four years). And
that doesn't even include our many
other triumphs here at Western Mi
chigan University.
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Sigma Pi — Another Fantastic Year
1. Robert B. Jepson; 2. Michael P. Hatty; 3. Christopher J.
Schmidt (President); 4. Philip C. Droege; 5. Glenn Tracy
(1st Counselor); 6. Joseph O. Smith; 7. Jeff Yost; 8. Patrick
Chadderdon; 9. Gil Barker; 10. Keith A. Kring; 11. Marc
Morin; 12. Phil Johson; 13. Gordon Erickson; 14. Daniel
Higgins (3rd Counselor); 15. Charles Gulbronsen; 16. Lou
Hatty; 17. Thomas Crowley; 18. Daniel McDade; 19. Lynn
Klocko; 20. Jeff Weber; 21. Dennis Albitus; 22. David
Matthews; 23. Steven Lamb; 24. David 0. Sagonek (4th
Counselor); 25. Mark A. Rishell; 26. Milton Thackaberry;
27. Paul Matthews; 28. Patrick Scheider; 29. Scott Bufe; 30.
John A. Jacobi; 31. Jeff Tyner; 32. William McKinnia; 33.




Alpha Chi Omega —Smiling Faces, Going Places
Standing: Marybeth Pialte; Joanne Closs; Peggy Burne; Cindy Hilderbrand; Shirley Zytell; Ellen Tune; Laura Gault; Connie Coovert; Sue
Meier; Audrey Sogoian; Paula Bridges; Amy Cappo; Linda Kenaga; Middle: Diane Raymond; Fern Liberman; Becky Pierce; Melinda Shugal;
Cheryl Sobrocinski; Cheryl Gaubatz; Sue Calcari; Sue Forfer; Carla Chase; Sue Dodgson; Sue Moore; Jean Batey; Sitting: Joan Browning;
Sue Jobe; Colleen Gryzb; Conly Crosely; Debbie Cunningham; Merlyn Martin; Debbie Martin; Diane Blackhall; Amy Woods; Delisa Thibault.
Alpha Chi's come a long way since
1885! One of the most active sorori
ties on campus, divides their time
with chapter activities, AWS, ASG,
and many other campus organiza
tions. Comprised of about fourty-five
members, all as different as snow-
flakes, and yet united by the bond of
sisterhood. Alpha Chi — smiling
faces, going places.
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A Desire For Self-Improvement
1. Unnamed; 2. Professor Frederick Everett; 3.
Todd Popenberg; 4. Unnamed; 5. John Brink;
6. Carmelita Pacifico; 7. Larry Andree; 8. Un
named; 9. Diane Till; 10. Dr. Daniels; 11. De-
lores J. Boyers; 12. Jim DeYoung; 13. Barb
Welker; 14. Kim Rhoades; 15. Jack Harrold;
16. Patrica Kovack; 17. Tim Janisse; 18. Dr.
Newell; 19. Dr. Burke; 20. BUI Fisher; 21. Gary
Bleeker; 22. Jack Speckmann; 23. Kathy Kuz-
micki; 24. Jean Straayer; 25. Sharon Johnson;
26. Dawn Johnson; 27. Dale Shugars; 28. Dan
Doescher; 29. Charles Parkhill; 30. Tim Busch.
Beta Alpha Psi is the national
professional accounting fraternity
comprised of honor students. The
purposes of the fraternity as ex
pressed in its constitution are: "To
instill in its members a desire for con
tinuing self-improvement; to foster
high moral and ethical standards in
its members; to encourage and give
recognition to scholastic and profes
sional excellence; to cultivate a sense
of responsibility and service in its
members; to promote the collegiate
study of accounting; and to provide
opportunities for association among
its members and practicing accoun
tants."
The members of the chapter elect
four student officers to guide chapter
affairs: president, vice-president, se
cretary and treasurer. Committees
are appointed to assist the officers in
discharging their responsibilities for
such matters as election of members,
banquets, special speakers, field
trips, nomination of officers and
other professional and social events.
A faculty vice-president serves as an





First In Greek Week — Sorority Division
Row 1: (L-R) Ann DeMeyer; Barb Fox; Mary
Swan; Melanie Kuster; Cindy Wikel; Sue Ho-
gancamp; Gloria Matarwe; Drew Page; Karen
Prepolec; Renee Graham; Row 2: (L-R) Lora
Clift; Ann Hazen; Meg Schultz; Cheryl Spilos;
Debbie Martin; Cathy Corkin; Holly Argue;
Elise Corbishdale; Kathy Bradford; Julie
Meier; Ann Burchard; Candy Coffield; Row 3:
(L-R) Marcia Kuster; Chris Weiss; Joni Neely;
Laurie Winters; Toma Haymaker; Sharon
Harness; LuAnn Paletta; Rhonda Germany;








First in Greek Week — Sorority
Division, and Second in Homecom
ing Yell-Like-Hell Contest are just
two of the many awards won by the
Alpha Phi's this year. Sparked by
two fantastic pledge classes, the Phi's
had a new growth of spirit and enth
usiasm.
Involvement is a key word to de
scribe this year as the Phi's partici
pated in many activities both on
campus and in the community.
Along with this was a strengthening
of sisterhood and unity within the
chapter. This could be seen at T.G.'s
and other events as the Phi Bears
sang and cheered at the top of their
lungs.
Alpha Phi, a sisterhood and a un
ity. It's a life of fun, involvement, re




Sigma Phi Epsilon — Growing
PLEDGE CLASS OF WINTER 75: First Row (L-R): Jeff Johnson, Gary Dembs; Second Row
(L-R): Jake Snell, Rob Owen, Mike Gordon, Bill Fisk; Third Row (L-R): John Van Dyken, Jeff
Mazurek, Mike Sbrocca, Reid Taylor; Not Pictured: Lew Price, Barry Fredrickson, Bill Harr,
Robert Weld.
Sigma Phi Epsilon boasted the
largest pledge class on campus for
Winter-75. These pledges plus the
sixteen active members worked to
gether to establish their name at
WMU. Brotherhood was well
shown in the chapter's involve
ment, especially during the
Miller's can collecting contest
when we outhustled all other cam
pus organizations to come away
with the Grand Prize, a Technics
quadrophonic sound system. Cam
pus involvement was also shown
by having brothers in IFC, MUB,
ASG, varsity baseball, football,
and wrestling.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, a growing
organization of devoted men who
work hard to have the most dyna
mic brotherhood on campus.
1. John Malacos; 2. Donald Wright; 3.
James Borick; 4. John Tucker; 5. Mark
Maher; 6. Larry Davis; 7. Thomas Deakin;
8. Jeff Osterhage; 9. Richard Benett (Staff
Rep.); 10. Curtis Hemlock; 11. Alan
McLeod; 12. Charles Rollo; 13. William Os-
born; 14. David Style; 15. James Nolan;
Not Pictured: Dan Geiner; Terry Haas.
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Bigger And Better Activities
Phi Sigma Epsilon went onto
bigger and better activities in the
1974-75 school year. When it came to
an event to compete in, the "Phi
Sigs" motto is "Its not if you win or
lose, it was how you did it with broth
erhood.
When it comes to a party Phi
Sigma Epsilon uses their imagination
to make it an unforgettable occasion.
Phi Sigma Epsilon had their annual
"Phi Sig Day" in March for all the
brothers in Michigan and the sur
rounding states. In addition to social
activities the brothers, the brothers
also joined in with the Chi Omega
Sorority to sponsor a Christmas
Party for foster children in connec
tion with the Foster Parents Associa








1. Stuart Ellsworth; 2. John Allor; 3. Randy Trana; 4. Randy Parker; 5.
Mark Wiegenstein; 6. Craig Hannar; 7. Robert Walters; 8. Marshall
Wayne; 9. Chuck Lafehr; 10. Ken Dwigins; 11. Tom Tinklenberg; 12.
Patrick Rau; 13. Dave Bernard; 14. Bob Zinzer; 15. Jeff Jeffery; 16. Tim
Whalen; 17. Bob Lawson; 18. Harlan Rau; 19. Jeff Snead; 21. Dave
Girson; 22. Terry Campbell; 23. Bill Battersby; 24. Bill Bauer; 25. Dana
Lasswell.
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Chi Omegas—A Year Worth Remembering
Chi Omegas have had a year worth
remembering. . a terrific Fall Rush
and a fired up pledge class of fif
teen ... a Halloween Party with a
Haunted House!.. . closed dance at
Carousel Mountain. . playing Santa
to foster children at Christmas... va
cations (Florida!). . our "Hooters of
the Week". . . Derby Day and Queen
Lorie. . . TG's. . . parties . . . Coke
dates at the Union. . . Uncle Cow
boy's cards and flowers. . . super
campus involvement. . Three Who's
Who. . . friends. . . sisterhood, and all
of us together!
n
I. Shelley DeLand; 2, Carol Schultz; 3. Karen
Kalupa; 4. Mary Jo; 5. Janene Pinchot; 6.
Loue Hacker; 7. Pam Stegath; 8. Laurel Gill-
ings; 9. Linda Duberville; 10. Christy Gildner;
II. Sheri Hansen; 12. Sue O'Brien; 13. Mary
Lee; 14. Susan Coady; 15. Sandy McMullen;
16. Carol Bergan; 17. Chris Hoddy; 18. Ann
Barnes; 19. Sharon Henry; 20. Lorie Powers;
21. Barb MacKenzie; 22, Jane Naffziger; 23.
Debbie Subatch; 24. Cheryl Archer; 25. Susie
Garrett; 26. Patty Leonhardt; 27. Marcy
Mueller; 28. Julie Baxter.
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Alpha Phi Omega — Active Service Organization
1. Marianne Squire; 2. Pam Sutter; 3.
Nancy Spears; 4. Gloria Spears; 5. Carrie
Mohr; 6. Rennee Beaumont; 7. Marilyn
Ridderman; 8. Carolyn Hill; 9. Sarah
Daron; 10. Jim Frey; 11. Dan Spears; 12.
Greg McGowan; 13. Dan Rath; 14. Jim
Dowling; 15. Jim Gill; 16. Greg Storms; 17.
Kevin Maher; 18. Steve Stroh; 19. Bob
Palmer.
Alpha Phi Omega, the National
Service Fraternity, is an active ser
vice organization on the campus.
With our largest event, the bi-annual
Red Cross Blood Drives, we also have
a standing project of escorting elderly
people to see performances at Miller
Auditorium, and have expanded our
assistance to the Boy Scouts of Amer
ica, helping their program of service
to boys in our community.
Our little sisters were also actively
involved in carrying out our service
oriented activities throughout the
year.
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Sigma Chi — Fabulous Fraternity
Sigma Chi, the number one frater
nity on campus, had another fabu
lous fall semester. Among our con
quests are a Championship Football
Team, the winning Homecoming
float and one of the best Dad's Days
ever.
Some highlights of the year: First
place in the Blood Drive, a great
show in sports, fine pledge classes,
Mom's Day and Pledge Banquet.
With Derby Day finishing off the
year with a bang.
1. Steve Bradford; 2. Doug Dawadowski; 3. Rick Aro;
4. Mark Hoekstra; 5. Steve Scheuler; 6. Kim Kim-
ball; 7. Tom Woodward; 8. Chuck Risak; 9. John
Cullen; 10. Al Gustafson; 11. Larry Weil; 12. Henry
Pfeifer; 13. Ken Beir; 14. Terry Wing; 15. Bob Macln-
tyre; 16. Dan Stuart; 17. Dan Dawidowski; 18. Bob
Hagenburg; 19. Chuck Younglove; 20. Andy Lungren;
Not Pictured: Tim Crawford; Bruce Wilson; Mike
Henne; Mike Ban; Rich Alger; Mike Florez; Kevin
Plank; Bill Hoddy; Rick Watkins; Dave Byrum; Brad
Burt; Pete Bradshaw; Boby Stuart; John Griffin; Bill
Johnson; Jim Hitz; Jim Mateer; Dave Almasain; Jim
Bryant; Mike Parker; Brian Chesley; John McGui-
gan; Paul Lockwood; Bruce Marling; Rick Thomas;
Kelly Markey; Fred Jeffers; Terry Smith; Dave
Burke; Dennis Dudewicz; Tom Wagar; Jeff Rexer;
Craig Overlock; Jerry Schadt.
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Alpha Sigma Alpha — Sharing The Ups And Downs
What are Alpha Sigs you ask? A
conglomeration of many things —
Raggedy Anns, Who's Who represen
tatives, unusual laughs, retreats, IM
and intercollegiate bowlers, Mom's
Day and Dad's Day banquets, help
ing the mentally retarded, Alumnae
dinner dances, members of Kappa
Delta Phi education honorary frater
nity, potlucks, kidnaps, and volun
teer workers for the community to
name a few. But most of all we're
sisters, sharing the ups and downs of
daily life.
Top Row: Julia Clary; Julie Graham; Elaine
Rybka; Nancy Johnson; Debbie Orthner; Bot
tom Row: Kandy Kobar; Sara Gratton; Carol
Rzeszewski; Renee Greep; Mary George.
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Sigma Sigma Sigma — A Perpetual Bond
Back Row (L-R): Deb Davis; Madeline Ri
vera; Sheila Morrissey; Jan Henry; Janet Gre-
mel; Betsy Hill; Mary Wade; 3rd Row (L-R):
Barb Cook; Nancy Powell; Jane Morris; Jean
Steinbacher; Joyce Pippin; Julie Willoughby;
Cindy Harp; Meg Walker; Ten Charles; Beth
Boerner; Kneeling: Sue Lyman; Sandi Mau-
pin; Kate Burtt; Alexandra Hunter; Marilyn
Geertman; Sheryl Sessions; Sitting: Jayne
Grinage; Sharon Krebs.
Sigma Sigma Sigma's goals in
clude high scholastic attainment, a
perpetual bond of friendship and
high ideals of character. Sigma's phi
lanthropic project is the Robbie Page
Memorial, a fund used to finance a
polio therapy program, at Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, recently ex
panded to Cardinal Glennon Hospi
tal, St. Louis, Missouri. Activities
that Beta Rho Sigmas partake in in
clude a Christmas party for deprived
children, Pledge Formal, Halloween
Costume Party, Homecoming Teas
for Alumnae, Dad's and Mom's Day
Dinner and Programs, and various
other social activities and service
projects.
Delta Zeta — Continuing Involvement
Delta Zeta, continuing their invol
vement in activities within the cam
pus and community, co-hosted a
dance marathon raising ten thousand
dollars, contributed their time and
effort to the March of Dimes Associa
tion, and various other fund raising
activities throughout the year. We
also co-hosted a tropical plant sale.
Through these activities and other
campus involvement, the Delta Ze-
ta's spirit has remained high and
strong. Our unity as a group is a con
tribution of each girl's individuality.
1. Cindy Stahl; 2. Robin Wolf; 3. Carol Motter;
4. Cheri Moore; 5. Beth Harrison; 6. Kelly
Flynn; 7. Linda Greef; 8. Jolie Conn; 9. Candy
Bross; 10. Betsy Brabb; 11. Denise Chittum;
12. Mary Watts; 13. Cindy Wrobel; 14. Suzie
Watts; 15. Cathy O'Mara; 16. Kim Bunker; 17.
Becky Sutherland; 18. Karen Hroba; 19. Sue
Erxleben; 20. Meg O'Mara; 21. Lynn Pfieffle;
22. Sherrie Campbell; 23. Michelle Rutan; 24.
Poco; Not Pictured; Katie Bartow; Teresa
Bongiorno; Lynn Kaczor; Priscilla Kelly; Sue
Minard; Gina Saunders; Diana Traynor;
Jeanne Wallace; Paula Brouillette; Peggy
Baker; Sue Carpenter; Diane Mclntosh; Judy




In the midst of apathy throughout
college campuses across the nation,
Greeks at Western are struggling to
provide the students here with an op
portunity to become involved in cam
pus and community activities, and to
hopefully instill leadership qualities
and an interest for social activation
in them for years to come.
The first major step for Western's
(ireeks in accomplishing this goal of
total campus involvement lies in dis
pelling many of the stereotypes pre
sently held of the "typical" Greek.
The time has passed when Greeks
can only be considered in terms of
beer bashes and snobbishness. Consi
dering the variety of philantropic
projects sponsored by (ireeks here at
Western and across the country, and
the mere fact that (Ireeks are reach
ing out to the whole campus, quickly
dispells these generalizations.
The individual sororities and fra
ternities that make up the (Ireek sys
tem at Western are organized into
two basic councils, or advisory
groups.The social sororities and fra
ternities at Western are headed by
1 the
Inter-Fraternity Council, both of
which work on a delegate principle.
The Inter-Fraternite Council and
the Panhellinic Council are truLy ac
tive organizations that divide their
major purposes into four catagories:
first, social; second, chapter, or indi
vidual fraternity or sorority develop
ment; third, personal development;
and fourth, public relations.
The social aspect of these two dir
ecting groups includes activities such
as parties, beer bashes, or other get
togethers between specific fraterni
ties and sororities. There are other
social activities undertaken by
(ireeks that, whether jointly or indi
vidually, are based on morethan just
a good time. A few include the Presi
dent's Reception, Spring. Sing on
Mom's weekend, and the Homecom
ing Soapbox Derby; the last two
being a joint event involving Ml IB,
USCB, and AWS as well as IFC and
Pan-Hel. Other Green social func
tions include going to nursing homes,
and contributing to, and working for,
the needy or handicapped.
The second important category of a
activity overseen by IFC and Pan-Hel
involves individual chapter develop
ment. While each fraternity or soror
ity has unlimited power to do almost
anything, these two boards set up
rules and guidelines which are de
signed for the fair treatment of all
considered. One thing that comes
under these guidelines is the rule that
no fraternity or sorority may require
pledges to do those things that could
inflict physical or emotional harm on
an individual. In addition to this
advisory factor, many awards or cer
tificates of achievement are given to
late a feeling of Greek unity and
brotherhood among the members of
the specific Greek organizations. But
Greeks realize that not everyone is
oriented to a fraternity. They similar-
i i ■ ii a a _ __ r j. :i_.
sorority is for every person. This atti
tude helps in creating a respectful,
healthy, feeling amongst Greeks of
different fraternities or sororities.
Other activities and opportunites
promoted by WMU Greeks are guest
speakers from different facets of the
university, making students aware of
the different facilities and opportuni
ties available to them at Western,
and contributing to the awareness of
any individual living in our society.
However, good works and activity
do not always gain much recognition.
If the sterotypes of fraternities and
sororities did not exist, there would
be no need for public relations. So it
is also a goal of all (ireeks to increase
communication and understanding
between every branch of the univer
sity community and themselves.
Western's (ireeks have many far
reaching goals for all of us here. We
who have made outstanding achieve
ments in campus, community, or
academic endeavors.
The IFC and Pan-Hel try tostimu-
about, but all of us should take note
that Western's Greeks are trying to
make this campus a working, friend
ly, non-apathetic, community.







Front Row: Dennis Hauge, Ad. VP, Brain
McKay, Pres., John Conzett, Sec., Tom
Busch, Tres. Second Row: Mike Frey, Exec,
VP, Kirk Taylor, Corr. Sec., Steve (Soapy)
Henes, Public Relations, Passkiewicz, Ray,
Advisor.
Inter-Fraternity Council is the go
verning body of the fraternities on
Western's Campus. Combined with
the support of the fraternities, they
were able to have a very successful
Greek Week, turn out the first edi
tion of the Colliseum, a Greek new
spaper, give recognition to outstand
ing hockey players, and become more
of a strength among students organi-
cations on Western's campus.
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Gamma Phi Beta
Back Row: Sue Heath; Leslee Laycock; Evelyn Lauer; Debbie Sears; Alice Golec; Front Row: Vicki White; Ann Dimitroff; Jamie Sefert; Ann
Sager.
Happy-Go-Lucky Henry
All girl residents we may be
But happy-go-lucky and cheerful are
we,
With twenty-four hour visitation
rights
We come as we please, both day and
night.
With pen in hand and Tab in other
We study hard and write to Mother;
Dances, movies, March of Dimes
"Mom" Jones and her gals enjoy
good times;
All types of girls from near and far
Henry Honeys, yes we are!
Standing: Sally Spencer; Kathleen Quigley; Karen Krozal; JoAnn Thorn; Renee Graham; Claire
Kavon; Linda Fowler; Mary Paulos; Middle Row: Polly Pease; Molly Kirklen; Theresa Bent;
Marie Prendergast; Theresa Kessel; Audrey Sezwick; Colleen Naguwa; Kim E. Pless; Vickie
Bailey; Front Row: Donna Cromwell; Julie Clark; Michelle Negri; Claire Bellaver; Diana Mi
chael; Laura Stevens.
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B flow; (L-R) Leslie Ranney, Connie Court
ney, Sue McHugh, Melinda Schier, Diane
Doerschler, Julie Nelsen, Middle Row (L-R)
Kathy Boelther, Jan Gabel, Nancy Dahl, Anne
Linsdau, Jackie Sage, Front Row (L-R) Shirley
Starr, Meg Boger, Deb Martin.
FLEXIBILITY THE GAME
ZIMMERMAN'S THE NAME
Whether bumping in the halls, de
monstrating the latest way to eat
peanut butter, singing or swinging
with a happy song, or sitting long
hours on a rocking chair for the
March of Dimes — these nuns have
good habits! And after all boys,
where else would you expect to find
the winners of "Yell Like Hell"?
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3rd Co-ed Year And Going Strong — Davis Hall
1. Bobby "Artist" Habeck 2. John "Kid"
Berka 3. Cam Clark 4. Margo Jones 5. Bill
"Oops" Bailey 6. Mike Oravec 7. Doug "Su
perstar" Lease 8. Mike "Stud" Gilchrist 9.
Larry "The Man" Anderson 10. Joel "The Car
penter" Goldenberg 11. Dee Monk 12. Charles
Burrell 13. Ted "Little Shit" Townsend 14.
Ginny Siegrist 15. Jane Goldsberry 16. Marilyn
"Mar" Rivkin 17. Steve "Duffer" Wells 18.
Andy "Sailor" Hodgson 19. Julie "Tugboat"
Bernat 20. Rebecca Levich 21. Ricky "The
Rowdy" Havercroft 22. Marty Linblad 23.
Frank "Fluffy" Wohlscheid 24. Kenny "Chef
Lynch 25. Deb "Red Streak" Unruh 26. Lynn
Gilbert 27. Jan "Et" Phillips 28. Todd Villen-
euve 29. Anne Boesinger 30. Greg Yund 31.
Kathy "Armilot" Armillotti 32. Tom Wicker
33. Dave Hojnacki 34. Harvey "Prong"
Sommer 35. Father Bill Audette 36. Tom Clark
37. Dale Parks 38. Mike Tichansky
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Go To Bed Co-Ed! Yea Davis! The
battle cry rang on through another
year of sensational living in Davis
Hall. With our fantastically huge
rooms, bathrooms for every two of us,
and a full set of fun-loving people
filled with an earnest desire to suc
ceed both academically and socially,
we remained easily the best dorm on
campus. At first the all junior, senior,
grad student restriction had us wor
ried. Would we end up to be just a
bunch of old foggies that had their
heads buried in their books all the
time, or would the rheumatism keep
us from our perennial games of vol
leyball? Hell no! When we got older,
we got better! Our parties were better
attended than ever, activities and
programs increased, one (out of
three) of our basketball teams won
the intramural championship, the
girls had a hell of a football team,
and there were more than enough co









Velcome To Zee French Hall!
Velcome to zee home of zee Vild
Frenchies! Ve spent zee entire year
talkzing and valkzing to zee classes,
and partyzing, and partyzing, and
partyzing. Not zat ve couldn't have
fun vithout zee partyzing! Ve had zee
houseful of funzee peoples vhoze
could make anyzing zee good time for
youz and meez, and everybodzees!
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The Number One Valley
Valley I Executive Board
President: Kathy Ellison
V. President: Harry Dalm





Valley III — "More Of What You're Looking For"
Welcome Back My Friends To
The Show That Never Ends!!
LJiB
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Hoekie Hall — Happy, Hopping, Hip
Sitting: Pat Jessick, Sue Benelheimer, Debbie
Pomplun, Cindy English, Lisa Precious, Jo
Nell Martin, Sean Wierengh, Kim Morrical,
Layla Jabboorie. Standing: Margo Moore,
Sherry Miller, Joice ten Bosch, Connie Alex
ander, Wendy Wellman, Karlene King, Iris
Sprowl.
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Big, Bad, Beautiful, Bigelow
Standing: Jeff Moore, Treasurer; Tom Weidman, Secretary; Thomas Crawley, ASG Senator
Seated: Renard Oliver, Social V. P.; Jim Fortunnto; President; Bill Cataldo, Executive V.P.
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Bigelow Hall has upheld its tradi
tion of excellence in Residence Hall
programming and concern with com
munity affairs this past year. The re
sidents of 4A organized a Talk-A-
Thon to raise money for the Kalama-
zoo Burn Center, while at the same
time they set a record for non-stop
talking. We've presented movies,
speakers, and have actively partici
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1974-75 The Year In Raucous Retrospect
Summer semester. Do you all rea
lize that so little happens on Wes
tern's campus during the summer
that we had trouble finding enough
activities to take pictures of? Well, it
wasn't quite that bad, we did manage
to find a few students sleeping under
trees, and somehow came up with a
sequence shot of the baby swans
growing up. Not bad for a session's
work.
As is normal in the balmy,
clammy, days of late summer in Ka-
lamazoo, Western's Fall 1974 semes
ter started out with a characteristic
whoosh and a bang and a slurp. Not
surprisingly, the twenty thousand
plus students that descended upon
the campus in something under
fourty-eight hours found it not quite
ready for their arrival. Good old Wes
tern was rushing to put the finishing
touches on a curious circuitous road
system that roped in the northern
half of Western's academic core, and
sent everyone careening into the
Health Center parking lot. The re
sulting mess and confusion only ad
ded to the annual traffic jam that ac
companies such multitudes and their
triple multitudes of luggage wherever
they go, but got business at the
Health Center off to a roaring start.
Sangren Hall, in the midst of being
gutted in preparation for the install
ment of its shiny new air condition
ing, was surrounded by stacks of tin
pipes and infested with clouds of dust
as workers crawled about their busi
ness.
And crawl they did. Work that was
scheduled to be finished in December
1974 didn't even come close, in fact
there was some question whether it
would ever get done, seeing as all the
construction workers were always
busy getting acquainted with the new
secretaries. Meanwhile, back at the
community, and the fall semester,
restrooms, the rest of the university
both got underway sometime in mid-
November. Generally quiet and pea
ceful, most of the fall activity cen
tered around the revitalization of the
bars in Kalamazoo, with the univer
sity balancing budget with their ten
percent of the take. The biggest riff of
the semester proved to be a tiny little
debate over the expense of President
Bernhard's new home. Never mind
that the university already owned
three other homes, they were all the
wrong color.
But such activity hardly raised the
dust that had settled over the dry,
dead, summer term, and not one to
make waves, Coach Doolittle's toe-
ball team decided to forfeit their sea
son rather than cause anyone any un
due excitement. Thus, with minimal
fanfare, the Broncos went zero for
five in the MAC, and Doolittle went
to the showers.
Thanksgiving was terrific as thou
sands of students went home to
chicken and dressing in the face of
the country's worsening economic
woes. But Davis Hall residents did
their bit to stimulate the economy by
having their stereos and typewriters
recirculated into the market by a
couple of early morning burglars who
also managed to walk off with a cute
little 1962 Ford Mercury, with a
chrome radiator cap and bloodshot
headlights.
Speaking of the country, 01' Jerry
Ford was sitting in the White House,
passing out pardons to former presi
dents, and quickly losing the goodwill
of the country and the congress as he
floundered with domestic and foreign
\jy)iiv.y ill ilia cany ui
painted oval office.
The auto industry was reeling from
record low sales, layoffs were giving
thousands much needed vacations
and ninty-five percent of their pay
checks for waiting gracefully. Not
bad for those lazy, hazy, crazy, days
of Fall 1974.
Which, of course, and after a brief
respite for a jolly skimpy Christmas,
quickly faded into Winter 1975, when
things really started, to warm up
around the old bulkheads in the Stu
dent Services boiler room. Money
was short all over, and while our bas
ketball team was staying in the thick
of the MAC race for the first time in
years, and the Bronco skaters were
cutting up their competition in their
brand new arena, eating Bowling
Greens for breakfast and getting shot
down by the spirit of St. Louis, Pre
sident Bernhard was sitting in his
warm new home, ordering a hiring
freeze for the university as word came
down that the Guv was chopping five
hundred big ones from the 1974-75
budget.
Seasons, Roads Changed Daily
But money woes were hitting ever
yone. For example the Board of Trus
tees had to find a new way to prop up
the dormitories as they faced up to
repealing the parietal rule for fresh
men and sophomores, which some
how happened to coincide with an in
crease in everyone's tuition by a dol
lar a credit. But the administration
wasn't so creative with ways to save
the financially plagued campus year
book. The THRESHOLD was being
threatened with extinction if some
how we couldn't convince the stu
dent body to stretch their thinning
dollars out just enough further to buy
a copy of their own yearbook. Too
bad we couldn't have raised tuition
or something to help us out, but the
university couldn't afford us either,
and they refused to give us permis
sion to tax people sleeping in the Stu
dent Center in order to make addi
tional revenue, so we were left to plod
on, through rain, sleet, and the first
college snow day in the last eight
years, to finish the book and watch
the world around us go to pot. Liter
ally.
No one wanted to graduate any
more. There wasn't anyplace, nor any
jobs, to go to. Jerry Ford was beginn
ing to get a grip on both himself and
his bust of Harry Truman, and final
ly had Nelson Rockefeller in the vi
cinity to do his homework for him,
and sweep the CIA mess under the
carpet all at the same time. King Fai
sal had a little family trouble which
sent him to an early grave, and his
nephew to that big chopping block in
the sky.
Nothing was sacred anymore as an
unruly Congress defeated Henry Kis
singer's pet trade proposal with the
U.S.S.R., decided to do it's own rug
sweeping act with the CIA, and total
ly refused to get anything positive ac
complished in any area whatsoever
for the duration of their feud with
Jerry over what flavor of jelly to serve
with the peanut butter during official
steak dinners.
But all was not lost, as Western
held firmly to the status quo. Girls
who pulled fire alarms were suspend
ed from school, and athletes con
victed of burglaries were put on aca
demic probation and told they could
never play football again at Western
until practice started in the spring.
The faculty finally voted in collective
bargaining in April and then prompt
ly asked the Faculty Senate to look
into the feasibility of forming a un
ion. And Western once again came to
international attention as a group of
students managed to set a new world
record (for not state employees) of
the longest telephone call. Not to
mention that Western's new Football
coach was showing everyone how
tough he was by trying to bend the
iron bar of NCAA rules for spring
training, figuring no one would su
spect a school with such a medidcre
record.
Spring was refreshing. Sangren
Hall was still getting its air condi
tioning, which was now promised for
the hottest day of January 1976, in
order to celebrate Washington's
crossing of the Delaware two hundred
years earlier to buy his first coke.
Knollwood Tavern, much to Wes
tern's franchise manager's chagrin,
got permission from the city to ex
pand into a huge gambling and pros
titution franchise, with the added
right of giving away free frisbees on
Funky Fridays.
Vietman mercifully, and quickly,
joined the communist bandwagon
after the collapse of Cambodia, and
left poor President Theiu minus a ca-
pitol, or even a country, and absolu
tely no place to put back the millions
in gold bullion he had kept for safe
keeping during his diplomatic sum
mit meating in the sauna rooms of
the French Riviera. President Ford,
however, was staging a brilliant
comeback with a show of military
force, and lets not forget indignation,
as he sent eighty thousand marines,
two divisions of paratroopers, the se
venth, eighth, and thirteenth fleets,
and his dog, to rescue the crew of the
merchant ship Mayaguez. All of
which solidly lined the country up
behing him since everyone was tired
of being picked on by those skinny,
yellow, communists, who had finally
put too much sand in our pants for
their own good.
Back at Western, everything was
proceeding quietly as the spring mud
puddles dried up and there was talk
of even fielding a baseball team be
fore the end of the season. They did,
and.won ten straight games before
being eliminated from post season
tournament play by the golf team
who had dropped their own cham
pionship chances due to a late season
shortage of brown and gold golfballs.
Tennis, believe it or not, ended the
season as second in the MAC, the
highest finish for any Bronco team all
year, except for Hockey which was so
good they couldn't really have been
from Western.
All in all, it was a tremendous year
at Western, one full of memorable
events, and fuller of even more forge-
table ones. The year passed, the sea
sons kept trading weeks back and
forth amongst themselves, classes
came and went, the students, admin
istrators, and staff, all got a year
older, except for George in cashiering
who never gets any older, and the
brick buildings still looked the same,
except for a few differences here and
there. The people, well you know
people, they have this funny habit of
all going their own way after a while.
They did the same thing this year,
and after a while, we did the same.
pring Sports
A Rainy Day Season — With A Ten Game Steak
Coach Bill Chambers had an inter
esting season. The games seemed to
vary in every category except the
weather and the outcome. The Bron
cos had numerous games cancelled
due to rain and snow and cancelled
themselves out of a number of games
by their own play. In the midst of all
this came a spell of sunny days coin
ciding with a string of ten consecu
tive victories that ended the season
with a not-so-dismal forecast for next




Although the ten game winning
streak helped their overall record
they finished next to last in the MAC
with a six and ten record, with an
overall record of fourteen and fifteen.
The Bronco victories included a re
markable doubleheader from Michi
gan State, who went on to finish
third in the Big Ten, and two from
University of Detroit, who battled
into a berth in the Midwest regional
of the NCAA playoffs.
Pitchers Tom Carpenter, Tim
White, and a host of others, were up
and down all season. Win one lose
another, seemed to be the pattern of
the entire season. Jim Carwardine,
senior third baseman set a career re
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Bottom Row: Garry Johnson, Steve Rhodin, Tim May, Tom Carpeneter, Doug Brady, Jim Carwardine, Rocky Manuel. Second Row: Rick
Fellows, Bill Roberts, Tom Hamilton, Jim Siwek, Scott Carnes, Tim White, Mark Sommers, Terry O'Brien. Third Row: Jim Millward, John
Roy, Don Davis, Terry Bartell, Rick Farrow, Mike Hill, Ted Dacher, John Fischer, Bob Veneri. Fourth Row: John Harmes, Dave Surch, Jim
Cotherman, Scott Peden, Brain Peterson, Fred Decker, Ass't. Coach Dave Turley, Head Coach Bill Chambers.
Front Row: Tom Burger, Bob Comwell, Dale Debruin, Dave Lawrence, Ken Pettis, Bill Smith, John Borsos, Bob Norman, Dave Selmer; Second
Row: Steve Brown, Tom Duits, Dan Landman, Brad Courtney, Mark Kotyuk, Dana Miles, Don Prophet, Halbert Bates, Dan Lanning, Curtis
Long; Third Row; Bill Yeo, Bob Lewis, Ben Hayden, Greg Savicke, Ted Farmer, Ross Anderson, Mort Leith, Stan Burt, Rick Murray; Back
Row: Coach Jack Shaw, Darrell Williams, Tom Meyer, Mike Schomer, Rick Schefdore, Frank Davis, Manager Darryl Rush, Asst. Coach Orin
Richburg.
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Trackmen Finish 4th In MAC
252
In the Meet that both signals the
end, and sets the tone, for a team's
season, Western's varsity track team
managed to gain fourth place in the
MAC. The trackmen finished the
1975 season on the new Kanley
Track, competing against all nine
other MAC schools in the annual lea
gue championships. Injuries plagued
the team, slowing down such earlier
WMU stars as Tom Duits (distance),
Curtis Long (sprinter), and Dale De-
Bruin (decathlon). Even so, the team
garnered sixty-seven and two-thirds
points to fall less than five points be
hind third place Bowling Green, with
the injured DeBruin still managing to
capture a first place finish in the de
cathlon. Mike Schomer (javelin) took
Western's only other first place fin
ish, followed closely by Tom Meyer
(hammer throw), and Bob Cornwell
(intermediate hurdles) who both cap
tured seconds in their events.
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Tennis — 2nd In MAC And A Coach Of The Year
Front Row: Tim Mace, Scott Frews, Capt. Tony Lamerato, Al Gubitz, Den Lueneburg, Tom Mitchell. Back Row: Fritz Dwyer, Bob Learman,
Scott Schultz, Don Brown, Jim Buck, and Coach Jack Vredevelt.
The Bronco netters finished the
1975 season with a mediocre twelve
and ten record. However, it was the
MAC championships where the
Bronco star came through. Tony La
merato, a junior from Hamtramck,
repeated as the Mid-American Con
ference's single's champion with a
six-one, six-two final match victory.
Lamerato's title, matched with Scott
Frew taking sixth in the singles flight,
gave Western a second place finish in
the MAC with twenty points. Only
one other team won titles, and that
was Miami of Ohio who took the
other seven. The successful season
was sweetened with the naming of
coach Jack Vredevelt as Coach of the
Year in the MAC.
Other notable Bronco netters were
freshman Dan Lueneburg, Jim Buck,
Fritz Dwyer and Scott Schultz.
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A Mere Twenty Strokes From Championship
The Mid-American Conference
Golf Meet showed the Broncos best
stuff all season. They finished fifth in
the MAC, just twenty strokes off the
pace in one of the most competitive
tournaments ever. Mike Hurley and
Tom Foster tied for third in the indi
vidual medalists play with identical
two hundred and ninety-threes. The
Broncos put together one of the finest
rounds as a team in fourth round ac
tion at Lake Doster Country Club.
Coach Merle Sclhosser liked what he
saw in the championship rounds, and
if it was any indication, Western can
look forward to increased competiti
veness in a conference that has
proved to be one of the toughest in
the nation.
■■!■
Top Row: Stymie Poore, Pete Mandich, Lance Alrick, Ken Oran, Joe Heimonen, Mike Hurley, Rob Strain, Lee Booker; Bottom: Mike
Redersdorf, Tom Foster, Steve Robinson, Steve Wells, Tom Ruthkoski, Chris Wilson, Pat Thiede, Coach Merele Schlosser.
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Grosse Pointe Woods, MI
Alfoldy, Teresa




































































































































































































































































































St. Clair Shores, MI




























































































































































St. Clair Shores, MI
Dewey, Bill
Brooklyn, MI
Dorm of 1975 Award . . . Henry and Bigelow Halls regain World Talk-a-Thon record for Western-
Diehl, Nancy
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































St. Clair Shores, MI
Meier, Susan
Grosse Pointe, MI






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bloomfield Hills, MI .
Tocco, Salvator




















































































































































































































































ALPHA CHI OMEGA 206
ALPHA KAPPA PSI194
ALPHA PHI 208
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 215










An dree, Larry 207
Andrews, Chriss 258
Andux, Patricia 258
Apel, Deb Sue 135, 199
AQUA, SPRITES 125




















































Barton, Meril 202, 203
BASEBALL 248
BASKETBALL 176
Basse, Rick 202, 203
Basso, Philip 258
Batey, Marjorie 206, 258
Battermann, Lynne 126, 258
Battersby, Bill 213













Beister, Randolph 122, 259
Bekele, Zewdie 195, 259








































































































Brown, Steve 102, 251
Brown, William Jr. 261





































Busch, Timothy 138, 207, 262
Busch, Tom 221
Bush, Martha 262









Cahill, Steven 202, 262
Cain, Larry 138, 201


























Carter, Dr. Elwin 110
















Chambers, Bill, Coach 251
Charles, Teri 219, 263

















Clark, Cynthia J. 163
























COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES 22
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 25
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 28
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 31
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 34






















Coulter, Myron Vice-Pres., 46
Courtney, Brad 102, 251
Courtney, Connie 223
Cousins, Nola 264
Cowser, Gregory 99, 264
Cox, Bill 182













































































DELTA SIGMATHETA, INC. 200
DELTA ZETA 219
Delvin, Lynn 265
















Diehl, Nancy 123,138, 266
Dielenhein, Michael 266
Diget, Dave, Coach 180
Dilley, Dennis 99
Dillon, Karen 122
Dilworth, Pamela 200, 266














Doolittle, Bill, Coach 94
Dopp, Elizabeth 266






























































Fair, Mary 130, 267
FALL DIVISION 56































































Frey, Mike 118, 221










GAMMA PHI BETA 222
Gandy, Tony 133, 135
Gapinski, Dave 99
































































Graham, Julie 218, 279






GREEK FEATURE STORY 190
















































































































Hobbs, George, Coach 182
Hoben, Elise271




































Hoy, Dr. Joseph T. 94





































































Johnson, Mildred S. 48
John, Nancy 218
Johnson, Pam 273












































































































Krebs, Sharon 124, 219























Lamerato, Tony, Capt. 254
Lamirand, Jeff 201







Lasswell, Dana 213, 275
Lattuca, Lynn 275


















































































































































McGowan, Greg 118, 215
McHugh, Sue 199, 223
Mclntosh, Scott 174












McNeill, John 129, 278





Megel, Mary Jo 278
Mehl, William 127, 278
Meier, Julie 208
Meier, Michael 278







































































Morgan, Paul 132, 280
Morgan, Sharon 280
Morin, Marc 205





Morrissey, Sheila 219, 280
Mosley, Ann 280
Moss, Anne 280






















Nelsen, Jullie 126, 223
Nesbit, Mark 99
Neubert,Jeff99







































































































































PHI GAMMA DELTA 201
PHI MU 197
PHI SIGMA EPSILON 212
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 198
Phillips, Janet 224
Phillips, Janice 283




















Pless, Kim E. 222













Porter, Lou Anne 284
Posey, Greg 99
Postell, Gloria 220, 284
Potter, Barbara 284
Potter, Greg 135






































Ratti, Joseph, Jr. 284
Rau, Harlan 213
























Reynolds, Janet Marie 285






Rice, Irene D. 107
Richardson, Dtrk 130,132
Richardson, Julie 297



















































Rush, Daryl, Manager 102, 251
Rushing, Derwin 131
Russel, Kathy 130


























Saracino, Jim 118, 202, 203
Sarno, James 286


















































Sefert, Jamie 113, 222
Segreti, John 201
Selen, Nancy 287

































SIGMA PHI EPSILON 210
SIGMA PI 204























































SPRING SPORTS DIVISION 247
Sprowl, Iris 233
Squire, Marianne 215
St. Amour, Cheryl 289















Stefen, Pete 112, 202, 203






















Stuart, Daniel 216, 290
STUDENT ALUMNI SERVICE BOARD
113





Subatch, Deborah 114,138, 290
Sullivan, Deborah 190







































































































































Walker, Rich, Asst. Coach 178
Wallace, John 292
Walters, Robert 213, 292
Walton, Dwight 99



























































































































































Central Michigan U W
8-15,15-10,15-8
Ball State University L
1-15,6-15
Grand Rapids JC W
15-7,15-0,15-11




Univ. of Western Ontario L
4-15,15-10,13-15
Eastern Michigan U W
15-8,15-12
Grand Valley SC W
15-10,15-17,16-14, 7-15,15-12
Michigan State U L
12-15,11-15
Univ. of Waterloo L
4-15,13-15










Calvin College .. L
7-15, 3-15
Central Michigan U. ...
15-12,6-15,6-15








Univ. of Cincinnati W
15-7,9-15,15-8




University of Illinois (Chicago Circle) L
8-15,10-15










Central Michigan U L
13-15,9-15
MAIAW Tournament (0-3)
Univ. of Illinois L
1-15,13-7,1-15
Ohio State University L
6-15,2-15




MICHIGAN STATE CHAMPS 1975
69 Michigan (h) 29
61 Goshen(h) 51
40 Ohio State (a) 63
83 Ohio U. (a) 39
71 Eastern (a) 45
92 Western 111. (h) 45
86 Northern 111. (h) 31
71 Calvin (h) 46
73 Indiana St. (a) 78
62 Indiana U. (a) 66
56 MichiganSt. (a) 61
81 Marshall (h) 63
86 Marshall (h) 72
65 Gr. Valley (a) 55
62 Central (h) 51
58 Calvin (a) 57
STATE TOURNEY
72 Gr. Valley 48
58 Eastern 46
77 Calvin 61
MIDWEST REGIONALS at Illinois St.
78 Ball St 67
64 Indiana U 77
TABLE TENNIS
Western's defending women's national table
tennis champion, Janice Martin, successfully
defended the regional portion of her title at
Central Michigan this spring, and is preparing
for the national competition April 24-26 at the






L Illinois (CC) .. 166.60
W Bowling Green (h) 182.65
W,L Eastern 111., Kent State 186.05
W Eastern Michigan 161.45
L Ball State (a) 175.35
7th TITAN INVITATIONAL 179.10
3rd Northern HI., MSU 189.90
L,L Air Force, Colorado 191.60
L Colorado State 186.10
W Northern Colorado 181.05
2nd Lake Erie 177.40
TRACK
974 RESULTS (3-10) -1975 RESULTS
96 Ball State 531/2
Indiana State (at BSU) 521/2
103 Central Michigan (a) 62
4th MAC Championships 67 2/3
WRESTLING
1974 RESULTS (6-6) MAC (8th)
6th Michigan Collegiates (at Ypsi) pts .40
19 Olivet (at Battle Creek) 12
26 Bowling Green (at B.G.) 11
24 Kent State (h) 22
12 Ball State (a) 25
12 Central Michigan 29
6 Ohio State 26
11 Toledo 21
26 Franklin College 13
17 Miami 22
17 Notre Dame 18
36 Wayne State 13





58 Western Ontario 55
89 Waterloo 24
37 Kent State 75
78 Wayne State 35
72 Toledo 39
67 Northern Illinois 46
51 Ball State 62
69 Bowling Green 44
48 Oakland 65
77 Loyola 36
38 Eastern Michigan 75
49 Notre Dame 64





11/20 U. of Miami (Fl.) Tourney 1627
13/14 U. of Kentucky Tourney 413
5/14 U. of Illinois Tourney 772
393 Notre Dame (a) 389
.1/8 U. of Toledo Tourney 376
396 Tri-State (a) 424
11/15 MAC INVITATIONAL (atOxford) 389
395 Ohio State (a) 385
7/10 Kent State Invitational 728
8/10 BRONCO INVITATIONAL 728
5/10 Mid American Conference 1468
TENNIS r-
1974 RESULTS (12-10) MAC (2nd)
5 Eastern Kentucky (at Lima, O.) 4
1 Kentucky (at Lima, O.) 8
9 North Carolina-Charlotte (a) 0
9 Pfeiffer College (a) 0
3 High Point College (a) 6
1 South Carolina (a) 8
9 Citadel (a) 0
3 Notre Dame (h) 6
9 Grand Valley (a) 0
4 Purdue (a) 5
9 KentState(h) 0
8 Toledo (h) 4
5 Henry Ford (h) 4
2 Miami (at Bowling Green) 7
4 Bowling Green (a) 5
7 Central Michigan (at B.G.) 2
5 Northern Illinois (a) 4
4 Northwestern University (a) 5
3 Eastern Michigan (h) 6
3 Michigan State (h) 6
7 Ball State (h) 2
7 Ohio University (h) 2
MAC Championships pts. 20
BASEBALL
1974 RESULTS (14-15) (MAC 6-10)
2 Mercer (a) 5
7 Tennessee (a) 8
3 Tennessee (a) 7
1 Tennessee (a) 2
11 Louisville (a) (10) 9
3 Indiana (a) 5
2 Indiana (a) 1
10 Michigan St. (a) 1
3 Michigan St. (a) (9) 2
6 Ohio University (h) 7
3 Ohio University (h) 5
4 Northern Illinois (a) 7
2 Northern Illinois (a) 7
2 Toledo (a) 3
1 Toledo (a) 9
2 Bowling Green (a) 4
6 Bowling Green (a) 1
4 Detroit (h) 0
4 Detroit (h) (9) 3
5 Ball State (h) 1
5 Ball State (h) 1
0 Miami (h) 2
5 Miami (h) 3
5 Wayne State (h) 2
8 Wayne State (h) 5
5 Central Mich, (a) 3
2 Central Mich, (a) 7
2 Eastern Mich, (a) 5
3 Eastern Mich, (a) 4
BASKETBALL
1974 RESULTS (16-10), (MAC 8-6)
73 Wisconsin-Green Bay (h) 46
80 Eastern Michigan (h) 65
101 Northern Iowa (h) 72
67 Central Michigan (a) 81
59 Michigan State (a) 62
70 Oral Roberts (a) 67
58 San Diego State (a) 60
62 Michigan (at UD) 82
80 Detroit (a) 65
59 Miami (a) 67
77 Ball State (h) 54
81 Loyola (h) 63
73 Toledo (h) 56
71 Ohio University (h) 66
60 Bowling Green (a) 64
77 Kent State (h) 70
71 Notre Dame (h) 73
86 Miami (h) 73
76 Loyola (a) 56
60 Eastern Michigan (a) 62
76 Ohio University (a) 72
64 Bowling Green (h) 66
77 Kent State (a) 53
72 Northern Illinois (h) 67
72 Central Michigan (h) 74
85 Toledo (a) .....68
FOOTBALL ^0 M
1974 RESULTS (3-8) MAC 0-5)
33 Texas-Arlington (h) 6
19 Eastern Michigan (a) 20
30 Northern Illinois (a) 13
13 Bowling Green (h) 21
6 Kent State (a) 28
24 Toledo (h) 31
20 Marshall (a) 17
3 Ohio University (h) 26
0 Miami (a) 31
6 Central Michigan (h) 42
33 Long Beach State (a) 34
HOCKEY
1974 RESULTS (19-8) CCHAII, 8-0
DIVISION I CHAMPS
13 Algoma (h) 4
11 Algoma (h) 6
12 Illinois-Chgo, Circle (h) 2
8 niinois-Chgo, Circle (h) 1
2 St.Clair(a) 6
13 Lake Forest (h) 5
8 Lake Forest (h) 3
13 St. Mary's (h) 1
18 St. Mary's (h) 1
8 Bowling Green (h) 2
6 McMaster (h) 2
6 Buffalo (h) 4
6 Buffalo (h) 3
2 Lake Superior State (h) 7
2 Lake Superior State (h) 5
13 Lake Forest (a) 2
13 Lake Forest (a) 2
10 Buffalo (a) 3
7 Buffalo (a) 4
3 Bowling Green (a) OT 2
11 St. Clair (h) 1
14 Ill.-Chg. Circle (a) 3
4 Lake Superior St. (a) 8
2 Lake Superior St. (a) 6
2 St. Louis (h) 10
4 St. Louis (h) 6




My God, four years. Four long, short, full,
empty, here and gone, years. It's over. Not for
a semester break this time, not even for those
four quick months of summer. This time
there's no coming back. Kalamazoo and Wes
tern Michigan University, friends and neigh
bors, strangers and lovers, all disintegrating, or
at least dispersing, before the awesome force of
time and its uniformed drummer boy called
graduation. Where have all the good times
gone, the parties, the senseless jokes, the one
night stands, lost loves, found loves, the nights
of cramming, and the quiet weekends with
nothing to do, or too much to do, and not en
ough time till Monday? Where are my profes-
0 PARENTHo
sors, my classes, books, reports, and pencils?
They always saved me in the past. Some days
they slowed me down. Lots of times I couldn't
wait to get out of here. Sometimes I still can't.
So many painful memories, and so many,
many, more good ones. Something happened
every day. I mean even days that were wasted
weren't wasted, because just being able to
waste a day every now and then was an accom
plishment. It was great. Every year more and
more people got married and either left school,
or settled down to work their way through. But
for even the busiest of us college was a relati
vely easy time. After the classes and the
homework, you were on your own. Most of us
didn't have to go home to a wife and kids, a
yard that needed trimming, and a leaky faucet
to fix. Life was complicated merely with
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friends, enemies, lovers, and leavers, but at
least we were young, and our mistakes could
be tolerated, if not expected, and our accom
plishments could be made to look bigger than
life in a world that centered around one room,
one town, and one university. Home and par
ents, brothers, and sisters, in-laws, outlaws,
and laws period, all seemed like nebulous,
flighty tentacles, reaching into our worlds from
an outside somewhere, instead of wrapping
around them. We were young.
College. It all started out like a slightly re
gurgitated remake of an overgrown high
school. Being a freshman again was like a four
year flashback, not a giant leap ahead. Orien
tation was a gas. A brief little flirt with the
high life of the early seventies and maturity.
Jesus, we were big kids. There was enough new
guys and girls for everyone. And classes? Well,
gee, they seemed a little scary, but they
couldn't be that bad, right? And even if they
were, so what? College was going to be a good
time, and we all made solemn promises to
learn something in our spare time too.
The dormitories were a switch. We were all
big happy (?) families, complete with loners,
shouters, fighters, jokers, scholars, and make
shift super-stars, all rolled into nice little rows,
stacked efficiently side by side, and one on top
of the other, with all the individualism of a pile
of pancakes. But we made it. We all kept our
promise, whether we intended to or not, and
learned some things, even if we didn't know it
when we learned them, but instead only when
we stopped to think about it. And that was
a requirement. Every once in a while we were
all required to step back and think about it,
what ever it was. We were growing up, or at
least getting older, and the law said one usual
ly came with the other, and the law said the
latter one always came, no matter who you
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Maybe We All Turned Out Alright . . . Maybe
were, or whose dad was your's, or what neigh
borhood you'd grown up in. Everyone got
older, and some lucky few even got wiser, and
most of us kept forgetting about both until
suddenly we tripped over one, or the other, or
both, in the dark of night, and for a while we
could fall into what looked like a little daylight
in our lives, or retreat down another dark alley.
Maybe we took up hitting drugs to forget, or
smoked pot just because we liked it, and
maybe we all turned out alright at the end.
Those of us that made it anyway.
Some didn't. For a variety of reasons some of
us never even got a chance to get older. Car
accidents were a legitimate way to go. One of
us even had enough uncanny timing to get hit
by a flying coke truck. Another of us got killed
just riding a bike through Europe. Others left
to see Canada for a while, getting stuck there
for a lifetime. At first there was the end of the
war to wait for, and then after a while there
just wasn't anything to come back to.
But most of us stayed, and lived. The draft
died when we were two and in the middle of
our sophomore year, but only after it had
scared the shit out of us for a year and a half.
Girlfriends had kept lists of the numbers as
they came over the radio. A friend of mine won
the lottery for the lowest number, drank his
winnings away, and dropped out of school.
And all for nothing since they never even got a
chance to call our numbers. And then, of
course, there was Watergate breaking out all
over and making all of us want to jump up and
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serve our country anyway.
Finally, suddenly we were juniors, upper-
classmen, and people were asking us what we
were going to do after we graduated. And some
few of us realized it was time to think about
that for a while, do a little planning, it was
good for the soul. The rest of us kept hiding.
really scared us. But summer came to save us.
Summer vacation was a tradition, a passing
rite from one grade to the next, and we all
knew we could come back again. We only had
to put up with one more year.
It was almost funny being a senior; it just
couldn't happen to better people, but how
There was still plenty of time to make all those
big decisions. Meanwhile, enjoy. But the edge
was gone. The bars began to get crowded with
the little kids we had left back in high school.
There they were, sitting on my stool, and car
rying on like a bunch of idiots. Kids. Then the
Auditing Department sent us all a letter, re
minding us of our obligation to graduate in
order to make room for the next crop, and that
could we be seniors in college when we weren't
even as old as those high school seniors two
years ahead of us had been. It was time for
some serious counseling. It didn't help much.
Majors and minors finally began to shape up,
but what did they mean? People changed their
majors and minors every day, and the most
that ever happened to them was a change in
vocabulary, and maybe a few new friends. Sure
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we were going to all get big B.A.'s, or B.S.'s, or
B.S.'s in B.S., or some such thing. Big deal.
Just when we were finally coming out of hiding
from having to grow up and get a job, just
when we were supposed to be ready for that
bigger and better job college was going to get
us, the whole economy goes to hell, and takes
the job market with it. Who wants to go to hell
for a job, especially with four years of specia
lized training, and a masters in going to
school? Not me. But what choice did I have? I
couldn't stay in the woodwork forever. Besides,
the equation said I was through, finished. Col
lege, times four years plus education, equals
graduation, plus diploma, minus place to hide,
(CX (4y + Ed) = G + D - (PtoH)).
So I left, Everybody left. It was so damn sad.
I had to laugh. All grown up and educated
together, and just when we're all starting to
like each other old Mother Society takes us
home to bed. We were just lucky it all hap
pened so fast we didn't have time to shed too
many tears. Big boys arn't supposed to cry any
more, and big girls are only allowed two sniffs
and a whimper, so it was just as well.
Graduation was great. I really felt proud
standing up when my class was called. Too
bad no one could see me in the middle of those
three thousand black robes. But my mother
assured me she caught a glimpse of my cap as
I filed back to my seat after getting my very
own blank booklet. They all thought I looked
so terribly grown up, and mature, and hand
some, and graduated.
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A Bag Full Of Memories, And A Suspicion.
Maybe I was. I still haven't made up my
mind. How can I know what I look like when
there are still days when I'm not sure I'm an
yone at all? I thought I'd be through that stage
by now, and I have made a lot of progress, but
there are still moments when I wonder if the
last four years weren't just a dream, or a night
mare, or a joke; and that I'm going to wake up,
or be awakened, and all I'll find is that I al
ways was, that my escape to, or progress
through, school, is over, the time dead and
gone, and all I'm left with is a diploma still wet
behind the ears, a bag full of memories, and a
suspicion that somehow things for me, and us,




The dorm, the yearbook, our friends, heritage, nearly
everything that had anything to do with either one of us,
somehow or another seemed to find a corresponding
niche in the other. When we met in our sophomore year
we were floormates. From that point on our Hues seemed
to pull together as our careers and ambitions took us
along not merely parallel paths but to a great degree the
same one. We lived on the same floor, one worked for
the yearbook and introduced the other to it, and one
worked for the dormitory and was eventually joined by
the other. In one place one became the boss, in the other
he was the newcomer, with the roles basic ly reversed.
Yet, never was either case a true representation of our
relationship. You couldn't have found two more equally
matched people. If one had the edge in one area, the
other made up for it in another. Being so closely
matched, we competed, daily and well. At times we
seemed like enemies, but for the most part the compe
tition was only intense, not destructive. If anything it
pushed us both to otherwise unreachable achievements.
Together we seemed to possess a creative chemistry that
best manifested itself in the form of the 1974 and 1975
THRESHOLDS. There is no possible way of determin
ing which one of us influenced these two yearbooks in
what way or to what degree. Both were products of our
combined imaginations, styles, and effort. We some
times had widely divergent ideas and beliefs, and it
showed in our editorial differences; often the source of
conflict, but also the source of a similiarity; we both
wanted to do better work, together we made each other
do their best, and that was good for you, your yearbook,
and us.
At this time we would like to thank the many friends
and associates without whose help this book never could
have been produced. First, to our advisor Mr. Joe Free
man, we would like to express our sincere appreciation
for his help and guidance over the last two years. He
both knew how to cut red tape, and how to keep us on
the right track. When we needed him, he was there, and
you can't ask for a better advisor than that.
Second, we would like to thank our former Director of
Davis Hall, Kathie Armillotti. Kathie somehow put up
with having two of her three assistant directors as edi
tors of Western's yearbook. She allowed us maximum
flexibility with our hours and activities, which in turn
allowed us to complete our work in both places with the
minimum amount of hassel and pressure.
Many of our fellow residents eventually came to be
involved with the THRESHOLD. Our floors were a con
stant source of helpers, several, such as the workhorse
Doug Lease, and fellow staff Bill Audette, and Lisa Wi-
drig, became editors. At one time or another well over a
hundred people were involved with the actual produc
tion of THRESHOLD. Of those, several deserve special
mention. Deb Unruh doubled as the THRESHOLD uti
lity woman and safety valve over the past two years.
When the pressure was on and the time short the Red
Streak could always be counted on to pull us through.
You name it; she could,would, and did do it. Unbelieva
ble, and terrific. Another workhorse on the staff was Deb
Hochrien. The technician behind the index and another
dependable typist, Deb provided both the prodding and
momentum needed to get us through the long, long,
year. The best business manager THRESHOLD has had
in a long time was the energetic Greg Potter whose enth
usiasm, and genuine interest in THRESHOLD, in
creased communication between editorial and business
sides of the book one hundred percent.
As to the book itself, well, its been fun, and it hasn't
been fun. There was always merriment worked into the
long and tedious hours of labor, and that made working
the book seem worthwhile, but there were also other
aspects that took away much of the satisfaction of a job
well done. All was not rosy with the staff. There were
editors and helpers alike who let us down in one way or
another at times. But the biggest headaches had noth
ing to do with either the staff or making the book itself.
They came from a constant worry and uncertainty about
the future of THRESHOLD. The book was never a best
seller, and money has run short in recent years, so short
that we were facing an accumulated deficit of nearly
forty thousand dollars at the end of this year. But in
stead of finding additional support for the THRE
SHOLD, WMU's administration decided to cure us by
removing their support, financially at least. A one year
moratorium was placed on yearbook production in the
hope of either spurring new student support for the
book, or putting us out of business permanently.
And the worst part was that they couldn't have picked
a worse time. Sales figures indicated that we were final
ly recovering from our long slump. Interest was reviving
in many areas of the university community. More organ
izations were buying pages, more seniors were getting
their pictures taken, and most important, more people
were buying the book, forty percent more. But it was too
little too late. Late in June we were informed that there
definitely would be no 1976 THRESHOLD. And no one
knew what the moratorium would bring, whether, it
would kill our momentum or spur it, or whether any
amount of support and interest would be enough for the
university to bring the THRESHOLD back; ever.
John W. Berka
Editor-in-Chief
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